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Chapter One

Five miners are dead at Milne Bay's newest gold mine,
according to the rumor. Nothing further had been on the latebreaking news broadcasts the previous night.
Reporters gathered outside the door of South Sea
Gold Corporation's Port Moresby office well before the
scheduled morning news conference. A secretary unlocked
the door promptly at ten and ushered them into the
conference room. Management was about to issue its first
official statement.
A young man arranged microphones on the podium
while photographers set up powerful lights against the rear
wall. Three men in business suits entered and stood facing
the media. The young man made a final audio adjustment
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and stepped back as he nodded to the three. One of them
stepped to the podium with a prepared statement in his hand
and glanced at his audience while several cameras flashed.
Reporters still at the coffee table took seats.
"Good morning, and welcome to South Sea Gold
Corporation. My name is Jeremy Blake, public relations
officer for SSG. If any of you have not picked up a copy of
our prepared bulletin from the back table please hold up your
hand. Here on my left is Mr. Li Kao Hsai, regional manager
of South Sea Gold Corporation's Papua New Guinea
Division. On my right is The Honorable Mr. Gideon Bilasso,
Assistant Deputy Minister of Mines for Papua New Guinea.
Mr. Li will speak first."
Mr. Li, a slim, middle-aged Chinese, moved to the
microphone. "I regret to announce that there has been an
incident, twelve hours ago, at our mine on Owego Island in
Milne Bay Province. Five miners of the night shift are
reported dead. Two mine rescue teams are on their way to
the island as we speak. We have no information to give out
on possible cause yet, until we get further word from our
people at the scene. I believe Deputy Minister Bilasso
wishes to make a statement, and then Mr. Blake will answer
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any questions you may have."
Gideon Bilasso, a stocky Melanesian with graying
hair, spoke in a low tone, with his eyes fixed on his notes;
the reporters had to strain to hear him. "The Ministry of
Mines is on top of the situation, and is endeavoring to ensure
that all possibilities for rescue and aid to the miners are
being considered. Our first concern is, of course, safety. The
company and the public may rest assured that safety and
protection of the exports that keep the nation running are
primary issues within our department, and we stand ready to
assist in any manner possible." He shuffled through his
papers as though about to go on. Several audience members
stirred restlessly.
Seeing this, Blake stepped forward. He nodded
courteously to the deputy minister. "Sir, I see some hands
raised." He turned to the audience. "What questions do you
have?" He gestured to a reporter in the second row.
"First of all, what happened? Was there a fire? an
explosion? a rock burst? What?"
"No, no fire." Blake paused. "Apparently there was a
short circuit in the electric substation on level three, the
lowest level of the mine. The Owego project is underground,
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not open pit like most mines in New Guinea. The foreman
phoned up to the shift boss that the lights had failed. The
boss told him to start the portable generator that arrived just
last week The foreman phoned back that he had done so, and
the lights were back on.
"The shift boss summoned an electrician back to
work—this was about eight o'clock last night—and when he
got there the two of them went down to see what had
happened. When they reached level 3 they found the floor
about five centimeters deep in water. The electrician warned
the boss it might not be wise to step off the lift if a broken
live wire lay in contact with the water. They went back up to
put on hip-boot waders; came back down and set out to find
the foreman. They say they could hear the generator running,
and lights in the drift and central station were back on. The
miners, of course, use their battery powered head lamps in
the actual stopes where they work.
"The shift boss and electrician found the foreman in
the nearest working stope, lying dead, along with the twoman team there. Same situation in the next stope, a hundred
meters farther along the drift. And in the newest stope,
another two hundred meters farther, the last two men were
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lying asleep, and were roused with difficulty. One said they
got sick from the foul air, a frequent excuse miners offer, and
they were escorted back to the lift and out. At last report, an
hour ago, both were improving, and resting in the company
clinic. The shift boss and the electrician also had developed
headache and nausea, and we are considering a viral cause
for the deaths, or some toxin in the water supply."
Another reporter raised his hand. "So there are five
dead and two more ill? What about the day shift?"
"The day shift workers are being detained above
ground till the inspection team has arrived and has declared
the mine is safe."
"What about the families of the deceased miners?"
this from a young woman in the back row. "Who is taking
care of them?"
"The families will be notified as soon as the men are
properly identified. An inspection team is being flown in and
we expect to have further information this evening." He bent
his ear to the deputy minister of mines, who murmured
something "Oh, of course. The Red Cross will be on the
scene soon."
A young man stood from the second row. "Mr. Blake,
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Matthew Lin of the Hong Kong Chronicle. Isn't it true that
South Sea Gold Corporation has had several past reprimands
about its copper mines in Africa and in China? What about
this complaint of "foul air" the miner mentioned last night?
Do you have any comment on the ventilation system in the
Owego Mine?
Blake's voice took on a slight edge. "The Owego
Mine is equipped with a ventilation system powered by a
down-draft electric-powered fan and vent ducts. As the mine
expands to its full size, there will be a ventilation raise, that's
an auxiliary shaft, but the present size of the mine is deemed
to need only the present system. As to the miners' occasional
complaints about the air, such complaints are heard in many
mines the world over. Those who have sensitive noses are
free to find a different job."
Lin remained standing. "What I meant was, and
please excuse my ignorance of the finer details of mining,
the Owego copper and gold ore is called a 'massive sulfide
deposit', right? Are sulfur fumes affecting the air quality?"
"No. There are sulfur fumes in the refining process
when the ore is roasted, but not in the mine. Coal mines
sometimes have gas fumes; there is little to burn in a hard-
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rock mine." He turned to the next questioner.
"Benson, with the BBC. What emergency equipment
is available to the miners? Gas masks? Oxygen? First aid
supplies?"
"Medical supplies and oxygen are kept at the aid
station adjacent to the mine hoist, up top. There is also an
oxygen supply on each level underground, which is checked
weekly, but kept locked up. We found that some miners think
breathing it is a remedy for relief of headache after an allnight beer session."
"Mr. Blake, does South Sea Gold accept responsibility
for the miners' deaths?"
"Friends, that's obviously a question that can't be
answered until cause of death is determined by the medical
examiner. We've given you the information available to us at
the present time. We hope to have more for you tomorrow
morning. Thank you for coming."
As the meeting broke up, a young man approached
the Hong Kong reporter with hand outstretched. "Mr. Lin?
Tom Akani, from The Port Moresby Journal. I was intrigued
to hear your very reasonable question about the air in mines
run by South Sea Gold. It might be worth our while to visit
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the mine and see if there's a story there. What do you think?"
Lin nodded. "I think we should talk, but not in here.
Let's go out for a beer."
"Right. I'm a coffee man myself, but I'm with you. I
know a place just around the corner."
Seated with their drinks on a table in a small
neighborhood pub, the New Guinean and Hong Kong
reporters sized each other up as they talked.
"They didn't have much news, other than five dead
miners. You would think they'd get more facts before making
their announcement," Tom said.
"I think they didn't want it to look like they were
trying to hide anything," said Matt. "South Sea Gold has a
lot of business interests. They don't want any suspicions to
interfere with future contracts."
"You been in PNG before?"
"Three or four times on assignment. In Hong Kong
we don't have any mines but we have a lot of Chinese
corporations. South Sea Gold is a big one, world-wide. Like
most metal producers, it's tied up with the Chinese
government's SASAC, State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration

Commission,
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that

oversees

Chinese

industrial growth. They like Papua New Guinea's easy
attitude toward contracts. I'm sure they welcome the gold
from Owego, too, but especially the copper."
"If we want to follow up on this mine accident story,
we need to be at the scene," Akani said. "It's not easy,
getting around the Island groups in Milne Bay Province. By
boat, it's slow, by air it gets expensive. But I know a guy
with a helicopter at Alotau, the capital. How's your expense
account?"
"As long as it's connected to the South Sea Gold story,
I'm good."
"There's an early plane tomorrow morning. The
helicopter at Alotau should get us on to Owego in early
afternoon; plenty of time for the examiners to have reached
some conclusions. I can pick you up at your hotel at 5:00
am."
"Right. Let's go file our today's stories, and I'll be
ready tomorrow."
Tom's editor, Jon Sinto, okayed the follow-up trip to
Alotau. as long as Matt's newspaper shared in the
expenses."See what you can find out in the town first. Talk
in the pubs, visit other mining offices, get the gossip. There
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is more than one mine opening up in the islands, some of
them are open pits with tailings dumps that will change the
whole tourism trade. Find out what farmers and fishermen
think. Who is getting jobs at the mines, and at what pay and
what perks? How much do their families have to pay for
medical care? How's South Sea Gold going to compensate
the families of the men who died? How did those men die?
Don't take the company's word for it. Interview the medical
examiner. Some gold mines extract the gold from the rock
with cyanide. Was that the cause of these sudden deaths?"
"Um . . . I think the cyanide is used later, after the ore
is on the surface, not down in the mine itself. This one is not
an open pit," Tom said.
"Well, check it out. Mercury is sometimes used, too dissolves the gold and then has to be boiled off, and those
fumes are toxic. Even if they recycle the fumes, there can
always be leaky equipment, if the company is trying to cut
costs. Give me a side bar on why some mines aren't open pit.
Now, tell me my motto again, I haven't heard you say it in a
whole week."
Tom sighed. "Don't take anyone's word. Always
consider the source."
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"Say it once more. And this time don't roll your eyes."
Tom did as instructed, wondered briefly if he could
get away with a yawn, decided against it. The editor, after
all, had okayed his trip.
The instructions he got at home in Morata suburb
were just as detailed. He and his wife, Kim, had a mostly
happy marriage, but there had been issues in the first couple
of years before he realized that sharing life with a woman he
loved was not the same as independent bachelorhood. He
had been raised in a single-parent home, and often felt
uncertain about what husbandhood should involve.
Kim had long understood that frequent absences were
part of a news reporter's job, and she had come to accept
that. Her concerns started with her husband's safety, and then
branched into other related matters. "Mobile phone?"
"Batteries fully charged. But I don't know how good
the service is, out in the islands."
"Call me before you leave Alotau, then, okay? Now
remind me - and yourself - how long since you had a drink?"
"Tonight at dinner. Tea."
"Don't get sassy. You know very well what I mean."
"Oh, that?"
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"Yes, that."
"Four months, about. I don't keep as close track as I
used to."
"Good. Don't spoil your record."
"Aren't you going to ask me when was the last time I
gazed at a woman?" he teased. "Besides you, I mean."
"All right, when?'
"Can't remember. Don't need to remember. I got you,
lover."
She dimpled at the compliment. "That's nice. Come
on to bed. You can gaze there."
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Chapter Two

Matt and Tom decided to see the action first and get the
gossip in Alotau later, contrary to what Tom's editor had
instructed. The helicopter pilot was waiting at the Alotau
Airport when they arrived. They were soon aboard and en
route to Owego Island, some 160 km northeast of the
provincial capital. They passed several larger mountainous
islands, and finally, a single green jewel appeared out of the
intense blue of the Solomon Sea―Owego, with its three
forested mountains set apart from each other by a valley in
the shape of an inverted V. Two streams merged near the V's
apex, where a cluster of corrugated iron roofs sheltered a
village on the shore of a northward-facing bay. A single road
ran from the village, past an airstrip and up the western
valley about two kilometers to another set of buildings above
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a mine dump. The pilot circled the island once to let them
get pictures, then landed.
On the ground, the Owego Island airstrip was an anthill of activity. Helicopters and small planes lined its border.
Company officials, mine rescue teams from Australia and
China, inspectors from the police and the ministry of mines,
all vied for transport to the mine, visible uphill in the near
distance. Members of the press and families of miners
clogged the road, choosing to walk the two kilometers rather
than wait for a chance ride. The small town on the bay
looked ill-equipped to handle the crowd searching for a
place to eat, stay, or just get out of the sun's increasing heat.
A vendor sold drinks from a small cart by the
roadside. Matt bought a can of beer, and Tom a tepid orange
soda as they trudged up the mild slope. Tom had already
checked his mobile phone and found there was poor service
this far from the mainland.
"How do we get into the mine property?" Matt asked
as they approached a guarded gate in the chain-link fence.
"Look official," Tom advised. He figured the mine's
few security guards had probably been told to keep
everybody away from the mine entrance, but those
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newcomers with legitimate business inside overwhelmed all
efforts to sort them out. The two of them slowed just before
reaching the gate, allowing a group of Chinese in white,
open-necked shirts

to catch up, then moved into the

compound in the middle of the group.
"Matt, why don't you stay with this group, where you
can blend in with the Chinese guys, and listen to what the
mine bosses tell them." said Tom. I'll go with the miners'
families and see what they know so far. Let's meet
somewhere near the mine tunnel entrance in about an hour."
Tom moved to a group who appeared to be from the local
village. He spoke in Tok Pisin to one of the men.
"Are you a relative of one of the miners?"
"My son is down there. They tried to bring him up an
hour ago, but came up without anybody."
"It must be hard to have to wait like this for so long."
"We've been waiting here since yesterday morning.
The mine boss won't let anyone go in there. He says it's not
safe. If it's not safe, why don't they let my son come out?"
Tom wondered if he had misunderstood the man.
Didn't he know that the men underground had died? "Who
are the men that will go down?"
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Several in the crowd who were listening to Tom
indicated a group of six men wearing white coveralls, hard
hats and oxygen backpacks, conferring at the mine entrance.
A four-foot-tall electric donkey engine had moved up to
them, pushing three flat-bed cars and an iron-roofed mancar, big enough to hold two men on each of its half-dozen
rough-hewn plank seats. It waited while the men got aboard.
The engine driver also wore an oxygen mask. Presently the
small train moved into the tunnel. A couple of men from the
crowd, which had now grown to about fifty men and women,
approached a guard at the tunnel entrance. The guard shook
his head, and motioned them back into the crowd.
A Catholic priest in the crowd spoke with the guards,
turned and passed what he had heard to those around
him,"They will bring up your sons soon. The news is not
good." Several women in the crowd began to weep.
Tom turned back to the man he had been talking
with. "I heard that two of the men from down in the mine are
in the mine clinic. Are any of their family members here in
the crowd?"
The man stood on tiptoe to search the gathering. "The
man over there wearing the yellow hat. His son is in the
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clinic."
Tom ambled over to the man wearing a grayishyellow stocking cap. "Sir, I understand your son was down
in the mine two nights ago? Is he well now?" Yellow-cap
looked to be in his late forties, with streaks of gray in his
grizzled hair.
He squinted up at Tom a moment. "My son Kotu was
very sick that night. Pain in his head, coughed all night,
threw up three times. He didn't know me or his brother at
first. He is better today, but is not like he used to be. Not
strong. He does not laugh." They stood in silence for a few
minutes. Then a murmur arose from those in the crowd
nearest the mine entrance as the donkey engine and its four
cars reappeared at slow speed, out of the gloom of the
tunnel. The wails of some of the women on that edge of the
crowd confirmed the priest's words that the news was not
good.
Tom started to move toward the engine, but stopped
when he saw the engineer had switched to the track he and
the crowd stood on. The series of cars began moving slowly
in their direction, while two policemen cleared people off the
track. Tom let the engine come to him, as he got his mobile
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phone camera ready. The cars moved at a speed of 2 km per
hour, not only because of the crowd, but because of their
funereal burden. The man-car was empty, the rescue team
having got off at the mine entrance, where they were now
shedding their oxygen packs and rescue tools. The three
wooden-floored, iron-wheeled flatcars carried the bodies,
five in all, four Melanesians and one Caucasian. The latter
looked strangely robust; something was not normal about
him, but Tom couldn't think what; something was not as it
should be. Yellow-cap was still standing beside him. "Em i
bos daunbelo" (That's the underground foreman.)
The train had entered the metal warehouse set against
the hillside behind them. The two policemen stood at the
closed door, not allowing anyone to enter, except a member
of the rescue team whom both saluted as he entered. Family
members waited outside the closed, silent doors.
Tom suspected the man the police saluted was either
an officer or a medical examiner. In either case, that's the
man he wanted to interview, and yellow-cap might be his
way in. "That man who just went in may be a police
inspector who can tell us more about what happened to your
son," he said. "I'm a news reporter. If you want to wait with
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me, perhaps he'll talk to us."
As they waited, Matt appeared from the direction of
the mine office. "I had no trouble getting access to the mine
office," he said, "just walked in with the Chinese engineer
group when we picked up our hard hats. I did hear some big
guy lecture young Blake about giving away more facts than
he was asked for at the news conference yesterday."
"Are they trying to hide anything, do you think?"
"I think they really don't know yet what killed the
men. I'm going with them up to the gold extraction pits in a
few minutes, but I think that's just to show that management
is doing everything according to the rules."
A closed van slowly backed up to the warehouse side
door, and part of the crowd shifted to see what would happen
there. The policeman who had gone into the building now
came out and was talking with the two constables at the front
door. "That's the man the miner's dad and I want to see,"
Tom said. "You go ahead with the tour, Matt. We'll probably
be at the mine clinic, where the two survivors are. I'll meet
you there later."
He went over to the policemen, with the miner's
father following. He saw that the officer wore a police
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inspector's insignia. "Good day, sir. I am Tomaka Akani,
reporter for the Moresby Journal. Can you tell me anything
about the status of the two survivors who are in the clinic?
This man is the father of one of them."
"Yes, Tom, I know of you. We've never met, but I
believe our wives know each other. I'm Jason Kerro, with the
Police Forensic lab in Port Moresby. Give me a moment to
sign off on the deceased men we're flying to the capital for
autopsy, and then we can go see your two men." He walked
over to the van, glanced inside to be sure all five were
accounted for, said a few words to the relatives gathered
around, and sent the van on its way to the airstrip.
"Now we can go to the clinic," he said when he
returned. He turned to the man in the yellow hat, "I saw your
son this morning. He was very confused yesterday, but
looking better this morning."
"What happened to him?"
"We're still trying to find out. Some kind of
poisoning, I think; it killed very quickly. From the positions
of the men, I don't think they even knew what was
happening."
"Someone put a curse on them?" asked yellow-cap.
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"I think it was more likely something in their food or
in the air."
Tom commented, "Management was talking about
possibly a virus infection."
"Well, I haven't studied medicine," Kerro said," but I
don't recall any virus that kills so suddenly. If it were a virus,
it's odd that no one above ground got it."
They reached the company clinic, where the father
and the policeman had no problem gaining admittance, and
Tom stuck close to them. The two miners were the only
occupants of the six-bed building. One was eating a meal
brought in by his wife. The other was talking with a middleaged man, evidently a company employee, but smiled as his
father greeted him. Kerro stepped back to give father and
son a little privacy, and spoke to the other visitor.
"I met you last night when I arrived," said Kerro.
"You are the night shift boss, right?"
"Yari Banta, yes," said the man, shaking hands. "I am
glad to see both Joshua and Buri looking better today."
"You said the original problem was electric power
failure." Kerro said.
"That turned out to be just a circuit breaker. Simple
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problem."
"No broken wires, no possibility of electric shock?"
"No. The foreman had shut off the electric pump to
save power; that was why the floor was flooded."
"Didn't shut off the air supply?"
"He can't do that; the controls to the fan are up in the
hoist room. The miner's drills are driven by compressed air.
They can't work if the air line is shut down."
"What about the air supply they breathe?" Complaints
about foul air were mentioned."
"The air in this mine is pretty bad," the shift boss
agreed. "I've complained to management about it several
times. The mine is enlarging, but the main air pipe hasn't
been changed since level three was started."
"The pipe used to supply two levels; now it has to do
three?"
"Yes. The air lines are almost twice as long now. We
still get some fresh air, but it is more diluted. The plan is to
start another shaft—an air raise—with an exhaust fan to get
rid of foul air more quickly, but the management back in
South Sea headquarters wants us to speed up ore production
first. The air raise will be completed about two months from
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now. We could do it faster with a few more men, but our
budget is tight. We need a better power supply, too, but when
we told South Sea, they sent us a little portable generator,
about as powerful as the outboard motor on my son-in-law's
boat.
"How portable?" Tom asked.
Banta turned to him. "Two men can carry it easily. Or
we can put it on a flat car if it's going down in the mine."
Kerro pricked up his ears. "Where do you keep this
portable generator?"
"Usually above ground. But the foreman came and
got it that night because he had been fixing something in the
level-three machine shop, and the shop lights were on the
circuit that failed."
"Didn't he know the danger of carbon monoxide
poisoning when you run an engine in bad ventilation?" Kerro
was shocked. "That's one of the first things you learn in mine
safety classes!"
"About the only mine safety they taught us was, "Stay
close to your lunch pail, and look out for falling rock," said
Banta. "What is this carbo monoks-eyed? My son-in-law has
been running his motor boat for ten years and he's never
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been poisoned."
"Your son-in-law runs his boat on the sea where's
there is always plenty of fresh air," said Kerro. But where
there is not enough oxygen in the air, then burning petrol, or
anything else, can make monoxide, and when you breathe
that, you can die in a few minutes."
"Is there any way you can tell, if a man's been
poisoned?" Tom asked.
"There's a blood test," said Kerro. "The bodies are on
the way to Port Moresby, but if their blood has monoxide,
we can still find it tomorrow, you can sometimes tell from
the person's skin. Monoxide turns the blood a brighter red,
but it's harder to notice in dark-skinned people."
Light began to dawn. "And the foreman was
Caucasian. That's what was odd when I saw it," Tom said.
"Right. His body looked sunburned all over. But how
often is an underground miner likely to get enough sunshine
for that?"
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Chapter Three

Matt briefed Tom on what he and the visiting Chinese
engineers had found at the ore treatment pits east of the
mine. "There is plenty of gold to make mining worthwhile,"
he said. "The problem is, it's little specks of gold scattered
through solid rock, not loose in the dirt where you can wash
it down with a hose and sort out the nuggets and gold dust.
Maybe half an ounce of gold in a rock about the size of that
big rock you are sitting on. If you can get it all out, that's
about 800 US$, or 1,500 Kina. Of course, you have to dig a
lot of rock to get down to the ore, then drag the ore up, crush
it, extract the gold, refine the copper, ship it and sell it, and
each of those steps costs money.
"What they are doing here is dissolving the gold out
of the crushed rock with a solution of cyanide, it's about the
cheapest way. They've got four big pits over here, lined with
heavy-duty plastic. They soak the powdered rock in cyanide
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and collect the liquid after several days. I didn't understand
all the details, but that's the main idea. Later they add
chemicals to the liquid to bring the gold out of solution.
They filter it out, melt it into ingots, refine it some more, and
end up with a bar of mixed gold and silver. The copper is a
different process, floating the bits of copper compound off in
a kind of oily foam. They skim the foam and send the copper
concentrate off in bulk, on a ship. The rest of it, called
tailings, is washed down that pipe into the bay."
"What about safety with the cyanide? That's a deadly
poison isn't it?"
"That's what one of the engineers asked, how they
control the fumes. The guy from the mine refinery said that
keeping the cyanide solution very alkaline prevents fumes,
so they add a lot of calcium lime," Matt said.
"Yeah, so that maybe makes the air safe to breathe but
what about the cyanide in the water? Is the river water safe
to drink?"
"I don't think that question came up."
"Well, let's bring it up. Bring it up in public, unless
there's already an obvious answer somewhere. And, don't
forget to 'consider the source.' My editor's favorite phrase.
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Don't just take management's word for it. Or some
environmental activist's word, either. Get both sides of the
argument, from people who know what they're talking about
and aren't trying to sell us a point of view."
"That man Yari, the shift boss, seems to know his way
around. There he is now, outside the mine office."
Who are these two? thought Yari, as he watched the
men approach. One was with the police inspector earlier.
Reporters? He debated in his mind whether to put on his
village headman personality - decisive, common sense leader
of Owego Island - or his newer role of company middleman,
careful with his language, measuring the goals of the
company boss against those of the person of the moment.
But perhaps the two would prove to be a good source of
information for him, information that the company would
not willingly provide. He decided to keep an open mind for
the time being, not forgetting his own self-interest.
"I am just leaving for the village," he told them in
answer to their greeting. Is there something I can do for
you?"
"If you have a minute, tell us about the cyanide pits
that extract the gold."
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"Yes?"
"What happens to the cyanide and other chemicals
after the gold comes out of solution? We understand that
mixing alkali into it prevents cyanide fumes - it's safe to
breathe around the pits, but is it safe for people to drink from
the river?".
Yari smiled. "Ore refining is not my department, but
the river should be quite safe to drink. The tailings waste
does not go into the river, but into that pipe." He indicated a
thirty centimeter pipeline leading from the ore refinery and
going off down the hill. "Of course, you can still get diarrhea
by drinking from the river, but blame that on animals and
people upstream, not on the mine."
"Where does the pipeline go?"
"Out to the sea bottom."
"Are there joints in the pipeline?"
"Well-sealed joints, in a sturdy plastic line, yes."
"How far out from shore does the pipe empty?"
"I don't know. A long way. You'd have to ask the
project manager. But it is all right to walk along the pipeline.
It is quite safe."
Tom looked at Matt. "Any other questions?"
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Matt shook his head. "Not now."
Yari re-entered the mine office and shuffled some
papers for five minutes. If I offer them a ride to town and the
big boss sees it, he'll wonder why, he thought. Best wait until
they are off the road, following the pipeline.
Tom and Matt walked the length of the pipeline to
where it disappeared into the bay, then walked into the
village and found a house that doubled as a shop, doing a
brisk business that day selling beer or soda to the town's
thirsty visitors. Tom struck up a conversation with some of
the townspeople. "What's it like, having a gold mine next to
your village?"
The men nearest him turned to look at an older man
nearby, who had graying temples and relaxed eyes. The older
man took a swallow of his beer and laughed. "You mean,
what's it like, having all this gold? We don't know. We
haven't seen any gold yet. They could be mining bird-shit for
fertilizer up there, and we wouldn't know the difference."
"Do the mine owners pay you money for using your
land?"
"They pay the miners for their work."
"What about the land?"
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"We hear they paid the governor's office in Alotau
some money to build a school for us. We don't know when."
"They built the boat dock," someone said.
The first man spat betel juice toward the side of the
road. "Our fishing boats did just fine before the dock was
built. They built that for the mine freight."
"What about the pipe that goes out in the bay?" asked
Tom.
"It muddies the water. Pushes the fish farther out."
"How far out does the pipe go? How deep?"
"You'd better ask the mine people about that."
Tom was aware of a stir in the small crowd behind
him, and turned to see Jeremy Blake getting out of a Jeep
with a South Sea Gold logo on the door. The men around
him seemed suddenly to have lost interest in further
discussion. Blake came directly to Tom.
"I thought you might like to attend the news
conference scheduled at the airstrip five minutes from now,"
Blake said. "I'll give you a ride over there, if you like."
Or even if I don't like, I expect, thought Tom. He and
Matt accepted the short ride to where most of the remaining
news media people were assembling. Tom found his
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helicopter pilot and gave him a few brief instructions, then
went over to join the others.
"If I may have your attention, please . . ." Blake held a
small microphone attached to an amplifier perched on the
bonnet of his Jeep, "we'll start this so you all can get on
toward home well before dark. The bodies of the five men
have been brought out of the mine and flown to Port
Moresby for autopsy. No official word about cause of death
yet, but unofficially we believe it to be connected with
malfunction of a new electric generator that was in use at the
time. South Sea Gold has gone over the whole on-site
mining and refining process with the government inspectors,
and we have found nothing out of order.
He gave a brief summary of the process. "The cyanide
stays in contact with the sludge for several days, slowly
dissolving the the gold from the powdered rock. We collect
that gold solution, rinse the rock powder with water, to get as
much gold solution as possible, and finally wash the
remaining rock tailings into the sea through the pipeline that
goes into the bay near the ship dock. By that time it contains
extremely little cyanide, and resembles beach sand."
Several reporters immediately had questions. "What
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happens to the cyanide?"
Blake was self-confidant now, in his own field of
information. "After the gold is extracted from the solution,
the cyanide is recycled."
"'Recycled' has a lot of different meanings. Does it
mean it's thrown out in back of your refinery?"
"No. We know it is a dangerous poison, and we are
careful to contain it. After we've removed the gold, we re-use
the cyanide for the next batch of ore. It does weaken over
time, and must be renewed."
"What keeps it from just soaking into the soil and
polluting the ground-water?"
"Each pit is lined with heavy-duty plastic. Look, we
know cyanide and pollution are valid public concerns. But
there are very few things that can dissolve gold, and cyanide
is the accepted industry standard, world wide. It's safer than
mercury and some of the stronger acids, and it's affordable.
We rinse the tailings as much as practical before discarding
it. We do not store the tailings behind a dam, because we
know what happened at the Ok Tedi mine when its tailings
pond dam collapsed and waste sludge washed downstream,
clogging the river and covering the farmers' fields. We also
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do not dump it in the river and turn the downstream rocks all
blue, because we remember the Panguna copper mine's
problems in Bougainville."
"But who needs mines anyway?" demanded another
reporter. "Why does PNG need so much copper and gold?"
"Maybe you don't," retorted Blake, "but other parts of
the world do, and they are willing to pay to get it. China
needs the copper; India wants gold. And America and
Australia would like both. And PNG needs the money. It's a
win-win trade."
A local man on the edge of the crowd spoke up. "But
what's in it for Owego Island? A few have jobs at half the
pay the foreigners get. But in ten years the mine will be
gone. So will the fish. The tourists already stay away. The
money stays in Moresby or somewhere else. Where is the
school we were promised?"
Blake ignored the man, but two or three reporters
were taking notes.
Searching the crowd for some distraction from these
last questions, he saw a hand raised. "Yes, Mr. Lin."
"Mr. Blake, I appreciate the growing awareness of
environmental and social issues among the mining
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companies. I realize that a mining corporation must show a
profit, and must balance that with the costs of mining. One
of those biggest costs lies in disposal of mine wastes―the
tailings. You have avoided the errors of some mines in the
past that disposed of their waste on land or in rivers. But you
surely must be aware of the problems of putting tailings in
the sea?"
Blake's face showed increasing irritation at this
foreigner's questioning, but kept his temper, as he knew he
must. "Mr. Lin, that is the purpose of our slurry pipeline, to
bury the waste at sea, where it will be eternally washed by
the ocean currents."
"But Mr. Blake, even washed sediment contains some
level of pollution. How far out to sea does your pipeline
go?"
"Five hundred meters beyond the mouth of the bay,
which puts it at a significant depth."
"Significant? Meaning in the middle of the area where
the villagers harvest their fish? Their livelihood?"
"As I said earlier," Blake said, "we make every effort
to remove pollutants."
"I understand that; still a daily flow for ten years or
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more can add up, even though there are only a few grams per
day. What traces of other metals are in your ore, mercury,
arsenic? Lead? Traces of cyanide?"
Jeremy Blake looked tired. "Mr. Lin, we do the best
we can, in the circumstances."
"And it is the variable 'circumstances' that we
reporters will be obliged to question," said Matt Lin. "Thank
you, Mr. Blake."
Mr. Li, the regional manager of South Sea Gold, was
ready to board his plane, but stopped to talk to Blake. "I
want those two reporters, Lin and Akani off this island.
They are trouble makers. Be polite, but see that they leave
without further contact with the island people."
Blake went over to the two reporters, who were
talking with their pilot, while several other planes were
starting their engines, preparing to return to Alotau or Port
Moresby. "I just wanted to remind you," Blake said, "that the
sun will soon set, and that navigational aids in this part of
the sea are are not always dependable after dark."
"Thank you, Mr. Blake; may I call you Jeremy?"
Blake nodded, and Tom Akani continued, "Our pilot has just
informed me that we may have a problem." Jeremy turned a
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questioning eye to the pilot.
"A bit of engine trouble," the latter said. "I think it
may be in the fuel pump. Should know for sure in an hour or
two."
"There's a curfew after dark here, you know; and
there isn't any inn in the village." Just what the boss warned
me about, Blake thought, and he's already left. "What do you
need?"
"Oh, we're good here. We always carry tools and a
few rations. Sleeping bags, too, if needed. We can sleep
right here in the heli."
"Well, see that you do. Some of these natives are
unpredictable when they get a few drinks. I'll check back
with you later." He drove off.
"He's pissed off," said Matt.
"Right. He knows the miners died from monoxide.
'Malfunctioning generator' is crap. They should never have
run it underground, with the mine's bad ventilation. The
company is negligent for not instructing their miners in basic
safety rules."
"They'll bring in company lawyers to obscure the
issue."
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"They have another issue, too. They haven't proved
that pipeline is safe."
"Who's proved it's not?" They were still debating at
dusk, when Yari Banta, the night shift boss, drove up with
Jeremy Blake beside him.
"How are the repairs coming?" Blake asked.
The pilot acted busy. "About got it done," he said,
fastening an access plate back into place. "Can't fly out
tonight, though. Getting too dark."
"Get moving as soon as it gets light tomorrow then."
Blake turned to the shift boss. "Be sure they don't go
wandering around tonight. They are to stay here on the air
strip." Yari nodded.
"Could we refill our canteens, though?" Tom asked.
"It was a hot afternoon."
"I'll send some water down from the mine office."
"Thanks." Tom watched them drive off. "You can put
it back together now," he told the pilot.
Yari was back an hour later with water to refill their
canteens. "You heard what the man said. Don't get me in
trouble by wandering off."
"We'll be right here all night," Tom promised. "We
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appreciate your help today."
"You find out anything about the slurry pipeline you
were worried about?" Yari asked.
"Yes and no. They are cleaning the tailings like most
mines do, I guess, but most mines aren't putting them out in
fishing waters. There are two or three other mines that do,
and I don't know what it does to the fish, but I can find out."
"The dead miners are the first serious trouble we've
had with the mine, although tourists no longer come very
much. This airstrip was built for tourists, you know. As long
as the mine doesn't destroy our food supply . . . "
"The pipeline ends about a hundred meters beyond
the harbor."
"It takes us longer to find the fish now. The shallow
water is where they were easiest to find. But maybe the mud
will settle down, do you think?"
"How often does slurry come through the pipe?"
Yari shrugged. "One or two days a week. As the mine
gets bigger and produces more ore, it will come more often."
"South Sea has other mines in PNG. Are they going to
send ore here to your plant, too?"
"I don't know. You'd have to ask Mr. Li. He's gone
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back to the Port Moresby office."
"And there are other companies mining gold here in
Milne Bay Province, and in Morobe and other provinces
farther up the coast. They will have tailings they'll have to
put somewhere. Ocean currents can move the tailings
around, but they can't make them disappear."
"The ocean is very big," said Yari. "Maybe big barges
can take the tailings out beyond the horizon."
"Other fishermen in other nations will object. There is
another company working now to dig up the sea bottom,
take out the gold, and lay the mud down where it came from,
and other mines are watching it to see if new trouble will
come up that we can't foresee."
Yari shook his head in disbelief. "Where does it end?
Where will my village grow their food and find their fish?"
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Chapter Four

Yari was not the only visitor to the parked helicopter that
night. Shortly after moonrise, Tom woke to the sound of
tapping on the heli's windscreen. He peered out and saw a
young man and an old woman. He shook Matt awake. "We
have visitors."
They were from the village, and the man spoke in Tok
Pisin. "My grandmother wants to ask you about the men who
died. One was her son, my uncle. We were told not to come
near when the mine's big boss talked to you."
"I am sorry for your loss, Grandmother," Tom said.
The young man translated his words into some unfamiliar
local language.
She spoke softly, and her grandson interpreted, "Why
did he have to die? He worked willingly for the mine. The
village headman, Yari, told us life would be better because of
the money the mine would bring to Owego, but he didn't tell
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us about this danger. Now my son has no life at all." The
moonlight gleamed on a tear coursing down her cheek.
"Since he became night boss at the mine, Yari must wear two
masks, and we don't always know which one he is wearing
when we listen now. We don't even know where my son will
be buried."
Tom didn't know how to comfort her or what to tell
her. "We don't know the whole story yet, Grandmother. The
police inspector thought that, perhaps when the lights failed
that night, the engine to make more electricity also made the
air in the mine worse. Tests can be done in Port Moresby to
tell if this is what happened. I think your son's body will be
returned for burial here in Owego. They will treat him with
respect while they do the tests."
"But what will happen to my family and me?"
"There are laws that provide for the family of a
worker who dies accidentally at work. I know it isn't the
same as having your son alive and well, but at least you
won't have to starve."
They continued talking and getting the names of all
those who died, until the eastern sky began to lighten. "We
have to go now," Tom said. "It is our job to tell the people of
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Papua New Guinea and China about this accident and what
can be done to make mining safer in all mines. But we will
not mention your names unless you want us to. Thank you
for your bravery in coming to tell us your side of the story."
"You won't even tell Yari?"
"No, not unless you give permission. Yari can help
you, as a go-between for the village people and the mine
bosses. But go now, before anyone sees that you have visited
us."
The reporters sat silently for a time after the man and
his grandmother had left. "It's quite a story, isn't it," Tom
said. "The company will focus on fixing the blame probably on the foreman who died, since he can't defend
himself. But whether it was the foreman's idea to take the
generator down to where he was working, or whether Yari
told him to, isn't really the issue anymore. The main issue is
a company's responsibility to see that their men are taught
how to survive underground. And it's the Ministry of
Mining's responsibility not only to create but to enforce
regulations that will help keep the miners and their families
alive and healthy."
"You caught a little more of their story than I did, of
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course," said Matt, "but I can see the need. I work for a
Chinese paper now, but I grew up in Singapore. PNG is
about where Singapore was a hundred years ago in its
development, and look at Singapore now―booming
economy, buildings seventy stories high―it doesn't have any
oil wells or mines, but it has processing plants, trade, and
education. PNG has the same potential!"
"Yeah, well, it must be easier to develop a little nation
like Singapore that's only about twenty by forty kilometers
size, and where there are only four languages, not eight
hundred."
"You watch. PNG is developing."
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Chapter Five

Morning headline, Port Moresby Journal:
MINE BLAMES EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER
Owego Island, Milne Bay: In a news Conference yesterday,
Jeremy Blake, public relations officer for South Sea Gold
Corporation, stated that autopsy results from the PNG
Forensic Laboratory show lethal levels of carbon monoxide
in the blood of all five mine accident victims last Tuesday.
No significant levels of cyanide were found, laying to rest
rumors of faults in the Corporation's refining process, he
said. He emphasized the progress made in mine safety over
the past century since mercury has fallen out of use in
extracting gold from its ore. He said that inexperienced
prospectors often got mercury poisoning when they failed to
take precautions in recovering the mercury from the gold
sands. The cyanide method is now accepted as the safest and
most economical way for large gold mines, as its vapors can
be controlled more easily.
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Phone calls to Mr. Blake and to Mr. Li, the regional
manager of South Sea Gold, had not been returned at the
time the Journal went to press. So far, the Corporation has
not clarified the issues of depositing cyanide-tainted mining
wastes into the sea where local fisherman earn their
livelihood. Nor have they addressed the question of why a
petrol-fueled generator was used underground in a poorly
ventilated area the night the miners died. The police forensic
lab is continuing it's investigation, said police inspector
Jason Kerro. (see "Blame" page A-3)

"This is a good start, Tom." His editor, Jonathan
Sinto, was checking over the results of Tom's trip to Milne
Bay. "I want you to run several follow-ups on this story,
keeping pressure on the mines that pollute, and on why the
government permits it. Do a piece on public reaction, too.
The managing editor plans a weekly op-ed piece to lend
emphasis. You've got a lot of work ahead of you, so get busy.
I'll expect some response from South Sea Gold for day-aftertomorrow's issue."

The conference room at South Sea Gold headquarters
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in Port Moresby was again a hive of activity as local board
members hosted visitors from the Hong Kong head office,
and three strangers. Those in the know confided to others
around the water cooler outside that these strangers
represented the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission (SASAC), come to investigate
for the Chinese government. Li Kao Hsai, SSG's division
manager chaired the meeting. He looked the conferees over
to be sure that no news media people were present, then
called for order. "Our purpose this morning is to decide the
best path to take to reach a positive outcome of last
Tuesday's unfortunate accident at the Owego Mine. You've
all seen the reports in the newspapers."
A woman from headquarters in Hong Kong
immediately had a comment. "Our usual damage-control
policy excludes the news media from the scene. Where did
the plan go wrong?"
"With due respect," said Li, "damage control is, I
think, a phrase that should never be used in our discussions.
I was there, and police, mine rescue teams, and any number
of other consultants were all arriving at the airstrip at once,
and it took a while to sort them out." He nodded to the
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public relations manager. "Mr. Blake did his best to limit
contact between locals and the news media."
Blake, discovering that he was the most junior staff
member present, nervously ran a finger around his collar.
"There were many questions at the time about mine tailings
and cyanide," he said, "and I held a brief conference at the
airstrip to focus on cyanide, where we are blameless, and
keep away from discussing pollution of fishing areas, and
monoxide in the mine. Most of the media people were gone
by sunset. The Journal's reporter, Akani, claimed his
helicopter had engine trouble, and his pilot confirmed it, so
they didn't get airborne till early the next morning. As far as
I know they were confined to the airstrip. They weren't up at
the mine that night."
"Who was the idiot who took that portable generator
down in the mine?" demanded

another executive from

headquarters. "Anyone on a city street can tell you that
engines running in closed quarters create monoxide. That's
the way some suicides are committed."
"These miners have never seen a city, sir," said Blake.
"They are simple island folk who fish and farm, and who are
now working around machinery for the first time in their
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lives. I understand it was the foreman who brought the
generator down to the level-3 machine shop to get better
light to fix a drill during a power failure. We'll never know
for certain, because he was one of the men who died."
"Who is our safety man at the mine?"
"If you remember," said Li, "we had a mine safety
man at Owego when I first took my present job last year,
after Mr. Han—he nodded at Han Wei Min, the CEO—
moved on up to his present position at the Hong Kong office.
As part of his very effective campaign to cut costs, I was told
to eliminate the safety manager's job, among others, start
immediate production, and finish the mine's ventilation
system later. If I may suggest, ladies and gentlemen, what's
done is done. The question is where do we go from here?"
"Put the miners back to work, for a start," said the
lady executive. "Until we can build up our gold inventory,
we're going to be short of cash."
"The miners aren't going back to work soon," said Li.
"They now say there is a curse on the mine. I advise bringing
in a safety instructor—and he can double as a witch doctor if
you like—someone who can instruct the miners in
elementary safety beyond 'watching out for falling rock'. We
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have self-rescue apparatus that we keep locked up, to
prevent stealing. But making every miner wear one on his
belt, just like he wears his headlight battery, is a standard
work rule in most countries."
"And don't laugh at the idea of exorcizing a curse,"
said Jeremy Blake. "Some accident happens, and the first
thing that many PNG people think of is that a curse has been
made. Many take it quite seriously, and wars have begun
from that basis. But do set up a safety course, whether you
use local people or have to bring in workers from outside.
It's easier, and cheaper, than having questions asked in court.
And that's where this case is going, you know. The questions
are not going to go away."
"Divert attention," Mr. Han directed. "Have your
lawyers focus on the generator's defects. Mention a lawsuit
against the manufacturer. Build the school for the village, to
calm the local workers down. And this time put a clause in
the contract that the school teachers may not quit teaching to
go work for higher wages at the mine. We have noticed that
problem at mines in the Madang and New Ireland projects.
And bring in a crew from outside to start work on the
ventilation shaft. China needs more copper now, not two
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years from now."
"There's nothing wrong with the generator," said a
man from Purchasing and Inventory. "The manufacturer can
prove that."
"That's beside the point," said one of the SASAC
visitors. "Emphasize the mine's safety features. Start some
kind of safety class; publicise it in the news media. And if
the local miners won't work, bring in people who will. You
have to maintain control of the situation. You mentioned
teachers going to work at the mine to get better pay than at
schools. Exploit that. Because it's the PNG Education
Department's problem, not ours."
"But then the government can use that later to demand
a higher per cent of profits."
"You have lawyers. Put them to work. They can at
least delay such questions until some other company's
contract is the issue," said Mr. Han
"What about the slurry pipe line and the fishing?"
Asked Li
"Keep publicity positive. No one has real proof that
slurry damages fish. Use your imagination. Who knows?
Maybe slurry has some nutritional value for fish."
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"Is there anything else," said Mr. Li, wanting to wrap
the meeting up."
"Yes," said Han. "Have your member in Parliament
make a speech about the value the mine contributes to
PNG."That should be a standard item."
"He'll be hard to convince, under the circumstances,"
said Li.
"That's the time you consider the sources of political
power in PNG, and that's where you focus your investment,"
said Mr. Han.

Tom Akani took two antacid tablets from the
medicine box as he waited for Kim to come home from
work. Living on sandwiches and soda pop for two days on
Owego had not been good for his chronic stomach ache. He
tried the number for Jeremy Blake again and got no answer.
Tomorrow he would have to seek Jeremy out and pursue the
slurry-pipe problem again. "Keep up the pressure," his boss
had told him, but he disliked confrontations.
Kim came home, laid her bag of groceries on the
table. "How was your day, lover?" she asked her husband,
while she took out dishes and set water on the hot plate to
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boil.
"I've had better ones. I saw Jason Kerro down at his
laboratory, and he says there's no doubt that carbon
monoxide caused those five miners' deaths, but the company
admits no blame at all."
"That shouldn't surprise you. Any admission of fault
is an open invitation for a lawsuit. I met Mona in the market
yesterday while you were gone. She says Jason has put in
hours of overtime on the five autopsy reports, to be sure all
the details were done correctly. Has this kind of accident
happened before?"
"Not in PNG, as far as I know. There was an incident,
forty years ago in America, where ninety-one miners died,
but the monoxide that time came from a fire deep in the
mine. Only two men there survived by staying close to a
ventilation shaft till they were rescued a week later. That's
when most mines started issuing a breathing kit that each
miner carries on his belt. Owego had them, but kept them
locked up to prevent stealing. But South Sea Gold has had
complaints about bad air in their mines before. They don't
seem to do much about it. They are one of the companies
that avoids expense whenever they can."
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"Mines are always talking about how many million
ounces of gold they have in the ground. That has to be worth
at least a couple billion Kina. You'd think they could take the
trouble to avoid accidents."
"You'd think, yes. But the government is so dazzled
by all that gold that they let the companies get away with it.
That's what I want to stop."
"Oh? How?"
"By letting people know about what goes on. That's
what a newspaper does."
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Chapter Six

Tom's editor, Jon Sinto, wanted a response from South Sea
Gold by Monday evening's deadline, and with no word from
them Monday morning, Tom went over to the SSG office to
see Jeremy Blake personally.
"May I ask who is calling?" The receptionist tone was
non-committal.
"My name is Tom Akani. He knows me."
"Mr. Blake is not in this morning."
"I believe that's him, just now coming out of his
office," Tom said helpfully, as Jeremy appeared with an
empty coffee cup in his hand.
The receptionist sighed. "Mr. Blake, a Mr. Akani to
see you."
Jeremy shifted the coffee cup to his left hand, strode
across the office with his right extended. "Good to see you,
Tom. Come on back to my office. His smile was part of his
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stock in trade, his attitude neutral.
"What can I do for you today?" he asked, when the
office door was closed and they were both seated.
"The Journal is looking for some response to the
police report on cause of death, besides 'defective
machinery'."
"Well, we don't have any report back from the
machine's manufacturer yet . . ."
"C'mon, Jere! We both know that any internal
combustion engine makes monoxide. Out in the open air, it
doesn't matter. With bad ventilation, it's deadly. The Owego
mine ventilation hasn't been up-graded since the second and
third levels were added."
"Who told you that?"
"Let's say it's just a guess, for now. But the police can
ask for the facts—can demand the facts—either they or the
lawyers for the families who lost someone."
"I can't discuss a matter that may become a legal case,
you know that."
"I understand that, but give me something positive I
can put in tomorrow's paper."
"Okay, underground production is slowed until the
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new ventilation shaft is completed. Yesterday's management
conference authorized me to announce that."
"How long will that be?"
"Off the record?"
"If you say so."
"Less than two months. Don't quote me."
"Right. Now, one more question. The pipe line that
discharges your mine tailings into the Owego fishing
grounds. Is SSG really going to go ahead with that?"
"That's what many other mines do, yes."
"That just makes the problem worse."
"So what do you want us to do, dump the tailings up
at the mine instead? They have to go somewhere."
"If South Sea Gold could dump its mine waste with
no fear of it spreading down hill to farmers' gardens, or
going into the river, or polluting the ocean, but stayed firmly
in one place―would they do it?"
Jeremy wore a thoughtful frown. "It would have to be
low cost. The Hong Kong office is always telling us to cut
expenses."
"What if they could even reduce costs by changing?"
"They would be skeptical. I've had to deal with this
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before; head office takes the attitude, 'Hey, we are the
experts here; we know how this should be done.' So what do
you have in mind?"
"Well, I've been studying this on the Internet these last
few days. Mines all over the world have problems like this.
The bigger they grow, the more their waste—their
'tailings'— spread out. Containment dams can break,
chemicals can seep through the ground into the river, and
soon you have an industrial wilderness where there used to
be palm trees, fishing, and tourists. Mines in more advanced
countries immobilize their waste as a firm solid that can be
stacked and stays in one place."
"Yeah, but what are the costs?"
"Jeremy, the question your bosses respond to is, what
are the savings? For a start, you don't have to build dams and
pipe lines. You need fewer big earth-moving machines and
100-tonne trucks. Less payments are needed for surrounding
land. And probably you can save lawyers' fees too, with
fewer unhappy neighbors."
"I dunno, Tom. Thanks for the information; I'll pass it
along to Mr. Li, but I think the bosses in Hong Kong will
still say, "Shut up and eat your oatmeal."
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"Is that really what they say?"
"No, but that's the essence of it."
"Pumping mining slurry into the sea should be a thing
of the past nowadays, Jere. Too many other interests are
getting hurt. Not to mention all the people who are asking 'If
our country has so much resources, how come it's other
countries that are getting rich?'" Tom got up to go. "Who do
you think will win the election?"
"Who ever passes out the most roast pork."
"You're a cynic, man."
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Chapter Seven

"Arguing with the mining companies isn't going to work by
itself," said Jon Sinto, Tom's editor.
He and reporter Sophia Waru, were laying out the plan for
the next week's feature article with Tom. "Mines have a clear
aim: dig the metal out of the ground, purify it, and sell it
while the price is high. They don't want anything to stand in
the way of that; it's what keeps the shareholders happy, and it
keeps the employees busy and their families fed."
"It's the mine's neighbors that are unhappy," countered
Tom. They see their land torn up, their crops buried in rock
and mud, and often their rivers poisoned, too. Some of the
women spend half their day carrying water from far away."
Sophia tapped a well-manicured finger on the page in
front of her. "How far?"
"I dunno," said Tom, "Does it matter?"
"Yes it does. It matters a lot! When we were kids and
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the river was polluted, my brother and I had to help my Ma
carry water from a spring three kilometers from the village. I
remember wishing every day that there could somehow be a
water pipe from that spring right down into our village.
There was a another stream closer by, but gold panners from
another clan had staked out claims there and would chase us
away."
"Mining companies don't always see that the
neighbor's troubles are any of the mine's problem," said
Sinto. "They figure the village people should be glad to have
the roads, the stores, the schools. If the river water tastes
bad, find another river. When the rains come, the river will
clean itself, is what the mining companies seem to think.
Mining profits build the country."
"That's if the profits can build the country faster than
the waste rock can ruin it," Tom offered. "And the mine
doesn't stop polluting when rainy season comes."
"Your Owego Mine avoids polluting the river and the
land with it's pipeline to the sea," Sinto pointed out.
"The trouble with that solution is, the village depends
on fish for food and income."
"You have to find some way to handle the mine waste,
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Tom, before the mine people will listen."
"I think there already is one, in other parts of the
world. It's been around for fifteen years or more. At about
the same time that the Canadians thought of dumping
everything offshore in the ocean, the Germans invented
'back-fill paste'."
"Never heard of it."
"Um, new ideas can happen."
"Never mind the sarcasm. Tell me about this paste,
and I don't want to hear that it's five times more expensive."
"Basically, you take the slurry—the mixture of
powdered waste rock and water in your pipeline―and
remove enough water till it's about 80% solids and 20%
water. Then add cement and binders to make a paste. You
can still pump it a couple kilometers—down into an unused
part of an underground mine, or into an open pit. It will
harden in a few hours. You can stack it in layers or terraces.
It won't run downhill. No dust to blow, no mud to flow and
flood surrounding land. No contaminated water to pour into
the river. Recycle your water and chemicals, use them over
and over. It works for other mining companies." The mine
recycles the leftover water and chemicals; nothing goes into
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the river or the soil."
"And what did the man you interviewed at South Sea
Gold think of this?"
"He said his boss would be skeptical, and would
probably object to the cost of converting."
"And?"
"I didn't have figures at the time, but I've since read
an article by an engineer experienced with paste. He gives
figures for handling 100,000 tonnes of tailings with paste in
contrast with the usual dumping on land or in rivers. That's
about ten days' load for a medium- size mine here in PNG. If
you want to store that l00,000 tonnes on land as a pool of
watery slurry, the way it comes from the mill, it will occupy
a pond about a half hectare in size, a little over an acre.
You'll need to lay down plastic first to keep the chemicals
from sinking into the soil to pollute the ground water and
streams. And you have to build a dam or wall to keep the
slurry from flowing out onto the land around it. The plastic,
the dam and the need for constant checking for leaks, all cost
the company money. You follow me, Jon?"
"I'm with you so far."
"And some times that storage dam breaks, like it did
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at the Ok Tedi mine, a year after it was built. Tailings have
been washing into the Fly River basin ever since. But if you
remove the right amount of water, and add the right amount
of cement, you can pump it into that field where it will
harden,like concrete, with all the remaining water, metals,
cyanide, and other stuff locked up inside. You don't need a
plastic liner, don't need dams or levees to contain it. And it
saves land space."
"What keeps it from spreading before it hardens?"
"It's thicker than slurry. You can still pump it through
a pipe for one or two kilometers, far enough to get it to a
field or back down to fill an empty part of the mine. It flows
more slowly, like concrete when you pour a building's floor."
"And did you have any cost savings to charm the
folks at South Sea Gold?"
"I only got to talk with Jeremy Blake, the public
relations guy. He's good at shielding his boss from reporters.
But the savings are pretty good, according to the engineer's
paper I read. The costs of preparing the land, and reclaiming
it, are about the same with both methods. But with paste you
don't have any costs of dams or plastic, or long pipelines.
You do have to run a plant to remove the excess water from
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the slurry, but the total cost is

cut by about a third

altogether—saving about three Kina per tonne of tailings. A
medium sized mine producing ten thousand tonnes a day,
saves about forty thousand Kina per day."
Sinto was jotting figures on a pad."Getting rid of
tailings sounds expensive."
"It is. But how much gold do you get out of that
10,000 tonnes?"
Sophia jiggled her foot impatiently. Men were always
adding up numbers. Her boss would be taking out his
calculator next!
Sinto scribbled a few more lines, looked at his total.
"That's impressive. Not to mention the added value in the
copper and silver that's there along with the gold. But we're
talking about keeping the mine waste from fouling up the
surrounding land or sea, in a way that will reduce the cost."
The editor thought for a long moment, pondering the notes
he had been jotting. Sophia glanced at her watch.
Finally, "You make a good case for dealing
differently with land pollution,Tom. But I don't think that, by
itself, it's going to be enough to change mining practices
here. The mine corporations are not just interested in profits.
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They want maximum profits."
Sophia interrupted. "What do the women want?"
"Eh?" Both men looked up.
"The women! The miner's wives, the shop keepers,
the mothers who feed their families! They aren't interested in
your rows of numbers. They will have turned the page long
before you've got more than half-way to your point here."
"Okay, what do women want?"
"They want to know when PNG is going to start using
some of this new money to make the streets safe at night. Or
even safe enough for their kids to walk to school in the
daytime. When is their town going to get a medical clinic, or
the school they've been promised? When are the houses
outside the mine company's fence going to get electricity or
running water? When are men going to start thinking about
something more than where their next beer is coming from
and who's going to win the next football match?"
"We're working toward all these things, Sophia. But
you are right; we need a woman's viewpoint in this series,
too. That's why I want you and Tom working together on
this." He turned to Tom. "We'll run your story, with some
minor changes, but we'll also think ahead, following the path
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of the money from the mining contracts, through the
government ministries and on into actual infrastructure for
the people. Not just the big men, not just the landowners, but
PNG as a whole.
"Besides the cost difference, most mining companies
respond to a couple other factors. Pressure from government
regulation, and serious threat of action by nearby population.
Find out if the police are going to charge South Sea Gold
Corporation with criminal negligence in the miners' deaths,
and find out what the Department of Mines is doing to
improve safety in the mines so we stop finding dead bodies.
And while you're at it, find out what the police are doing to
make the towns and countryside safer."
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Chapter Eight

"Criminal charges? Probably not," Inspector Kerro said in
answer to Tom Akani's question as the two sat in Kerro's
crime lab office. "Yes, I know five men are dead, and there
should be somebody to blame. But the man who took the
generator underground is dead. The mining company was
negligent in not teaching safety precautions, and needs to be
prodded." Kerro took a sip of his coffee and thought for a
moment. "But if you really want action, get the women
involved."
"I doubt if the widows know much about lawsuits.
The company lawyers would chew them up in a minute,"
Tom said.
"Involve the widows too, but that's not what I meant.
More and more, nowadays, women's action groups speak out
for the miners' wives and families. They focus on better
working conditions, better protection for women miners,
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better housing, health care, education, and representation in
government.
"The problem in PNG used to be money. The
government has money now, and there will be more, if and
when they learn to bargain more effectively with the mining
companies, and have their own lawyers reading the contracts
carefully. But now, the government needs to learn what it
takes to run a country for the people's benefit instead of
putting the 'big men' first."
"Okay, so where would you start, Inspector?"
"Me? I'm a cop, Tom. There should be enough
constables to keep the raskol gangs in line. And people
shouldn't need to be afraid of the police. Sometimes if a
woman has to deal with a constable, she doesn't know
whether she's going to get help or get raped. And a cop
knows that thieves are usually much better armed than he is.
Look, you grew up in Madang, right? It's not all palm trees
and quiet streets anymore. Mines and refineries and big
shipping are moving in, and that brings in lots of migrant
workers looking for jobs and a few beers at night. Madang
Province used to have two hundred constables. Then the
province cut them down to one hundred. And now, they can
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muster only about fifty or sixty, even with lower hiring
standards. They're spread too thinly to be everywhere they
are needed."
"Why can't they hire more?"
"They do hire some, and then they lose them. Their
families can't find a place to live. Government houses
haven't been kept in repair; the cement is old and crumbling,
or maybe the water system in the neighborhood doesn't
work, so the families have to rent, if they can find a place at
all. And the mining and oil companies are hiring security
staff and paying higher wages than the government. I know
one of the top cops up there. He says he just lost one of his
best

deputies.

The

family

lived

in

a

crumbling

house―couldn't afford anything better―and when the man
got a job offer down in Lae, he moved. Even Mona and I,
we're looking for a better place, now that we have another
kid on the way. But we haven't found anything yet."
Kerro reached for the coffee pot behind him, warmed
up Tom's coffee and refilled his own cup.
"Where's your own family live?" Tom asked.
"Back in Mt. Hagen. Mona's are there, too. Way too
far away to move in with them."
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"Getting back to the Owego mine, how easy is it to
detect cyanide in mine waste?"
"We can tell whether it's present or not right here. It's
a simple test. When we get some new lab equipment, we'll
be able to measure the amount, too. Why?"
"At Owego, they have a slurry pipe that pumps their
waste out to sea, half a kilometre off the coast. I'd like to
find out how much cyanide is still in it when the slurry hits
the village fishing grounds and coral reefs."
Kerro pursed his lips. "That doesn't sound good.
Check with the Department of Mining. They can probably
test that for you."

If Tom had had trouble studying up on mines, it was
nothing when compared with navigating the maze of offices
at the Department of Mining. "I thought, what could get in
the way?" he told Sophia the next morning at the office. "I
quickly found out. I called the Department's phone number
at Mining Haus, and told receptionist I was looking for
information on mine tailings. I heard only silence for about
ten seconds, and then, 'You need information? Hold please
while I connect you with the library department.' I waited.
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Finally another voice came on line, 'Information on mine
tailings? Yes, we have some books on that.' "
"Good place for them," said Sophia, "being a mining
library and all."
"I told him running tests on mine waste was what I
wanted to know about. Where to bring samples to be tested
for cyanide. He said the library doesn't keep that kind of
information; I should call the Mineral Resources Authority,
and he gave me a couple of 309 numbers to try. 'The first is
the Division for Information and Marketing,' he said, 'and if
they can't help you, try the Regulatory Operations Division.'
"So it isn't the Mining Department I need at all, then?
I said.
" 'No,' he said 'Since the funding and staff of the
Department of Mining got cut several years ago, we formed
a whole new organization that doesn't depend on the
National Budget for funding. The Mine Resource Authority
gets its funds from a levy on production from all the mines.
MRA is much better staffed, and it advises the Ministry here
on everything about minerals, ground water supply, and so
on.'
"I thanked him and tried the two numbers he gave me.
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There was no answer at the DIM; the ROD said they don't
do chemical testing, and that the Special Operations Unit
might be able to help."
Sophia gave an impatient toss of her head. "You could
spend days trying to get anything out of a bureaucracy like
that. What was the name of that acting assistant deputy
minister at the first news conference - Bilasso? Let's see if
we can go down there face to face and get help to find a
testing lab. Also, somewhere in that rabbit warren, there is a
small office of gender issues in government. I want to find
out what they do."

A typist in the front office of the Department of
Mining looked up from her work. "May I help you?"
"We're looking for information on chemical testing of
mine waste products," Tom said.
"Information is down the hall to the left." They
thanked her and went along the hall to a door

marked

"Division of Information and Marketing".
The clerk inside said, "I think you want the
Regulatory Operations Division. That's in the next building."
At the next stop: "Yes, Reg Ops supervises the mine
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inspectors. But for cyanide, I think you should be asking the
Department

of

Mineral

Policy

and

Geo-hazard

Management."
Tom could see Sophia's attitude was approaching
attack mode. "Keep cool. We're getting closer. This next
office has 'hazard' in its title."
"Actually," the next official told them, "if it's mine
waste products you are asking about, that would be a matter
for the Department of Environment and Conservation." He
showed them the office location on a map."
"That makes sense," Sophia said with more than a
touch of sarcasm, walking to their next office. "Their
concern stops at the mining company's circle fence.
Pollution and poisons belong in a different department:
someone else's problem.
"How can I help you?" the attractive receptionist at
the DEC office gave Sophia and Tom a smile.
"We're from The Journal, said Tom, "and we'd like to
find out about testing for cyanide in mine waste."
"Certainly," said the receptionist. "May I see your
your press card, please?" Tom showed his. "Thank you. And
are you inquiring about any particular mine?"
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"Just gold mines in general."
"I'll have you talk with our Mr. Awan. Let me see if
he's free." She went to a hallway behind the counter. Sophia
eyed the young woman.
"She's different to that other lot."
"Yes." Tom had watched the young lady attentively.
"I didn't mean that way. She knows her job, and
makes an effort to impress the client."
"That's what I meant, of course."
A man of perhaps age thirty-five came bustling out of
the rear hallway. "What sort of information did you want
about cyanide?"
"Mostly how your department does the testing on
tailings waste, and how often?"
"Oh, we don't do the testing ourselves. The mines
send us weekly reports."
"Really." Sophia's tone had just a touch of acid in it.
"And how do you know their reports are accurate?"
"They have laboratories. Testing is part of their
business." He addressed his reply to Tom. Men understand
this kind of thing better, his attitude said.
"And you don't verify their results yourself?" Sophia's
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own attitude was gathering storm clouds, "Some mining
companies have been known to falsify their results."
"Why would they do that?"
"Why? Because the DEC might shut them down if
their slurry exceeds safe limits, is one reason. Let me be sure
I understand this:" Sophia took some notes from her purse.
She had been doing her homework.
"The main operational divisions within the DEC
include the Environmental Management and Protection
Division whose main responsibility is enforcement and
compliance, assessment and monitoring - that is, overseeing
the application of the Environmental Protection Act . . .
"So DEC's responsibilities include pollution control
and regulation of hazardous substances, right?" she
continued." The EPA

act is to be enforced by your

department, but you don't enforce it unless one of the mines
reports that it has polluted the environment, is that correct?"
"We would also enforce the act if a court of law found
that pollution had occurred."
"How long would that take?" Sophia pursued.
"I suppose that would be for the court to decide."
"As long as a year?"
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"If the court thought it necessary. It's not our place to
speed up the court. Our job is to advise about policy."
"But meanwhile, supposing that a mine continues to
discharge its waste into a river, say, or into the ocean, do you
do anything to find out if the waste contains poisons? Does
an inspector go to the pollution site?"
"Yes, sometimes. Not long ago, we sent one to see
why fish were dying in a river where mine waste is dumped.
The mine's weekly reports indicated no toxic levels of
mercury, cyanide, and so on. We flew over the river, and saw
several places where heavy rains had caused mud slides.
Evidently, the fish died from low oxygen levels in the water.
Their death was from natural causes."
"Did you take water samples or fish to test?"
"The helicopter pilot said there was no place nearby
to safely land. It's very rugged territory."
Tom spoke up. "Whose helicopter was it?"
"The mine's helicopter flew us."
"Ah. So you didn't actually take any samples. Just
took the company's word?"
"We try to maintain a good relationship with the
mines, yes."
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Chapter Nine
Morning headline: GOVERNMENT LONG ON POLICY,
SHORT ON ACTION
ARE

MINING

COMPANIES NO

LONGER

HELD RESPONSIBLE?
Matt Lin showed up at the office again, next morning. "My
paper sent me down here for a follow-up on the Owego
Mine. South Sea Gold is getting some flak from the big men
in Beijing about their poor safety record. I thought we might
trade some notes."
"Sounds good to me. Come on in and meet my editor,
Jon Sinto." Tom took him down to the corner office. "Jon,
meet Matthew Lin, the reporter I told you about from the
Hong Kong Chronicle." The two men shook hands. Tom
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continued, "He's doing a parallel article about the Owego
Mine and it's Chinese operator. Do you have any problem
with our working together? Sophia and I have an
appointment with Gideon Bilasso this afternoon at the
Department of Mines; Matt might find that interesting."
"Does The Chronicle have any outlets down here in
our country?" Sinto asked.
"Very little, sir. I think we sell at an airport news stand
and a couple of the hotels here in Port Moresby, is all. We're
mainly a financial newspaper."
"Then I don't see any problem in your working
together. Just keep me informed."
"Thank you, sir."
Tom took Matt back to his own cubicle and brought
him up to date on his work with the police, and the Mining
and Environment departments. He invited Sophia to join
them for lunch, and was relieved to see that she and Matt
seemed congenial. Her flare-up in the DEC office yesterday
had made him cautious about her temper.
Gideon Bilasso, in familiar surroundings in his own
office at the Department of Mines, appeared more selfconfident than he had been when he faced the news
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conference. "Please be seated. Mrs. Waru, I don't believe
we've met before."
"Ms." she said. Tom winced inwardly.
"I beg your pardon?" said the deputy minister.
"Ms. Waru." She gave him a thin smile.
"Um - yes." He turned to the men. "And I believe I
met both of you gentlemen at the South Sea Gold Company's
news conference."
"Yes, sir," Tom relaxed. "Mr. Lin and I have been
following up on the Owego Mine accident for our
newspapers, and find ourselves bewildered when we try to
get information from government offices. We wondered if
you could give us a little guidance. There seem to be a lot of
subdivisions, whose jobs are not completely clear."
"Yes, I confess I often find myself equally confused,"
the deputy said. "It's not quite like the old times, when there
were only three or four mines to keep track of. There were a
few months, not long ago, when none of us was even sure
who was running our own department."
"The Owego deaths raised the issue of mine safety,"
said Tom, but the local people also objected to the mine
discharging its waste into their fishing grounds. The fish are
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less plentiful now, and the fishermen believe it's because of
the mine slurry. We asked at the Environmental offices
yesterday, and it seems that they don't test the waste for
cyanide, or for mercury levels in the fish, they just accept the
mine's reports without question."
"Well, of course the mines provide a large amount of
our country's income, and we like to keep a good
relationship."
"Sir," Matt spoke up, "China would do anything to
ensure a steady supply of copper and cobalt for her growing
industries. China will need millions of tonnes of copper
before it can supply electricity to its interior regions, and
both China and India are eager for gold. I can't speak
officially for Beijing, of course, but it's a seller's market
these days, and Papua New Guinea is definitely in the
position of seller. My associates in China are surprised that
your country is not asking for more favorable terms, so you
can build your own infrastructure. A ten-year tax holiday for
a mine that is only expected to produce for twenty years is
almost unheard of, elsewhere ."
"Well, contracts are not dealt with at my level," said
Bilasso, "but I shall pass the information onward."
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"On the issue of mine waste disposal," said Tom,
"Nowadays, there are ways of concentrating the mine slurry
and changing it to a solid, to store in a smaller area. It
doesn't need to flow into a river, or pollute farmland."
Mr. Bilasso paused his pen over the notepad and
looked up.
"It's called 'paste backfill'. If anything, it's less costly
than present methods. No one at the Dept. of Mines seems to
have heard of it. Or at least, no mines in our country seem to
be using it. He noticed that Sophia had begun tapping her
foot restlessly. "Turning slurry to paste captures the harmful
chemicals in the tailings in a solid rock form, and decreases
the acid that hurts fish and farming later on. It can be stored
safely in an open pit or underground."
Bilasso frowned. "Isn't that what miners call 'sandfill'?"
"No, it's different. Ground water and air will penetrate
sand-fill and form acid. But in paste the chemicals are sealed
in."
Bilasso became aware of Sophia's tapping foot. "I
believe that Ms. Waru has a question."
"Yes I do." said Sophia. "Mr. Bilasso, our meeting
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with you here is not about contracts or tax holidays,
important though they may be. We are asking why the
department of mines does nothing to remedy the damage
mines have been doing to our countryside for so many years.
Owego Island is only one of the latest examples of loading
the sea bottom with mud that can smother the food chain, or
poison the fish, and destroy the livelihood of our citizens!"
She's just ripped our interview to shreds, thought
Tom.
But Bilasso replied blandly. "I understand your
anxiety, Ms. Waru. But we must not lose sight of the larger
picture. Our country's future depends on exports. During this
period of Asian growth, we must trade the resources we have
for the funds we need."
Sophia would not be placated. "Actually the larger
picture is, the funds we do get go into the wrong pockets and
don't reach the builders, the teachers, the hospitals, the small
businesses that can help PNG's economy grow. Nobody is
holding the mining companies accountable."
"Well, my dear, the laws of the land say . . ."
Sophia bit back the impulse to tell the deputy minister
that she was not his dear. "The national laws are not the
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problem. They declare your department responsible for mine
inspection,

and

the

Environment

and

Conservation

Department responsible for controlling pollution in the
surrounding area. The problem is that each is waiting for the
other to act, and no one is acting!"
She took a deep breath. "Perhaps you could give us
the phone extension for the Department's Gender Issues
desk. I couldn't locate it in the phone book."
Bilasso's expression suggested he would do anything
to get rid of this woman and her personal problems. He
wrote a phone number and handed her the paper. I'll see that
you have the attention of those who can deal with your
issues. Good day."
Tom waited until the three of them were in the car on
the way back to the Journal office. He understood Sophia's
seniority in tenure, but he suspected she may have just
burned bridges the newspaper might need later. "Sophia . . ."
He searched for the right words while keeping his eyes on
the road as he drove, "We sometimes depend on these guys
as sources of information. Is there some other way we
should be using to express our own opinions?" He glanced in
the rear view mirror. Only her head and shoulders were
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visible, but he imagined he could hear a rhythmic tapping on
the floor.
"I was expressing public opinion, not just my own."
She stated it as a simple fact.
"Yeah, but even so . . . "
Matt spoke up softly. "I think what Tom is trying to
say is, our job is to report facts and let the public form its
own opinion."
Glancing again in the mirror, Tom saw surprise on
Sophia's face, followed by a half-smile as she turned to Matt.
A horn suddenly blared at his side, and he quickly returned
his attention to his driving. But he heard Matt ask her about
the office of gender issues, and learned that she planned a
sortie there for the next day, to see whether it was more
active than the ministries they had been visiting.
He would soon find out that there were other parties
taking far more interest in his activities than he was aware
of.
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Chapter Ten

Tom received a phone call soon after getting to the office
next day. "Good morning, Tom," said a friendly voice,
"Jeremy Blake here. Our CEO, Mr. Li, and I would like to
invite you to lunch with us, if you're free today."
With ulterior motives on the menu? thought Tom.
"Jeremy, I usually eat lunch at my desk here at work," Tom
said.
"Consider this a working lunch at our expense. Mr. Li
wants to get to know you better, and hear your ideas."
Jeremy urged. "It shouldn't take long; we know your time is
valuable."
Might be a story in this, thought Tom. "Okay, Jere, I'd
be glad to, thanks." They set a time and place.
When Tom entered the air-conditioned and tastefully
decorated Chinese restaurant at noon, Jeremy and Mr Li had
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just arrived. A waiter led them to an alcove allowing them
some privacy. "This place has excellent dim sum," said Li,
when they were seated. Waiters circulated among the tables,
pushing food trolleys, each bearing several Chinese
delicacies from which the customer might try as many as he
liked.
After they had made several selections, and hot tea
had been poured, Li turned the talk to business. "I've been
very interested in your recent series on mining, Mr. Akani,"
he said. "South Sea Gold has the controlling interest in three
mines in PNG, with two more in the exploration and
development stages. Jeremy has been describing your
thoughts on limiting the spread of mine tailings. We've heard
of paste back-fill methods, of course, but our parent
company in Hong Kong has found tailings ponds and deep
sea disposal more cost-effective."
"I'm an outsider in such matters, Mr. Li," said Tom,
"but has your company considered the added long-range
costs in PNG of traditional tailings dumping?"
"We prefer to consider the benefits that can result
from our

mining

ventures, Tom―may I call

you

Tom?―such as the scholarships our company furnishes for
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deserving young New Guineans to study abroad, that are
made possible by our mining activities. You have children,
don't you, Tom?"
Tom nodded. "One, so far."
"Think of the increased opportunities available to him
in later life, if you could choose to send him

to any

university in the world―Australia, UK, United States . . . "
"And how are these scholarship candidates chosen,
Mr. Li?"
"An independent committee selects them from a list
of nominees furnished by the corporation. The grants are
quite generous, intended to cover cost of tuition, travel, and
living abroad."
"The grant applications are not open to all high school
students, then, based on merit?"
"The committee would consider merit, among other
things, of course." Li's expression and tone were bland, but
something seemed to change in his face; something more
distant about his eyes, maybe, Tom thought.
"Mr. Li, that's certainly very generous of the
company. Of course, my newspaper's focus has always been
chiefly on those people adversely affected by mining. People
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whose farms were down-river from a collapsed mine tailings
dam, for instance, or the failure of the promised school
house to appear at your own Owego Mine in Milne Bay."
Mr. Li leaned forward earnestly. "Let me assure you,
the Owego school has not been forgotten. At a staff meeting
earlier this month, one of the top executives from Hong
Kong directed that the school construction be speeded up.
We expect it to be ready later this year."
Another thought apparently struck Li. "And that
reminds me," he said, "our public relations weekly
newsletter has recently lost it's editor. Would you consider
working for South Sea Gold as editor, keeping our worldwide enterprises informed on new mining developments as
they occur? It's a paid position, of course," he added.
"Let me think about it," said Tom," as they all got up
from the lunch table. "I would have to clear it with my
editor, to be sure there is no conflict of interest."
"Of course," said Li. "Let me know soon, so we can
discuss salary and travel perks."

As he drove back to the office, Tom considered what
he had just been offered. Clearly, it had been an offer. They
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had been talking about tailings disposal, until Li had
suddenly switched to college scholarships and world-wide
travel. He had never given much thought to his children's
future education. He had always thought that university
achievement depended about 20% on the university and 80%
on the student's character and motivation, and he saw the
University of PNG as the natural place to go. But what if he
was wrong? What if local schools deteriorated so much
under the current culture of greed and bribes that a local
diploma fifteen years in the future would be worthless?
He recalled the advice from his mother, a minor
government official well acquainted with bribe offers:
"Tomaka, my son, if you don't want to be tempted, don't
even unwrap the gift, no matter whether it's a bottle of
whiskey, or money, or whatever. Temptation is much easier
to resist if you don't gaze at it."
I won't solve anything by becoming part of the
problem, he thought. And yet. . . .

"I've had quite a day," Tom told his wife when he got
home that evening. "A free lunch and two bribe offers."
"Oh? Can we take that vacation in New Zealand,
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then?" She held out three-year-old Morris, who was reaching
for his Daddy.
"That wasn't in the offer," he said, lifting his son to
his shoulders, "but a full university scholarship for Morrie
when he grows up, anywhere in the world, covering tuition,
travel and living expenses. You want to go to school in New
Zealand, Morrie?"
The boy nodded enthusiastically. "After dinner!"
"And the second offer?" asked Kim.
"A part-time editor's job with a mining newsletter.
Good travel perks. I'm supposed to let him know soon, so we
can discuss pay."
"And what do you have to do to merit all this?"
"He hasn't said yet, but I'm sure it will involve some
message like, 'Mine tailings are good for you,' " He set
Morrie down.
"Are you serious about this, Tom?" she gazed at her
husband wonderingly."You've never spoken like this before."
"I don't know." He was thoughtful. "It would be
interesting to see how far they are willing to go."

Tom was taking a coffee break with Matt Lin the next
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morning. "So, Matt, how much success did you have
yesterday tracking down the Gender Issues Office?" Tom
asked.
"Sophia and I finally found an office near Parliament
House." Matt gently blew on his coffee to cool it. "Easier to
find than anything in the Mining Ministry maze. It opened
up a whole new aspect of mining for me―small-scale
operations by a single family or person, gold-panning a
stream or maybe working a sluice. One of the papers the
gender people handed out estimates there are eight or ten
thousand women trying to make a living this way, and four
times that many men.
"It's mostly bare subsistence living," he continued,
"and there aren't any national regulations, but the Mineral
Resource Authority runs a Small-Scale Mine Training Center
at some place called Wau. Sophia says she grew up in a
village near there."
Tom grunted. "Morobe Province, south of Lae. Some
of the mines there aren't working any more, but there are
new, bigger ones a little farther south."
"The government people are mostly neutral about
these little places," Matt went on, "I guess they can't really
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inspect and enforce rules at that many thousand small mine
sites. But these are mostly amateurs, they may know that
mercury can extract gold from the heavy sand in the bottom
of their sluice, but they don't know the dangers of mercury
poisoning. Maybe they don't wash after a long day's work,
maybe they use the same pot to cook their food that they
used to cook the gold mix to boil off the mercury. Almost
surely they breathe some of the mercury fumes, and most of
them dump the sand residue back in the river for the folks
downstream to drink."
"So, if these small-time miners are uneducated and
live in some other part of the country, what good does this
school do them?"
"That's where the women's groups come in. Sophia
talked with the women at this gender issues office for quite a
while. Women's empowerment is her favorite subject."
"Yeah, I've noticed," Tom said drily.
"She's a remarkable woman. In many ways." Matt's
voice trailed off as he gazed into space.
Tom brought him back to the subject at hand. "You
were saying . . ."
"Oh. Yes, well, PNG women are starting to realize
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that there's more to life than gardening, cooking, and babies.
Until lately, they weren't allowed to mine at all. But now,
things have turned around. Most male miners out in the
villages are glad to have their wives and children help with
the work. That makes other problems, of course, like kids
dropping out of school, if there's even a school near by.
Sophia says that women have more instinct for business, in
finding the best buyer for their bits of gold, or having an eye
for chances to buy and sell items in demand in the village.
Men in PNG, she says, usually have less interest in saving
money. As soon as they sell their gold, they spend the
money. Women are more likely to look ahead, willing to
spend some for their kids education or other needs."
"My question was, " Tom prompted, "how does the
miners' school at Wau help those who can't afford the travel
or pay the school fees. I assume there is some cost involved,
not to mention time away from work?"

"That's still in the planning stage. One source said
satellite schools will be set up in other mining areas, another
said there will be a traveling team that can go anywhere that
has a road nearby."
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"And what do they teach?"
"The center at Wau sets up two-week sessions each
covering three or four topics. One of their main concerns is
safety in handling mercury—it's a health problem for the
miner, for his family who breathe the fumes, and for the
villagers who drink the contaminated water. But it's the only
way they can recover fine particles of gold from the river
sediment. Cyanide, that big mines are trained to use, is so
poisonous that it's out of the question for village use."
"But not out of the question for big mines to dump
residue in the rivers and ocean, if they so choose," said Tom.
"What else do they teach?"
"How to prospect for gold, so they don't waste energy
tearing up whole hillsides; how to avoid physical injury, how
to handle the business-end of the work, avoiding
environmental damage, things like that. You know,"
continued Matt, "living in Singapore, and now working in
Hong Kong, I haven't any idea how people out in tiny
villages handle their banking and business matters."
"There have been micro-banking projects from time
to time here in PNG," said Tom, "but none I know of that
reach a large part of the country. Security against robbery is
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a big problem here."
"A friend of mine in Singapore tried bringing banking
to the villages, I remember." Matt smiled in reminiscence.
"His bank sent him to Africa to see a successful enterprise a
few years ago. They solved the robbery problem with an
armored car carrying a computer system with the bank's
complete database for the thirty villages in that region. Some
of their clients couldn't read or write, but each account was
registered to a client's thumbprint. Deposits, withdrawals,
and small loans could all be done just by the computer,
through the person's thumbprint ID. They even reduced the
payroll of one government department by half when they got
rid of all the fake names on the roster that couldn't match a
print. Four armed guards deployed at each stop discourage
robbers.
Tom grinned. "We might have to add a feature for
rural PNG. Have a second armored car with four more armed
guards locked inside to protect the deployed four from being
out-gunned by our raskol gangs. But thanks for the tips,
Matt. They should make a good base for next Friday's
feature article."
"I'll trade them for some information I want," said
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Matt."
Tom raised an inquiring eyebrow.
"Tell me about Sophia. She's a fascinating girl."
"Well, I only know her from working on a few
projects here at The Journal. Twenty-seven years old,
divorced, no kids. Aggressive reporter, looks for facts,
verifies her material with at least two sources; that kind of
stuff . . ."
"What happened to her marriage?"
"I've never asked her. I kind of assumed she had an
abusive husband, but that's only a rumor."
"Do you know how she feels about Chinese?"
Tom smiled inwardly, tempted to answer, "she prefers
pasta." But this wasn't the time.
"I've never heard her make any racial remarks. She
has a temper, and doesn't suffer fools lightly, but you
probably already noticed that."
"I'd like to ask her out. But I don't know the social
customs here in PNG."
"Best way to test that is to ask her," Tom said. "I think
she likes you." Actually, he had no idea whether she did or
not, but a friend is a friend.
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"Yeah. Well, thanks. See you tomorrow."
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Chapter Eleven

Kim did not recognize the caller at the door next morning; a
young man, open-necked white shirt, dark pants; his bicycle
standing outside by the road. "Yes?" she asked as Morrie
toddled up behind her and stood, one hand grasping her skirt,
the other with thumb in his mouth as he gravely inspected
this stranger.
"Mrs. Akani? I was told to deliver this to your
husband or you." He was polite and soft-spoken as he
proffered an envelope with merely the name Akani on it. She
took it without inviting him in.
"Who is this from?" she asked.
"I don't know. I just run a paid delivery service," he
explained. He bent down to smile at Morrie. "This your son?
Nice boy. You'll want to take good care of him." He turned,
got on his bicycle and was gone.
Kim stood at the door as she watched him ride down
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the path and disappear. Odd comment for a stranger to make,
she thought. She broke the envelope seal. A single sheet of
paper inside, printed by hand, capital letters:
WE

DON'T

LIKE

YOUR

MINING

INVESTIGATION
END IT NOW! TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOUR
WIFE AND SON
No signature, no return address.
Kim's heart sank. She looked at Morrie, saw he was
unharmed, and went to look out both front and back doors.
She called the Journal office. "Tom Akani, please. This is his
wife." She waited, her heart beating fast.
Tom's voice sounded cheerful. "What did I forget this
morning, hon? I didn't forget to kiss you, I know."
"No, listen, Tom. A man just delivered an anonymous
note to us." She read him the message.
Tom's voice was alert now. "Who was he? You didn't
let him in did you?"
"Of course not! He didn't give a name. Said he was
just a delivery service."
"Did he say anything else?"
"No. Just bent down to smile at Morrie and told me I
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should take good care of him. I hadn't opened the letter yet,
until after he left. Tom, I'm scared!"
"Kim, keep Morrie inside. I'll notify the police, and
I'm coming right home."
"Hurry, Tom!" She took her son by the hand. "C'mon,
Morrie, let's go read a book."

Tom arrived a few minutes later. "I phoned Inspector
Kerro and he said it would be quicker if we came to his
office instead of waiting for a police car to come. Get Morrie
and let's go. Bring a bag with some extra clothes for you and
Morrie."
"What for?"
"Kerro's suggestion. He says it might be a good idea
to sleep somewhere else tonight until we sort this out. He'll
explain when we get there."
Tom made lunch while Kim packed a few items for
travel. They agreed that Tom would have to stay at work
while Kim and Morrie could visit relatives outside Madang.
"I don't know how long this is going to be," said Tom. I hope
in four or five days we'll know who we're dealing with."
Kim went to wake up Morrie, who was taking a short
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afternoon nap. "Morrie, we're going downtown."
He reacted with happy expectancy. "Then we go to
New Zealand!" he exclaimed.
Kim sighed. "He's talked of almost nothing else since
you asked him if he wanted to go there last night." she
explained to Tom.
"Right!" said Tom. "Ready to go, Tiger?"
"Ready!"
Tom carried Kim's bag to the car, Morrie trotting after
him. "Where you going, Morrie?" the woman from next door
called out.
"Go New Zealand!" he answered with exuberance.
Kim smiled at the neighbor, mother to mother, as she got in
the car.
Kim repeated her story in Jason Kerro's office at the
police station, with estimates of height, weight, age. He
looked up from his notebook. "Any distinguishing marks or
habits? Was he carrying anything?"
Kim thought "A pack of cigarettes and a pen in his
shirt pocket. No clipboard. I didn't see any scars. Good
shoes; not canvas. Wristwatch on his right arm."
Kerro made a note. "Which hand did he use to give
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you the letter?"
"His left, I think."
"Did you notice his hands? Any dirt or calluses? Any
jewelry?"
"His hands were clean. No rings. No dirt under his
fingernails.".
"Tell me again what he said about your son. Did his
voice sound threatening?"
"He said, 'Nice boy. You'll want to take good care of
him.' He raised an eyebrow as he said it, like I wasn't a good
mother or something."
"And you didn't break the envelope seal till after he
left?"
"Right." Kim said.
Tom spoke up, "What do you think, Jason? Are we in
danger, or is this some crank?"
Jason closed his notebook. "Until we have more
information, I'd advise you to take it seriously. Is there
anyone who might be angry at something you've written?"
Tom snorted. "Almost anybody." He told Jason he'd
been offered a job by a mining company just yesterday. "I
told the man I would think about it, but there hasn't been
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time yet for me to get back to him, and the conversation was
friendly. I've been critical of a number of mine practices,
businesses, and government departments lately."
"I'll take that letter for fingerprints," Kerro said. "No,
don't take it out of the envelope again." He put it in his
notebook and turned to Tom. "It would be a good idea to
keep your wife and son some place far from Port Moresby
until we get this straightened out. Where are you both from?
Where do you have family?"
"We're both from Madang, on the north coast. But
isn't that one of the places someone searching for us would
look first?".
Kim spoke up. "Tom, we could go visit my Aunt Sara.
Her two sons are away at school, and I know she'd have
room."
"This is not the usual type of threat people get, you
see," said Kerro. "The man Kim describes is a cut above the
usual delivery boy; he hands her a sealed envelope, yet uses
the same phrase that is in that sealed envelope. He speaks
and acts like someone employed in an office, possibly an
accomplice in the threat, or possibly an office employee of
someone higher up who has command of at least several
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persons. Perhaps enough to station someone at the airport to
see if your family is going somewhere."
"What do you suggest we do?" asked Tom.
"Sometimes we have a small plane going somewhere
that would by-pass any spotter at the public airport. It's not
something we police talk about, but lately there is a "safe
house" set up to shelter individuals who are in particular
danger. Its address isn't on any government list. Kim, I'm not
even going to tell your husband where it is, but he can call
your mobile phone if you have it with you. You and Morrie
will be safe there tonight. There's a small plane headed north
early tomorrow that can take you to your family."
"Aunt Sara has wanted us to visit so she can see
Morrie," Kim said to Tom. "She hasn't seen him since he was
a newborn. Time isn't a problem. But I'll miss you."
"We can keep in touch by mobile. I'll miss you, too."

Jason Kerro invited Kim to wait with Morrie a few
minutes in the waiting room of the lab while he talked
privately with Tom. "Tom, I'll see that they get safely to
where they will stay tonight, but I should tell you that your
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threat letter may be a part of something bigger, that a task
force I am a part of is already following. This is, of course,
off the record, not for publication, right?"
"Right," said Tom.
"One of our informers came to us the other day with a
story of a secret deal among several mining companies—not
all of them —to defraud the nation of a large part of the
taxes and mining royalties that we need for schools and
hospitals. Your recent articles on mine safety and pollution
may call unwanted attention to their maneuvers. Enough
money is involved to blind the plotters to human rights and
lives, and that's why I am concerned for your safety. I agree
with your plan to have your family stay with your relatives
at Madang.
"Have you any problem with my continuing my series
of mining articles?" said Tom.
"No, keep up the pressure. But please don't speculate
on plots. As long as you stick to facts, go for it."

When Tom returned to the Journal office that
afternoon, he immediately reported the note to Jon Sinto,
and handed him the photocopy of the letter the police had
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made for him. The editor read it, frowning, and passed it
over to Sophia.
"Are Kim and your boy under police protection
now?" Sophia asked.
"They are in a safe place, but where and for what
reason

are

off

the

record,

the

police

advised."

"What more reason would you need than the note?"
"The police are connecting it to another investigation
of people they don't want warned off," said Tom.
Jon spoke up. "We won't disclose your family's
whereabouts, Tom, or even hint that they've left town, but I
do think it important to continue the mining series."
"I agree," said Tom. "The police said if we stick to
facts we can document ourselves, then go ahead. I say
publish the note. Let the mines know we still hold them
accountable for what they pollute, and for their miners'
safety. If they don't like it, tough luck"
He wrote up his copy for next day's edition, and went
home to a sandwich and a lonely evening, but he had a quiet
late night conversation with Kim by her mobile phone.
"Morrie wants to know why his Papa isn't going to
New Zealand too," Kim said. He still thinks that's where
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we're going. He connects it with the zoo somehow."
"Give him my love when he wakes up tomorrow,"
said Tom. "Jason doesn't want me to write you letters or
come see you off, but I'm thinking of you both all the time. I
love you."
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Chapter Twelve

Morning

Headline::

REPORTER'S

YOUNG

SON'S

SAFETY THREATENED
PRINTED NOTE HAND DELIVERED

Jon Sinto surveyed the Journal's front page story with
Sophia, Tom, and Matt. I think this is just right, Tom. You've
not mentioned anything about where your family is; and that
will be a great hook for maintaining public interest."
"Our neighbors think the family's gone to New
Zealand," Tom said, "Morrie's got that fixed in his head
somehow, and announced it to the neighbors as we were
leaving
"That's precious!" said Sophia, "but I suppose it's
better for your family if possible destinations aren't
mentioned."
"And no claims yet about who made the threat, of
course," said Matt. "The story won't get more than a
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paragraph on an inside page in the Hong Kong Chronicle,
but what are your articles about next?"
"I think we'll go back to basic mining issues
tomorrow, and let this story hang for a day or two. We'll run
Sophia's piece on women in artesinal mining tomorrow, and
Tom, I'd like you to go back to Owego Island and do a
follow-up on the gold mine there. Now, does the Chinese
company's property cover the whole island, or just the mine
site?"
"Usually, mine owners' rights extend over a whole
mining claim, maybe several square kilometers or more in
most countries I've visited," said Matt. "I'm not sure of the
details here in Papua New Guinea. The mining company
may influence the village there by the dock and pipeline,
since the village head man works at the mine."
"Why don't you go with Tom again, Matt," said Sinto,
"better that way, in case any problems arise."

A torch shining in his eyes woke Tom in the middle of
the night. Someone was gripping him by the T-shirt he slept
in. "Wake up, newspaper-man! Where's your family?"
This isn't a dream, Tom realized. He turned his head
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away from the torch's glare. "Who are you?" he said.
The strong grip on his shirt tightened and twisted,
lifting his chest off the bed. "I said where's your family!
Where you hide them?" The torch beam moved to reveal
three men in the room, all masked, one holding a pistol
which he now pressed against Tom's cheek. The muzzle felt
cold and very hard. Tom closed his eyes and turned his head
away. "Speak up, paper man! You want your brains and
blood all over that wall behind you there?"
Tom squinted against the light in his eyes, tried to
shake the fuzziness of fear from his head and concentrate on
these men. "They were gone when I got home," he muttered.
"I don't know where they are now."
"Shit! Let me take him," another voice said, as strong
hands grabbed both of his upper arms, lifted him up and
threw him on the bare floor. A large boot thudded against
Tom's chest twice. "Where'd they go!"
Tom bit his lips. He gasped as the boot hit his
stomach, driving the wind out of him.
"Where are they!" The boot rolled him half way over
and aimed at his spine and kidneys.
"Where are they!" the boot crashed forcefully against
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his chest again. Tom felt some ribs give way. His breath
came in shallow, painful efforts that felt like knives in his
side. Pain and lack of air were making his consciousness
fade. His last thought was, "God, take care of Kim and
Morrie," before a blow to his head deleted awareness
entirely.

Tom awoke to the bright light of a hospital room and
the beeping of a heart monitor. It hurt to breathe. He ached
all over. Even turning his eyes hurt.
Jon Sinto glanced up from the magazine he was
reading, and saw Tom's eyes were open. "Welcome back.
You've had a long sleep. How you feeling?"
Tom tried moving each arm and leg in turn. "I feel
like I've been eaten by a crocodile and then crapped over a
cliff," he muttered. "How did I get here?"
"Your neighbors heard voices in your house and lights
moving around, and called the police, telling them there was
a riot, and then started one so the police would be more
likely to come. One of the raskols had a gun and fired it once
in the air to keep the crowd off, but two guys in the crowd
fired too, and that decided it; the raskols left in a hurry.
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When the police finally arrived, they found you lying on the
floor inside with a bleeding scalp wound. Any idea who the
raskols are?"
"There were three of them, maybe four. They had
masks. Kept asking me where my family was. I don't think I
told them. They kept a torchlight in my eyes. I couldn't see
very much. But one guy was strong and had heavy boots.
Are Kim and Morrie safe?"
"They are. Kerro rang while you were out of it and I
filled him in."
"What time is it now?"
"About five-thirty," Jon said. "Same day," he added.
"And what's my damage report?"
"Bruises all over you. Three broken ribs, the doctor
says. A little blood in your urine. Concussion. You have ten
stitches underneath that bandage on your head. He's going to
keep you overnight to be sure you don't have internal
bleeding." Sinto smiled. "Looks like you'll live."
Tom closed his eyes. "Right now, I feel like sleeping
some more. I'll be down to the office tomorrow, though."
Not to work, you won't," said Sinto. "But we're
setting up that office room where you reporters sometimes
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sleep when you're following a story. The Journal hired a
couple of extra security men; one of 'em will watch your
door, and we'll see you get food." He got up to go as a nurse
entered the room. "I'm glad you're going to be okay."
"Wait! I have to get to the Owego Mine!" but Jon was
gone. Tom struggled to sit up.

"He didn't hear you," the

nurse said, "but you are not going anywhere today, with that
tube in your chest and your IV running." She offered a pill
and some water. "Swallow this; it'll help you calm down."
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Chapter Thirteen

Sleeping on a cot at the office, with his meals sent in, was
not Tom's idea of the high life, especially with his family
five hundred kilometers away. He phoned Kim and Morrie
most evenings. The only exercise he got, those first days
after his injuries, was walking the halls in the building, or
out on the flat roof, in company with his guard. No going out
on the street. When he complained, Jon merely shrugged.
"We supply the men, but the police made the call. Ask your
friend Kerro."
"How long do I have to have a nursemaid?" he then
asked Jason when the inspector came to ask a few more
questions.
"As long as we need to protect your back." advised
Kerro. "The men all say they haven't seen any suspicious
activity, so you'll probably be turned loose in another couple
of days. We have some unidentified fingerprints from the
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letter the man gave your wife, but they don't match any in
our files." Can you remember anything else about the
attackers, now that your mind is clearer?"
"I remember some big guy sitting on my legs to pin
me down while his friend kept kicking me hard in my chest
and back. When they started working on my head I guess I
passed out. No identities yet, huh?"
"Our usual informers say the street gangs don't know
anything about these guys. That could either mean your
attackers are from out of town, or that anyone who does
know them is too scared to talk. For now, we'd better still
keep your family where they are."

Matt and Sophia, just returned from the Owego Mine,
paid him a visit that same afternoon. "You're looking good,
for the shape you're in," observed Matt. "What did they do to
you, anyway?"
"Gave me a week's vacation. I don't recommend it as
an option, though. Where have you guys been?" Tom's grin
was still a little lop-sided. "Hi, Sophia."
"Hi. You look like you've spent time in a cementmixer."
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"Thank the Lord they didn't add the cement," said
Tom, "but yeah. That's about what it felt like at the time.
What's new with you two?"
"You've missed all the fun, Tom," Sophia said. "Jon
sent us down to the Owego Mine again, the day after you got
beat up. It seems they've had another accident. Their slurry
pipeline broke."
"I thought the pipeline was unbreakable plastic."
"So they said," answered Matt. "But they made some
mistakes in construction. You remember that place where the
hillside juts out, half way down from the mine to the village?
They laid the pipe right next to the road there, where there's
only two meters clearance between the hill and the road.
Last week one night, heavy rains caused a landslide that
pushed the pipeline out into the road. A bulldozer couldn't
have done a neater job."
"And there's more," said Sophia, "a ten-tonne lorry
came down the road in the dark, hit that thirty-centimeter
pipe, flipped the loaded lorry on it's side and crushed the
pipe. Didn't hurt the driver much. Maybe he'd had a couple
of beers to relax him."
"Did you get pictures?" asked Tom.
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"We did," said Sophia, "showing slurry still trickling
out of the broken pipe after we got there hours later. Now if
they had had a woman engineer design that pipeline, I bet
she would have foreseen the problem and kept the pipe in
the open field on the other side of the road."
"Just facts, Sophia," said Matt gently. "Leave out the
speculation."
"Did you get a chance to take a sample of the pipe
drainage?"
"Yup," Matt said. "While Sophia diverted the
watchman, a local villager, with her conversation, I quietly
emptied the water bottle I had been carrying, and held it
under the trickle of slurry still coming out of the pipe." He
produced a bottle half full of brownish mud and water.
Tom looked at it doubtfully. "Are you sure that's not a
latte from the pub around the corner?"
"It has been in my possession since I filled it. Sophia
is my witness. But you can taste it, if you want to."
"Thanks, but no. You could take it to the police lab,
though. Jason can't tell you how much cyanide it contains,
but he can tell whether or not it has any at all. What else did
you learn at Owego?"
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"We checked at the provincial land records office in
Alotau. South Sea Gold Corp. does not control the whole
island of Owego. Their lease covers about twenty hectares of
land around the mine and the mill, plus the road to the dock.
There are two other villages on the island, one

is two

kilometers along the coast, west of where the miners live,
and another on the south coast, beyond the big mountain.
You don't notice them from the air because of all the trees."
"The one to the west is quite pretty," said Sophia.
"Palms hanging out over clear blue water. A woman there
takes in tourists, and her son advertises scuba diving. We
stayed there; didn't check out his scuba equipment, but the
swimming was great. I don't think many people know about
the place. I suppose all that will change, once the mine goes
into full gear."
"Farsighted of you, to go there prepared for
swimming," remarked Tom.
Sophia smiled shyly. "Tourism's just as important an
industry as mining, along the coast. A good reporter is
supposed to evaluate all the diverse options."
"She taught me how to use a sarong," explained Matt.
Sophia smiled.
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Tom didn't know how far he should pursue this topic.
Somehow in his mind, Matt and Sophia were becoming a
single item, Matt-and-Sophia, at a rapid pace.

Because Tom was still confined by his injuries he
arranged for Matt to take the slurry sample to Inspector
Kerro for the police lab that afternoon. Kerro was not
encouraging. We'll test for cyanide, but it won't be
dependable after standing this long. Traces of metals and
other stuff in that mud you have there can change the free
cyanide level. If you are concerned about the slurry's effect
on the village fishing, I've heard that many kinds of fish are
much more sensitive to cyanide poisoning than humans are."
"What should I look for in humans?" Matt asked.
"Other than living near a source of cyanide?
Symptoms of chronic poisoning are not very specific.
Weakness, confusion, difficulty breathing; things that can
also be caused by a lot of other different problems that have
nothing to do with cyanide. A person's skin can be unusually
pink, for the same reason you saw in that miner who died of
monoxide poisoning. Both cyanide and monoxide keep red
blood cells from releasing the oxygen they carry. But that's a
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late sign, near death, and it's harder to see in us PNGeans,
because of our darker complexion."
"But we can predict there will be trouble if there is
still untreated cyanide in the slurry, right?" Matt said.
"If you have as much as a tenth of a milligram of
cyanide per liter of sea water," said Kerro, "you are going to
have trouble for most fish and a lot of other sea life,
including the coral reefs. The best defense is regular
chemical testing of water in the the waste pipe."
"So the responsibility for survival of the fishing
industry lies with the DEC, then?"
"Right, unless the Department of Mines is willing and
able to do it," said Kerro. "Trusting a mining company's
word, or inspecting a site from a company helicopter, or
getting paid to ignore the discharge, is definitely a conflict of
interest."
"That's what the newspaper needs to know," said
Matt. "Thanks, Inspector."
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Chapter Fourteen

Morning Headline: MINE WASTE DISCHARGE NEEDS
REGULAR TESTING
The Journal followed it with an op-ed column under Sophia
Waru's by-line:
Interviews of officials at the Department of Mines and
the Department of Environment and Conservation suggest
that neither department routinely tests mine waste for
cyanide, mercury, and other toxins before the waste is
dumped offshore or in rivers or tailings ponds. Often,
unverified reports from mine operators are accepted, without
the on-the-ground tests by government inspectors as required
by the Water Resources Act of 1982 and subsequent
regulations.
The tendency of recent mining operations is to avoid
lawsuits from land owners by letting the ocean "wash away"
mine refuse, dumping it off-shore, with token monitoring of
sea currents and water temperature. Without direct
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observation of effects on the fish or on the coral reefs, PNG
is putting all its bets on mining, and ignoring the fishing
industry and tourism that also contribute to the national
economy. All of PNG could benefit by requiring mines to
adopt twenty-first-century methods of waste disposal.
Sophia's column went on to describe paste back-fill
and other methods of

limiting the pollution from mine

waste. Matt sent a summary of the piece to his editor at the
Hong Kong Chronicle.
Reaction in other quarters was not uniformly happy.
South Sea Gold Corporation staff in the Port Moresby office
held a conference call with their Hong Kong superiors.
"Why are these newspapers continuing to criticize our
mining practices ?" were the first words from Mr. Han, the
CEO in Hong Kong.
"It's not only us they are writing about," said Li Kao
Hsai in the PNG office. "The newspaper is campaigning to
prohibit any mining company dumping mine waste in the sea
or rivers."
"I understood that you would be offering incentives to
stop the newspaper's meddling. Now they are even being
quoted in this morning's Chronicle here in Hong Kong!"
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Li motioned to Jeremy Blake to answer. "We did
make lucrative offers to the reporter, Akani, sir," said Blake.
"It was a cordial meeting and he showed interest. But the
next day, according to the paper, his family received a threat,
and when he ignored it a gang of men broke into his house
and beat him severely. He was in a local hospital several
days with chest and head injuries and is never alone now."
"Who was the idiot behind that?" demanded Mr. Han.
"I have no idea, sir," said Blake. We have no further
personal contact with him, as long as he stays in the
newspaper building. I didn't think it wise to ask him by
phone. As far as I know, the timing of that attack was
coincidence."
"Find out. The attack was certainly ill-timed, and
defeated the purpose of your offer."
"Yes, sir. If we find out, do you want us to press
charges against whoever attacked him?"
"Certainly not. I want better coordination. Now, what
is the status of the broken pipeline on the Owego property?
Is mine production continuing on schedule?"
Li took over from Blake on the phone. "We patched a
six-meter section of pipe into the line to replace the portion
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crushed by the lorry. It's being tested today, and ore
production should resume tomorrow. We had to stop
temporarily because all four leaching pits were full and we
couldn't decontaminate the tailings fast enough with the
slurry line shut down. We should be up to speed again by
next week."
"Get up to speed tomorrow," ordered Mr. Han. "Move
the leached ore out of the pits as soon as the gold extraction
is complete, without full decontamination if necessary. A
ship will be in for your next ore shipment in three more
days."
"You want us to flush the slurry down the pipe,
cyanide residue and all?" asked Li.
"Yes. That's what the ocean is for: to dilute the
pollution."
"What about the fish?"
"Never mind the fish. There's lots more where they
came from. "Now," Mr. Han continued, "who is this Waru
woman that today's Chronicle quotes? And how did she get
so many details so fast about the broken pipeline at our
Owego property?"
"I don't know," said Li. "According to the report in
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our local paper here, she was on the site the next morning,
and has pictures of the pipeline break."
"Find out. And deal with it."

Four men shared a bottle of rum in a Port Moresby
unlicensed casino. "What do we know about the reporter
Akani?" asked the leader.
"Still can't touch him. Has somebody with him all the
time. Lives in his office; doesn't sleep at home now. Wife
and kid are still missing." He passed the bottle to the next
man after helping himself.
"The Big Man is getting impatient. Says we should
have worked him over more completely."
"Easy to say that now. We had to defend ourselves
from that mob outside, and he couldn't tell us anything after
he passed out, could he. And the police were likely coming,
by then."
"He wants the mine stories stopped. Now this Waru
chick is writing them. We may have to rough her up some,
scare the crap out of her, to keep the money coming."
"Good! Be more fun than going after the guy again."
"You've got a dirty mind, Shark. Keep it on your
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work.
Shark leered. "That's exactly what I'm doing."
"Don't put her life in danger. Just scare her enough,"
said the leader.

Jon Sinto was holding morning conference with his
staff.

What comment do we have from Mining or

Environmental, so far?"
"None at all yet," said Tom.
"Any signs either one is doing any testing of mining
waste?"
"Not yet. All we got from Mining yesterday was "No
comment".
Sinto

looked

at

Sophia.

"Same

with

the

Environmental office," she said. "The Owego Mine will
have that pipe patched before anybody does any official
sampling of the slurry."
Tom spoke up. "I'm thinking about the night shift boss
at that mine. What was his name, Matt?"
"Yari Banta."
"Right. He's the village headman, too. We might be
able to work with him. He was worried about the slurry's
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effect on the fishing. That's what most of his villagers do for
a living, those that aren't at the mine."
Sinto looked doubtful. "What do you think, Sophia?"
"I've never met him," she said, "but he might be worth
a try. There were three little kids playing in the slurry puddle
at the pipeline break when we were there. That can't be good
for them. Might be a talking point for getting his
cooperation."
"I can go," said Tom. "It'll be good for me to get out
of town for a while."
"Sorry, Tom," said Sinto. The police inspector advises
we still keep you here a little longer."
"I feel like I'm chained to my desk! And Matt doesn't
speak Tok Pisin."
"I do speak Chinese, though, with their tech advisor at
the mill, without others eavesdropping," Matt reminded him.
Sinto turned to Matt Lin. "If you're willing, Matt, I'll
send you and Sophia again. She can speak with the villagers,
and I'd advise you stay in the background. No one needs to
know you are a reporter unless they ask. Let her do most of
the talking."
"She does that anyway." Matt smiled at Sophia. She
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made a face at him, but looked like she didn't mind the idea
of another trip to Milne Bay.

Tom made a phone call that afternoon to Inspector
Kerro, who in turn contacted an independent assay
laboratory in downtown Moresby. Tom then told Matt where
to go to pick up a half-dozen collection bottles for cyanide
testing. "It's not hard," Tom told Matt, "each bottle will have
several preservative tablets in it. When you collect a water
sample, just open the cap, fill the bottle full of the water you
want tested, leave as little air space as possible. The
preservative tablets are caustic soda and will dissolve by
themselves. It helps if you keep the samples cool, but you'll
have a week or more to get them to the test lab. The lab will
do the rest; they do cyanide samples from mines all over the
world. Be sure you label with the exact source and date and
the Journal's address. Enjoy your 'vacation'" he added with
envy.
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Chapter Fifteen

The helicopter set Matt and Sophia down on a stretch of
sandy beach just west of what they now thought of as "the
tourist village" on Owego Island. Beverli, the woman at the
bed and breakfast was happy to see them again. "Not much
business lately." she confided. "Some people are afraid of the
stuff the mine puts into the water over by the other village."
"Have you advertised your place here?" asked Sophia.
"I know a lot of people in Port Moresby who would love to
visit a place like this, especially when so many other places
on PNG's coast are having even bigger problems with
mining than you do."
"With business bad, I can't afford to advertise," said
the woman.
"Maybe you won't have to," Sophia said. "I work for
the Journal. I'd be happy to mention your place in my next
piece. And the paper is working to convince mining
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companies to not dump their waste in the sea or the rivers."
A smile spread slowly over the woman's face as she
comprehended this offer. "And my son, Pradeep, will give
you a free scuba dive out on the reef. That could be in the
paper too?"
Sophia tried to hide her dismay. She had never scuba
dived. "Oh, we wouldn't want to trouble him like that . . ."
"No, no, he needs the practice! I'll call him."
Matt had not been following this Tok Pisin
conversation, and Sophia turned to give him the gist, adding
"I've no idea whether he's a safe operator or not, Matt. I don't
know anything about diving."
"It might be fun," said Matt. "When I was growing up
in Singapore, my family went a couple of times to Tioman
Island for vacation. It's a beautiful spot, where the Bali Hai
scenes in South Pacific were filmed, and the scuba diving
was great! Let me talk to him, and I can get some idea about
his equipment."
Presently, Pradeep appeared, a muscular young man
of about twenty, who knew enough English to talk directly
with Matt. They discussed oxygen tanks and other
equipment, while Matt tested valves and gauges. "It looks
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safe, he said to Sophia. "Let's give it a try, want to?" Sophia
shivered and shook her head, folded her arms.
"Yes, you can come," said the young man, with a
sidewise wag of his head. "You can use a snorkel, see all the
pretty fish around the coral reef, without having to go down
deep."
She reluctantly got in the motor boat with them, and
rode out about a kilometre, to where the coral could be seen
through the still, clear water, ten meters below. Matt helped
her adjust her goggles and angle her breathing tube back
over her shoulder. "Now just let go of the boat and float on
the surface, face down. Breathe easily, paddle with your
arms and legs, and look down."
She did so, and presently saw Matt submerge past her,
down to the reef. His descent scattered several schools of
brightly colored fish that had been feeding among the
starfish and anemones on the multi-hued coral. A plump eel
moved lazily along the sandy bottom nearby as the fish
regrouped. She watched a crab-like creature as it ventured
out of its den in the coral. An hour passed quickly.
"Here's an idea for tonight," Matt said as they were
riding back to shore, seated close together. Sophia turned to
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give him an encouraging look, and moved a little closer. "We
need to get slurry samples for testing, right?" he continued.
"And like Tom said yesterday, the mine has probably
patched up the broken pipeline by now. But what if we could
get samples of the sea water around the end of the pipe out
in the bay?"
"You're out of your mind," Sophia told him, "You
don't know how deep the water is there, or what kinds of
pollutants there are, or whether the mine people will even
allow it. Besides, what will you collect the samples in?"
"Tom got me some bottles with the right preservative
in them, and the address of a lab to take them to. If we go
out again tonight, I can dive by the buoy that marks the end
of the pipe. Even if it's too deep, I can still get samples from
above and a little beyond it. You won't have to dive, but it
would help if you held one of our torches for me."
"The things I have to do for a news story," she sighed.
"And I was hoping for a romantic evening."
"That could come later," he suggested, putting an arm
around her shoulder.

That evening, their boatman took them out again.
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They carried fishing gear in case anyone at Owego Village
got inquisitive, and with four wide-mouth, screw-capped
plastic jars in Sophia's bilum shoulder bag. Matt paid for this
trip, adding extra money for night time and for the petrol
needed to get over to the pipeline in the bay.
They found the buoy marker, and anchored just
beyond it. Matt strapped his torch to his forearm, checked
his oxygen tank and valve, put on his flippers, pulled down
his goggles and dropped over the side. The water here was
not as crystal clear as that at the reef.
"Sophia, I'll follow the anchor line down. I taped a
rock to the bottom of each bottle to keep it from floating
back up. I tied your shoulder bag to the end of that line there
in the boat. When you let it down, try to keep it between the
anchor line and the buoy over there. When you feel me tug
on the line, pull it back up, okay?"
She touched his arm softly. "Be careful, Matt."
He nodded. "See you in a few minutes," he said, and
submerged, leaving a trail of bubbles marking his descent.
The water began to get murky at about 5 meters depth.
Orienting himself between the anchor and buoy lines, he
could see the pipeline a short distance shoreward and
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downward; it was supported above the sea bottom by
concrete pylons.
He took a bottle from the bag Sophia had lowered,
swam over to the mouth of the pipe and sat astride it, facing
out to sea. He held the bottle upright in the edge of the
muddy plume flowing from the pipe and loosened the screw
cap enough to let air escape slowly as the bottle filled, then
tightened the cap again, and swam the few meters back to
the bag suspended on its rope. He took another bottle, filled
it with the clearer water outside the plume, deposited it in
the bag along with the first and tugged to signal Sophia. The
bag disappeared upward.
He shone his light in all directions as he steadied
himself on the anchor line. A single fish swam slowly into
view, then flicked its tail to turn back again as it came near
the stream of pipeline slurry. He couldn't see the bottom
clearly, but supposed it to be covered with silt. A small area
of coral emerged out of the murk nearby, dead white, with
none of the colorful fauna and flora he had seen on the reef
that afternoon. He swam up toward the surface and rejoined
Sophia.
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Next morning after breakfast, they set out for the
mine, about an hour's walk around the shoulder of the
mountain, by a trail their hostess pointed out to them. Matt
found the Chinese mine engineer by the mine's leaching pits.
He recognized Matt from the visiting Chinese group at the
time of the mine disaster. They conversed in Mandarin.
"Samples from the gold-leaching pits? Sure, which pit
do you want?"
"Whatever one is draining today."
"That would be number four," the engineer said, "It's
the last of the tailings from before the pipeline break last
week. We only finished leaching the gold out of it yesterday.
Not even time to properly rinse it afterward, so your sample
test may run a little high. What's the company in such a
hurry about?"
"They never tell me," said Matt. "I'm just the
information guy. Ask the company CEO."
"Yeah, right. There's the drain valve, just past where
this pit's drain joins the pipe-line."
"Got it," said Matt. He filled and labeled two more of
the sample bottles from Sophia's bag. "Is Yari Banta,
around?" The engineer pointed toward the mine office shed.
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"No, wait." he said. Matt stopped at the door. "I
forgot; Banta works on the night shift. He's down in the
village." Matt caught his breath, let it out slowly, turned
toward the road. He waved a silent thanks to the engineer.

"What was all that about?" Sophia asked as they
walked away.
"The narrowest escape you'll ever see," Matt said.
"Just act casual and don't look back. If the day-shift boss
sees us, we'll have a lot of explaining to do, and he will
probably alert their Moresby office about our visit. The
engineer I was just talking to only met me once, when I
entered the mine property with a bunch of visiting Chinese
the day after the the miners died. He assumes I'm from the
company office too. The man we're going to see now is a
local, and can tell us how the villagers are doing."
"There's where they fixed the broken pipe," Sophia
remarked a few minutes later. Looks like they just put in a
piece of ordinary pipe. Like I said before, they need a
woman's touch in this mine."
"South Sea Gold is in a hurry to get more copper and
gold to China, and maybe that's the only patch they had on
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hand. Looks like air-duct pipe, not as sturdy as the thicker
plastic. And speaking of hurrying, that looks like a ship on
the horizon, heading this way.
They stopped at the village shop to ask directions to
Banta's house. It sat on a low rise, looking out toward the
bay. Sophia greeted Banta's wife, and talked with her in Tok
Pisin, identifying herself by tribe, home town and present
job, and introduced Matt. Matt gazed out at the ship as the
two women talked. It was closer now, and appeared to be a
bulk freighter of medium size, flying the red flag of the
People's Republic of China from its stern.
Presently, Banta came onto the veranda, yawning
from this early awakening. Matt re-introduced himself to the
headman, who remembered him from the day after

the

miners' deaths. "I and my associate, Ms. Waru were here
after the pipeline broke last week. We wondered how that
affected your village people."
"Ah. After the landslide, when Jerry Bromo's lorry hit
the pipe. No serious injuries happened. The pipeline has
been repaired; the miners lost only one day's pay. Everything
should be okay now."
"When did the pipeline go back in service?" asked
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Matt.
"Yesterday. We have two empty leach pits now, and
can accept new ore from the mine again."
"Mr. Banta," Sophia spoke up, I've been asking your
wife about the village children. When we were here last
week, we noticed three of them playing in the little pool of
slurry at the pipeline break. Are they well?"

"Ah, now. Two children in the village became ill a
day or two after the pipeline broke." Banta spoke with his
wife in a local language for several minutes while Matt and
Sophia waited expectantly. "They were sisters," he said
finally, "and complained of headache and tiredness. I believe
they slept most of two or three days. My wife says they are
better now. I will summon the mother." He called a small
boy from outside, and evidently gave him instructions. The
boy trotted off and presently returned with a young woman.
Matt glanced out to the village pier again. The Chinese ship
was preparing to dock now.
"She says yes, her children had played in the mud up
at the pipe break when the family had gone to see it that day.
It was that afternoon they became ill. She says they are
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eating and playing today, but they still tire easily."
In an aside to Sophia, Matt told her, "It's time for us to
go. Armed guards and other people are getting off that ship.
It's best to not be involved in conversation with them."
"The mother wants to know," said Banta, "do you
think her children were poisoned like the fish?"
"It's hard to say for sure," said Matt. "Fish are
poisoned more easily by what may be in the slurry than
people are. I'm glad to hear the children are getting better
now, but they had best be kept away from the slurry if a
break ever happens again."
"What about swimming in the water here near the
village?" asked Banta."
Sophia spoke up. "We have taken water samples from
both ends of the pipeline," she said, without going into
further detail. "With your permission, Mr. Banta, we can take
another sample from a boat offshore here at the village, if
someone can take us out." She looked to Matt to see if he
agreed. He nodded. That would give them a quick exit past
the armed men.
Yari Banta collected his son-in-law from a nearby
house and walked with them down to the shore where
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several motor boats were beached. A half-dozen village
children followed them, curious. Matt and Sophia both
thanked Yari, and promised to inform him of the test results.
"I hope the mine owners won't be upset about our tests,"said
Matt, "but the people of PNG have a right to know what's
happening to their sea water."
Yari smiled. "The mine owners do not have to know
everything that happens."
The son-in-law cast off, then stopped the boat a short
distance off shore. "You watch the ship people," Sophia said
to Matt, and tell me when it's all right to fill this bottle. We
have one more, for sampling at the tourist village shore."
Okay - now." said Matt. And then to their boat pilot,
"Why does the dock have armed guards?" The young man
looked questioningly at Sophia, who translated into Tok
Pisin, after making sure she had closed the sample bottle
tightly.
"He says because they ship gold, along with the
copper concentrate they load."
"Nothing to do with us then," said Matt. Tell him I'll
pay him to take us back to the tourist village. After that, we
can get some dinner and have time for another late night
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swim. No need to end our vacation till tomorrow."
She nodded. "Agreed."
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Chapter Sixteen

The next day, Matt was back at the Journal office, lining up
bottles on Tom's desk. "We brought you six," he said. "This
one's directly from the mouth of the pipeline out in the bay.
The next is sea water a few meters away from the direct
flow. The next two are both from the upper end of the
pipeline, slurry from pit number four that had just finished
the gold extraction process, but hadn't been run through the
rinsing because they were in a hurry to process more ore for
the ship that was coming. Bottle number five is from
offshore where people swim in the bay at Owego village; the
last one is water offshore at the other village, about two km
away from the pipeline. "I thought you might like to submit
one of the un-rinsed slurry samples to your lab and one to
the lab the government DEC uses, to see if they get equal
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cyanide readings."
"Good," said Tom, "Get them

to the lab this

afternoon, and you and Sophia can deliver the government
one, since you talked to them before. Be sure they know it's
submitted by the newspaper, from the Owego slurry
pipeline."
"Right," said Matt. "Are you allowed out on the
streets now?"
"As of yesterday. Nobody has attacked me yet. But I
still sleep here at the office at night.
Matt told him about Sophia's talk with the mother of
the children who had played in the tailings slurry.
"Consistent with mild cyanide exposure, but not
proof, said Tom. "We need to play this carefully, to keep our
credibility. Let's wait for the lab reports."
Matt turned toward the cubicle door; was stopped by
Tom's raised voice, "Wait! Run that by me again. Tell me
again, exactly how did you get that first sample?"
"I had scuba gear; went down, sat on the end of the
pipe and― "
"You WHAT?"
"―wrapped my legs around it, bent forward and
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opened the the sample bottle. Why?"
"How deep were you?"
"I dunno . . . fifteen meters maybe."
"Was the end of the pipe jagged, or a clean break?"
"It wasn't a break; it was the end of the pipe. Marked
by a buoy."
"A mine tailings pipe is supposed to end at least a
hundred meters below the water surface!"
"Can't help that. I was sitting on the end of it, and
collected the stuff coming out. Sophia was in the boat,
watching me with a torch, and Pradeep, my backup diver,
was there in the boat too."

.

Jon Sinto walked into Sophia's office the next day as

Sophia, Tom, and Matt were comparing reports from the
water samples. "So, what does the lab say?"
Tom looked up from his clipboard. "They report their
results in milligrams

of cyanide

per liter of water. 1

milligram is one thousandth of a gram."
"Not very much," Sinto commented.
"No, but it only takes about 100 milligrams to kill an
adult human within a few minutes." said Tom. "And a lot
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less than that to make someone sick."
"The day we collected samples, the mine was running
un-rinsed tailings into the pipeline," Matt said. "That means
they had drained off the cyanide solution containing most of
the gold from a batch of ore. But they hadn't sprayed it with
water as they're supposed to do, because Mr. Han's orders
from Hong Kong were to get the tailings out of the leaching
pits to make room for the ore that had been piling up while
the broken pipeline was being fixed. So the sample we took
from the beginning of the pipeline is likely to have a little
higher cyanide than usual."
"And?"
"The tailings that day had a free cyanide level of 1.45
milligrams per liter, more than seven times the maximum
safe level of 0.2. At the other end of the pipeline, in the bay,
the discharge level was 1.37 mg, almost the same."
"Why wasn't it the same?" Sinto asked.
"There's always a small margin of error in lab
reports," said Matt, "and besides that, I was sitting on the
pipe outlet in Scuba gear, trying not to fall off while I leaned
forward to fill the jar. I may have collected a bit of sea water.
That's bottle number one. Number two is sea water a few
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meters away from the discharge plume; that one is reported
at 0.54 mg., representing closer to the average in the outer
bay, where tailings are discharged for several hours on most
days. When the mine is up to full production, that will be
higher, of course."
Sophia picked up her notepad. "The Owego village
headman wanted to know if it was safe for the villagers to
swim just off shore. Bottle number five from there reports
0.05 mg per liter. It's a half kilometre inshore from the pipe,
and near a fresh water stream."
Sophia continued,"bottle six is from offshore at the
tourist village, two or three km westward along the shore:
0.02 mg. A little higher than normal, but probably safe."
"But drinking a couple of liters of that would be
enough to make you sick?" asked Sinto.
Sophia raised an eyebrow. "Drinking two liters of sea
water from anywhere in the world will make you very sick."
"Oh. True."
"Fish, on the other hand," Matt said, "have to live in
this sea-water all their lives. 0.05 mgm is lethal to many
kinds, and 0.20 mg is rapidly toxic to almost all. Most sea
plant life can tolerate up to about 0.13, but the bit of coral I
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saw near the pipeline was dead-white and bare of all
evidence of life. And remember, we're only talking about
cyanide so far; these tailings also carry traces of copper,
lead, arsenic, mercury, cadmium, and a lot of other toxic
crud too. You don't want to be pumping all this out to sea
continually for the next twenty years or more."
"So what are the other options?" asked Sinto.
"I've been telling you about them for weeks, Jon,"
Tom's voice showed some irritation. He repeated his minilecture on the need to get the government to forbid deep sea
dumping. "De-water the tailings, solidify them to lock in the
pollutants, and stack them back where they came from, in
the open pits or underground."
"De-water them how? Boil tons of rock every day?"
"Vacuum extraction is what a lot of mines use," said
Tom. "Saves a lot of fuel."
"Well, team, you've done your homework," said Sinto,
after a couple of minutes silent thought. Then, "You've only
mentioned five bottles. What about the other one?"
"Yes," Sophia said. "Bottle number four. That's the
one we took to the government lab the DEC uses sometimes.
We filled it at the same time and location as bottle three, to
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compare labs. Number three had a level of 1.45. Bottle four,
same sample, time and place, the government lab reported
0.14―only about a tenth of what the independent lab
found."
"Decimal error?"
"No. I phoned and asked."
"Poor preservation?"
"I had all the bottles in my personal possession the
whole time." Sophia was smiling, sure of herself.
"What, then?"
"I have two theories," she said, "Somebody there is
incompetent. Or corrupt."
Sinto frowned. "Those are serious charges, Sophia."
"Not charges. Just theories. Trying to understand why
we have this big difference between two laboratories' reports
on identical samples. Where do we go from here?"
"Maybe someone tested some other sample by
mistake," Tom said.
"That would be sub-heading 'a' under 'incompetence'."
"Before we put something like this on tomorrow's
front page, we'd better be sure of the facts," Sinto said. "Go
back to both labs, talk to whoever is in charge and ask each
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to explain the difference. Ask to see the sample you
submitted. Meet back here at three this afternoon."

The independent lab still had all five of the bottles
Tom had sent; the supervisor called in the technician who
had tested them, and verified the results.
The supervisor at the government lab told Matt and
Sophia that the technician who ran their test was off sick
today. A copy of the report had been sent to South Sea Gold's
office. The supervisor could not locate the sample itself, but
said he would ask when the tech returned.
Sophia phoned again the next morning, and was told
that the sample had been lost.
"How does a sample get lost?" Sophia asked.
"Possibly when the cleaning crew was here last
night," said the voice on the line.
"May I talk with your department head, please? asked
Sophia.
"I'm sorry, he's in a meeting and won't be available
today."
Sophia took her problems to Jon Sinto.
"Could be a coincidence, Sophia," he said, "or it could
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be deliberate concealment of evidence. You've done your
best. Print it word for word."
"We may have another problem with all this, Jon,"
said Tom who had just walked in. "Matt said he collected
sample number one by sitting on the pipe's mouth, fifteen
meters below the surface. I've just been rechecking the
mining regulations, and a deep sea tailings pipe outlet must
be at least 100 meters deep. Most nations outlaw seadumping entirely. PNG is the main exception."
Jon rubbed his jaw. "No wonder the fishermen
complain. Why would South Sea Gold end its pipe there?"
"I don't know. The question is, do we let South Sea
Gold know now that they have another major foul-up on
their hands, or wait to see what develops?"
"Let's wait," said Jon. "Keep them guessing. We have
enough for tomorrow's paper."
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Chapter Seventeen

Morning headline: BIG DIFFERENCE IN CYANIDE
REPORTING
Independent lab report is ten times higher than
government report Newspaper says identical samples
submitted .
The front page article carried Sophia's by-line as she
requested, disregarding Matt's caution that it might attract
vengeance from whoever gave the warning to Tom's family.
"If women want equality in the job market, they need to
have the guts to accept equal risks," was her reply. The
challenge in her eyes did not invite further comment.
The story gave the facts of the sampling at Owego
Mine and the reputation of both laboratories, excellent up
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until now. A side bar summarized the accident at the pipeline
and the temporary illness of two of the children who had
made mud pies in the spilled tailings.
She made no assumptions, but asked a question. at the
end of the piece. "The government has reported a cyanide
level barely above normal, did not produce the remainder of
the sample to verify their report, and also stated to two
reporters that the findings did not warrant further attention.
Is anyone examining the examiners?"
"Let's see what response they'll make now." she said
to her colleagues.

Response was not long in coming. Sophia's phone
rang soon after nine that morning. "Miss Waru? Hold please
for Mr. Li."
In the pause that followed, Sophia stuck her head out
her office door and got Tom's attention. "Pick up your phone
and listen," she said in a low tone. "It's South Sea Gold."
A moment later, a forceful voice came on the line.
"Miss Waru? This is Li Kao Hsai, at South Sea Gold. What
is the meaning of this piece in this morning's paper?"
"The meaning, sir?"
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"These figures on cyanide content in the Owego mine
tailings. Where did you get them?"
"Most of them were furnished by New Guinea
Analytical Lab, here in Port Moresby. One came from from
the Department of Environment's office. Is there a problem?"
Sophia kept her voice polite.
"You imply that the government laboratory is wrong
because some independent lab reported a higher level of
cyanide." Li said.
"I made no statement of who is wrong, sir. I just
stated what was in the reports of the two laboratories, and
confirmed that the samples in question came from the same
source at the same time, and had been in my personal
supervision from that time until delivery at the laboratories.
If you wish to dispute the results, you should take it up with
the labs."
"Who was the person who drew these samples?"
"Mr. Li, the Journal does not routinely reveal its
sources. I can only say that I was physically present at the
time each sample was drawn, watched it being drawn from a
distance of five to eight meters, and examined each bottle's
label."
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"You won't tell me who actually drew the samples? If
this goes to court, I can get a court order, you know."
"That would merely double the number of witnesses,
wouldn't it," said Sophia. "Mr. Li, what I can tell you is,
none of your employees drew any of the samples. Does that
help?"
"Not really, no." His tone was more civil now. "You
still haven't explained how you got the samples in the first
place."
"The Journal has it's professional secrets, just as I'm
sure a mining company has. We really are not enemies, Mr.
Li. Our arena is to call attention to the direction our nation is
taking, and to prevent a crash along the road."
"The perception is that a newspaper does it to make
money."
"That, too." Sophia said equably. "Workers have to
eat. But we try to produce a useful product as well."

Another group did not bother with telephones, but
met informally on a street corner.
"The boss man says the newspaper has to be stopped,"
said the leader.
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"I know a man that can supply a pipe bomb," said the
one called Rocky, as he lit a cigarette. "His price is four
hundred Kina."
"A pipe bomb won't stop the presses," said the leader.
"Where would you put it?"
"So start a fire," another of the group said.
"Nah. C'mon. We need something more personal.
Private, like. Who is this Sophia, that's taken over the
reporting from the Akani guy?"
Rocky shrugged. "She gets her name on the piece.
Must be a big shot. We can watch the door, see who comes
out." He looked up the street. "Watch it! Police car coming."
The group broke up immediately, waving good night to each
other.
The constable's van slowed behind the youngest of
the group, who had moved a little slower than the rest. The
driver's partner rolled down the window, recognizing him.
"Hey wantok!"
The young man hunched his head lower. "Me? I'm not
doing anything."
"Nobody said you are. I want to talk to you."
He looked up the street and saw no help was likely
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from his departed companions. He sidled up to the police
van and stood, eyes fixed sulkily on the ground at his feet.
"What?"
"Who are those guys you were talking to just now?"
"I dunno. Just guys. I wanted a cigarette."
"You heard anything about who beat up the reporter?"
"I told you before, I don't know anything about that."
"Stay out of trouble, man." The van drove off. "I think
he's lying," the constable said to the driver.

One of the four gang members stood across the street
from The Journal's main door each evening at quitting time,
watching the women exit. There were not many; the majority
of employees were men. After three nights, they had noticed
that the same well-dressed woman was the last to come out,
perhaps ten minutes after the rest.
"That one's our target," said the one called Shark, as
three of them made their plans. "Tomorrow night's the
night."
"How do we know she's Sophia?" one of them asked.
"Doesn't matter. She works there, and she can pass the
message on as well as anybody." He pulled out a half-sheet
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of paper. "I got this from the newspaper's dust bin out back.
Has the newspaper's name on it; makes it look like an inside
job," He printed his message on it: SOFIA YOU ARE
NEXT. STOP WRITING ABOUT MINES
"Get her alone on the street," the leader had told them.
"Scare the crap out of her, then tape a note to her arm and
see that she gets back to the newspaper office."
Maxine Edon cleared off her desk in the reception
room, checked her makeup, turned on the voice mail
message, and signed her name on the time sheet. Glancing at
the clock, she saw she would be late meeting her boyfriend.
She waved to the night watchman, and hurried out the door.
Distracted by her need to save time, she didn't hear the soft
footsteps behind her. She took a shortcut down the empty
side street a block from the newspaper building, suddenly
felt herself seized from behind, both arms pinned and a hand
across her mouth. A knife was pressed against her neck with
just enough force to break the skin. Her captors pulled her
into a passageway between two buildings in the dim light
from a street lamp forty meters away, while one man
relieved her of her bag, then placed a wide band of adhesive
tape firmly across her mouth, forcing her to breathe through
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her nose.
A passing car slowed momentarily as someone inside
it took in the scene, then it sped off and its sound faded
away.
Wide-eyed with terror, she felt her wrists bound
together. Two men gripped her arms, one on each side of her,
while the third stood in front her and gazed at her slowly
from face to feet, and up again. He smiled, and his hands
motioned her closer . . . .
`
Tom Akani was no longer under protection, though he
still slept at The Journal during his wife and son's absence.
He and the night watchman were conversing in the reception
room by the water cooler when they heard a thump on the
glass front door. Tom glanced at the door, saw someone
standing there, but thought nothing of it. The office was
closed; if the person really wanted to get in for some reason,
there was a bell to ring. Two more thumps drew his attention
for a closer look. Whoever it was was beating his head on
the door. He and the watchman walked over to the door and
saw it was a woman with her hands tied, her mouth taped
shut, and blood running down her leg
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"It's Maxine!" the watchman exclaimed, hastening to
unlock and open the door. Maxine staggered as though about
to faint as the two men helped her to a nearby bench. As
Tom carefully eased the tape from off her mouth, he noticed
her clothing was torn in several places. The watchman tried
to undo the tight knot in the cloth binding her wrists, finally
cut her free. He handed Tom a folded piece of paper that he
found taped to one wrist.
"You okay, Max? Who did this to you?"
Maxine's eyes were closed, her head turned away in
shame. "Three men attacked me and pulled me into an alley.
Tom, I think I need to go to the hospital emergency room."
Tom phoned Jon Sinto, while the watchman brought
Maxine a cup of water. Presently Jon and his wife arrived;
she assisted Maxine into their car, and Tom followed along
in his car to Port Moresby General Hospital, after alerting
the night desk and the chief editor, James Baird.

The nursing staff at the hospital emergency room
were familiar with treatment of women who had been
assaulted. After taking a brief history of the event, they
preserved the note in a labeled envelope, took samples of
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pubic hair, discharge, swabs, blood tests, and scrapings from
her fingernails, gave her clean clothes and kept her old ones
as evidence. A female doctor gave her a complete exam, and
with Maxine's permission took photographs for evidence.
The doctor talked with her gently, assuring her that
everything possible would be done to prevent sexually
transmitted diseases, offered her a "morning after pill" for
pregnancy prevention, told her that a rape crisis counselling
group was available.
Maxine's mother had arrived, along with the Journal's
managing editor. While a nurse helped Maxine get dressed,
the doctor came out to talk with them. "Expect her to be
confused and upset at first. Someone should be with her all
the time; she's been brutalized and threatened, and will feel
very vulnerable at first, probably angry later. This was not
her fault; the note that was taped to her arm suggests that this
was an act against the newspaper, not her personally. It
might have happened to any employee."
The nurse brought Maxine out in a wheelchair at that
point; and her mother broke down completely when she saw
her daughter. "What have they done to you? Are you
crippled? Come home now and let me get you away from all
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these reporters," the mother said, sobbing.
Maxine was tearful too, but seemed in better control
than her mother. "It's all right, Ma, these people helped me. I
can walk, but I just hurt all over. The doctor needs to talk to
me, and then we can go."
Tom and the editor wisely stayed in the background,
realizing that the female ER team knew much better how to
deal with this than they. Whatever their receptionist wanted
to tell them could come later.
"Just a few questions for now, Maxine; then we can
talk more later, if we need to," the doctor said. "Can you
think of anything more that might help us find these men?
The way they looked, what they said?"
"They had the gall to thank me for entertaining them,
can you believe it! The man with the knife said they'd see me
later." The terror came back in her eyes as she shivered. "He
told me to walk back to the office and bang on the door, and
told the short man, 'Petey, follow her back.' I was lying there
in pain on the ground with my hands tied and my mouth
taped shut, and they didn't even bother to help me up! I
could barely walk, but I made it back to the office, no thanks
to them."
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Her mother interrupted, "Maxine, don't talk any more.
Let me take you home and you can get some food and a nice
rest. Try to forget all this."
"Mother, I - was - raped! I was gang raped! I want
these people to put the bastards behind bars, and keep them
there so they can't do it to anyone else!"
Tom spoke up, "We'll find them, Maxine. Go home
and get some rest now."

Tom, Sophia and Matt debated the night's events with Jon
Sinto next morning. "It's hard to know how much to report
when the victim is a co-worker and friend, and in further
danger besides," Tom said. "And Sophia, we've got to
protect you, too, according to that note. It looks like they just
chose Maxine at random, maybe because most people are
already gone by the time she closes up shop, but the note
mentions you by name, and connects this with the mining
articles, just like when they beat me up."
"I know you like having a by-line," Matt told Sophia,
"but I think it's wise for you to save that for later."
"That's all right," said Sophia, "but I agree with
Maxine: these losers need to be brought out in the open,
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where everyone can see that they are to blame, not the
victim. And these guys don't act like they are too bright.
Someone else must be behind them. Who?"
"If you get hit by a torpedo, you're just as dead no
matter who's behind it," said Matt.
"Maybe," said Sophia, but no navy ever won a battle
by running away. I like the admiral who said, "Damn the
torpedoes! Full speed ahead!"
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Chapter Eighteen

Inspector Kerro visited Tom that afternoon. "You're looking
good," he remarked, "I can hardly tell anymore that you
were hit by a tank. Looks more like a mini-van did it now."
"Yeah, well, it felt more like a tank at the time," said
Tom. "What do you think about the gang-rape of the paper's
receptionist last night?"
"I did some work on that this morning. Her clothes
show splotches of fluorescent white with the Wood's light that's semen, and there were many sperm in the vaginal fluid,
plus pubic hairs that don't match hers."
"So it's rape, without question?"
"Rape is a legal term defining the reason for the act.
The physical evidence doesn't prove the reason. But the
doctor's report of bruising, the small cuts on her neck, and
the story she tells, all are consistent with forced sex, yes."
"Any idea yet who's behind it?"
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"Some mining company or companies, who have a
good thing going, and want to keep the status quo. We don't
know who yet, but money that should be in the national
treasury is gone."
"Not drug traffic?" said Tom.
"Not this time, no." The inspector sat silently,
evidently trying to dredge up some memory from deep
inside his head. "Maxine mentioned that one of the four was
called Petey. She was too distracted last night to remember
much detail. But there's a raskol by that name in the general
neighborhood. We have a bulletin out for him.
"South Sea Gold could be behind all this, of course,"
he continued, "but somehow, that doesn't fit yet."

Tom still felt restless after his enforced stay under
police protection. He expected Kim and Morrie home the
next day, but felt like getting away from the office. He
decided a visit to the Department of Mining would be a good
idea.
"Mr. Bilasso, please," he told the desk clerk.
The clerk looked at the appointment book. "Is he
expecting you?"
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Tom usually didn't advertise his job as a newspaper
reporter, but decided in this case to see what reaction he
would get. "No. I'm Tom Akani, from the Port Moresby
Journal." He offered his card. The clerk held a brief, quiet
phone conversation.
"You can go right in."
Gideon Bilasso stood up from his desk, offering a
hand to shake. His expression was non-committal. "Mr.
Akani, what can I do for you?"
"Sir, I'm a little confused about the relationship
between the Department of Mining and that of the
Environment. I know of your interest in the Owego Mine
case, and thought perhaps you could inform me."
Still no reaction. "The environment is not really my
field, but perhaps I can help you," Bilasso said politely.
"The Journal has an ongoing interest in deep sea
tailings disposal," Tom said. Bilasso nodded courteously.
Tom continued, "Perhaps you've seen the recent difference in
cyanide reports given by two labs on the same sample?"
Another nod, more guarded.
"Mr. Bilasso, I'll be quite frank. The Journal
understands that both the laboratories involved have good
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reputations. Would the government have any reason to
encourage a favorable report ―a low cyanide level―on
mine tailings that are dumped in the ocean?"
Now he saw it; a momentary expression of alarm
crossed the assistant deputy minister's face before his calm
expression returned. "Well, I can think of a reason for the
difference," said Bilasso, "the report that the government lab
technician was ill that day might be true and influenced the
quality of his work."
Tom was taken aback. Why hadn't he thought of that?
But one good answer need not ruin an interview. "Um. . .yes,
possibly. Now as I understand it, both ministries have
inspectors. What is their difference in function?"
Bilasso seemed at ease again. "It can be confusing,
can't it. It gets complicated sometimes, but the simple
answer is, anything affecting safety of the mine or its
employees falls within our ministry's province. Anything
that affects the quality of the area surrounding the mine or
the general population, that would be a matter for the
Department of Environment and Conservation."
"And those things that affect both . . ." probed Tom.
". . .would be a matter of cooperation between the
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two, or in extreme cases, a matter for the courts to decide,
yes," finished Bilasso. "One of our ministry's functions is, of
course, to make mining profitable, to encourage foreign
investment in PNG."
"And where would marine disposal of mine tailings
fall?'
"I have always supposed that to be a matter for the
DEC," said Bilasso, "unless the mine was clearly negligent.
Mines typically seek the least expensive manner in which to
get rid of their waste products, Mr. Akani, and that usually is
disposal at sea, at least in our island provinces. Science has
not proven any ill effects - on fisheries, farms, or tourism,
for

example.

The

Ministry

of

Mines

encourages

consideration of such factors, but leaves it to the DEC, to
supervise."
"And when the DEC supervises from a helicopter,
without testing on the ground?" probed Tom.
"I have no official comment," said Bilasso.
Tom rose. "You've been very helpful, sir." He shook
the official's hand again.
"Any time."
Tom paused in the doorway. "And where does the
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Ministry draw the line between profitability for the foreign
investor and profitability for the people of Papua New
Guinea?"
There! He saw it in Bilasso's face again. Alarm, fear
even; a darkening of complexion, a few more beads of sweat
on the brow than the weather might justify.
"That would be a matter for the Treasury Department,
I suppose. Good day, Mr. Akani."
Out of the corner of his eye as he left the room, Tom
saw Gideon Bilasso reach for the phone.

Sinto's staff conference next morning focused on
Tom's visit to the Department of Mines. "Mr. Bilasso's
reaction could be alarm, as you say, Tom, but let's not jump
to conclusions just yet. What do the rest of you think? What
could have been going through the Deputy Assistant Mining
Minister's mind at that point?"
"He suddenly remembered it was his wife's birthday,"
suggested Sophia.
"Heartburn from the new cook's coffee that morning,"
from Matt.
"His receptionist had just signaled that the next three
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appointments are waiting."
"His bladder was calling."
Tom stuck to his theory. "Call it my instinct, but
something had just touched a nerve. He wasn't heading for
the men's room as I left. He was sitting there dialing an
outside phone call. My closing shot had been about foreign
corporations versus PNG's infrastructure―which one takes
priority? And what I wonder is, does he know about that
short pipe at the Owego Mine putting tailings into shallow
water, knowing it's a serious violation, but for some reason
hasn't acted on it?"
Finally, after further discussion, Sinto waved off
further comment. "The way to find out is to fire another
salvo and see who tries to take cover. I'll do an editorial―it's
about time for our Local News Desk's turn anyway―and
we'll try and goad the mysterious mining companies out into
the open. Sophia, keep up your work on the small
independent miners. Matt, do you think your paper in Hong
Kong would put a little pressure on the Non-ferrous Metals
Consortium up there and see if any scandal is brewing?"
Matt grinned. "I thought you'd never ask. I can go up
there tomorrow."
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"Papa!" Tom heard Morrie's jubilant shout, as his son
burst from the small crowd of deplaning passengers at Port
Moresby's airport.
"Morris Akani, you wait!" Kim's voice followed him,
but Morrie had eyes only for his father, who held out his
arms for the little boy to leap into. The three hugged each
other, Tom wincing at the pressure on his healing ribs, but
blissfully glad to have his family back. "I'm so glad to see
you," murmured his wife, "Are you all right?"
"Lots better," said Tom, "but give me one-armed hugs
on my left side these next few days, okay? How is Aunt
Sara, and what's Madang like, these days?" He paused to
look at the small stuffed zebra Morrie was showing him.
"You wouldn't recognize Madang now. Lots of people
send their greetings. Aunt Sara was wonderful to us, but oh,
it's so good to be back home."
On the way into the city, Tom wasn't sure just how to
advise Kim on the situation at home. "I haven't been staying
at our house, he reminded his wife, "Jason just cleared me to
move around the city starting yesterday. The attackers are
still at large, though he thinks the risk is smaller now that the
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police have some suspects in mind. But I wonder whether it's
safe for Morrie to be outside."
"That first night we stayed at the safe house, the night
before before we flew to Madang," Kim said, "Mona Kerro
paid us a visit. She told me that she and Jason could watch
Morrie at their house sometimes if I ever have to go out."
"That's good of them," Tom said, "I don't imagine
they'd take him as a permanent guest. But we can work it
out; Morrie likes playing with their little boy, and he gets
along with that dog of theirs, when he can remember to stand
clear of.its wagging tail."
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Chapter Nineteen

Editorial page banner:

WHOSE GOLD IS IT?
by Jonathan Sinto

Papua New Guinea has been blessed by God, in the
beauty of its landscape, its mountains, islands and seas, and
in the glory of its diversity of peoples, languages, and
traditions. We are gifted with food from the fertile soil and
abundance in the sea, for anyone willing to labor for their
family and future.
Now we find that our land is rich in hidden treasures
as well. Not only forests and farms, but abundant natural
gas, oil, gold and copper under the soil and sea. These are
not easily harvested. To bring them up from deep under the
earth or sea requires special skills. Some of our sons and
daughters have enough education to learn such skills, as
young people of other countries do. But we need to continue
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to improve PNG's schools and universities to train more
workers in mining and other industries. There is no scarcity
of foreign enterprises who would like to come here. They are
eager to come, for they need more of such resources for their
own markets, and at the lowest price they can persuade us to
sell.
Our country is rich in gold. Many are asking, "Then
why are we so poor? Does our gold and our gas belong only
to those who extract it? These new-found treasures belong
not to just a favored few but to all the people of this nation.
Surely those who work in mining are entitled to the fruits of
their labor, and those who build a mine or a gas well are
entitled to a return on their investment. But they are not
entitled to carry the whole lot off to their own country free of
charge.
We have no claim to the diamonds of South Africa
nor to the vast grain fields of Asia or America, although we
may buy some, if we choose, compensating the people of
those nations for what we carry to our own country.
Just so, foreigners may buy some of our gold, gas, or
oil, but they may not take it all home as a prize. We need
funds from the sale of our natural resources to build our
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roads, construct our hospitals and schools, without the
greedy first lining their pockets, be they foreigners or our
own countrymen.
What is our government doing to guarantee that a fair
price is paid for our resources, to provide enough money to
build this nation, without allowing it to stick to the fingers of
the few?
Jonathan Sinto is Local News editor of the
Port Moresby Journal. His views do not necessarily reflect
those of the publisher.

Reaction was mixed as usual, even at the newspaper.
The editor-in-chief thought it should increase the number of
subscribers. The publisher thought it would hurt advertising
income. Student and faculty opinion at the University was
overwhelmingly favorable. Those churches who commented
from the pulpit were almost all approving; although one or
two said the paper did not give enough credit to The
Almighty. And one irreverent member of the opposition in
Parliament asked who was the designated almighty this
month?
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Sinto's editorial, reported briefly by Matt Lin in the
Hong Kong Chronicle, caught the attention of a board
member of the China' government's SASAC commission.
The board member visited Mr. Han, the CEO of South Sea
Gold's overall operations for Africa and Asia, and demanded
an explanation. The frown on his face could only be a
harbinger of official censure. The exotic tea and plate of
fresh tropical fruit the CEO had quickly provided did
nothing to ease tension in the room.
"Bring me up to date on your PNG operations," the
SASAC board member said, as he laid his teacup back on
the small table by his chair. "Is there some over-arching
reason for the delays in copper production in PNG? Your
Owego mine seems to be having one problem after another
in speeding up production, and your other copper producers
there have not been able to compensate for it. Need I remind
you of SASAC's goals for providing electricity to the homes
and factories of all of China's interior provinces? Our copper
stockpile is shrinking. We still need millions of kilometers of
copper wire, not to mention the increasing demands of the
military and other industries." He inspected his long, clean
fingernails as he waited for Mr. Han's excuses.
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"The Owego operation has not yet reached the main
ore body deep under the mountain . . ." the South Sea CEO
began.
"I am aware of all that," the board member
interrupted. "My question is, why not? There seems to be
one delay after another. Five miners dead. Other miners
refusing to work until a taboo is lifted. A major pipe-line
broken. Delayed ventilation construction, and not just in this
one mine. I want to see more copper coming into China, and
more favorable publicity. The only people who seem to be
keeping up to speed so far are the news media. Your delays
are also impeding our aeronautical industry's needs for
rhenium. I understand that you had discovered a source in
your new property up the coast in PNG."
"That property is only in development, not in
production. And we don't have a major share holding there."
"I suggest that you explore the opportunity. It would
be a redeeming factor in balancing South Sea Gold's present
performance. You have thirty days to show improvement."

Several second-level officials from diverse PNG
government bureaus

quietly met together
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in secret

conference. "The Journal

editorial is drawing too much

public attention to negotiating new mining projects. Don't
they know," said one, "how expensive it is to keep the
mining internationals happy?"
"Not to mention our own fees to ease passage of
favorable laws," added another.
"You've got to spend money to make money," a third
hackneyed.
"Of course. But if we spend too much, we don't make
any profit ourselves. The solution is to write carefully
worded legislation for Parliament to pass. Make it many
pages long, and confusing enough so they won't read all of
it. Insert a clause deep inside somewhere that authorizes us
to negotiate the contracts. Then we each can write our own
expense accounts as we like. It's an art form."
"But how do we stop the news media from
interfering?'
"Leave that to me."

Landowners near mines in several parts of of the
country were already planning how they might benefit from
the catch-phrase, "Whose Gold Is It?" Some had genuine
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complaints; others were opportunists relying on poor public
records of past land deals.
"If the gold is on our land, we own it, don't we?"
questioned one landowner to his lawyer.
"Mineral rights are not included in a landowner's deed
unless it so states specifically," the lawyer replied.
"But you're a law expert. Can't you do something?"
The lawyer put his fingertips together, making a show
of considering this. He knew the chances were unlikely, but
stating a fact is not the way consultation fees are earned. "I
can approach our member in Parliament," he said, slowly
and carefully. "But it may be expensive."

An independent placer miner in a small West Sepik
village paused in his labor to wipe the sweat out of his eyes.
Seeing their father stop for a moment, his two sons took a
drink of water. The father examined a tiny gold nugget,
hardly bigger than a grain of rice, among the few flecks of
yellow in the bottom of his gold pan. "That's the first one
today," he said, rubbing the ache in his back; "Not too bad."
He carefully added it to the small vial he kept in his shirt
pocket. "It should bring a few Kina. All right, boys, let's get
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back to work, before some big mining company claims our
little stream."

Matt was back, after a quick trip to Hong Kong and
Beijing. "I talked with Mr. Han at South Sea Gold
Headquarters. He had just had a visit from a big official
from Beijing, and was even grumpier than I've seen him in
the past. He knows the pipeline is way shorter and shallower
than allowed; he was in charge locally when the mine was
being set up, and when the pipeline was laid, before Li Kao
Hsai came on the scene. And he knows that we know, or at
least that we suspect it. He's obviously afraid that Beijing
will find out and put the blame on him."
Jon Sinto rubbed his jaw, thinking. "The pipe has
been there two years or more," he finally said. "Let's say
nothing at the moment, and let the tension build.".
His phone buzzed. The discussion paused while he picked it
up. "Sinto here."
"Mr. Sinto, I have two policemen here at the front
desk asking for you."
"Send them up, Maxine'" He raised his eyebrows at
his staff. "Maybe we have a new development already."
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Moments later, a police sergeant and a constable
appeared. "What can I do for you gentlemen?" Sinto asked
cordially.
"Mr. Sinto, we'd like you to come with us." The
sergeant produced a pair of handcuffs. "You are under
arrest."
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Chapter Twenty

"What am I charged with?" Jon asked the sergeant, as the
two policeman paraded him slowly through the city room,
down to the reception area and out to the waiting police car.
His hands were cuffed behind his back, and the constable
steadied him going down the stairs. Maxine's jaw dropped
with amazement as they passed her desk and placed him in
the car. She saw a man in the street had a camera, and
flashed it in Jon's face just before the door closed.
"Nice orchestration," observed Jon, as the camera
flashed a second time. He recognized the camera man from
one of the Journal's rival papers. "Are you going to tell me
the charges?" he asked the sergeant again, as the car drove
away.
"The desk officer will go over all that at the station,"
the sergeant replied, and that was all Jon could get out of
him. He soon realized they were not headed for the local
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district station. After a five-minute trip across town, the car
turned down an alley and parked behind an unfamiliar
building. The silent sergeant escorted him up a short flight of
stairs to a constabulary office.
"Your name is Jonathan Sinto?" the desk clerk
intoned. "You are charged with writing and disseminating
material dangerous to the interests of Papua New Guinea.
How do you plead?"
Jon stared at him in astonishment. "What kind of
nonsense is this?"
"How do you plead?" the clerk repeated.
"Not guilty, of course! I've never heard of such a law
or charge in all my years as a news editor."
"You will come before the magistrate tomorrow for
arraignment. You are entitled to counsel of law." To the
waiting sergeant, the clerk said, "After I catalog his pocket
contents, he can go in the holding cell."

Tom located him after a two-hour search. "Are you
okay, Jon?" They sat facing each other, separated by bars,
with a constable standing by.
"If you mean has anyone beaten me or threatened me,
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no they haven't. It's humiliating, mostly. Someone had given
our competition a heads-up; one of their reporters was there
outside the door to photograph me. Where is this place I'm
in? They haven't given me any information except I'm
accused of being a danger to the country."
"Or more likely to some big man in it," Tom said.
"The sign on the front door reads

RPNGC

Special

Investigations. By appointment only.
"I've never heard of it."
"Okay, now that I know where you are, I can get
wheels rolling. I'll report to the boss, and Mr. Mobata, the
Journal's lawyer, and your wife. What can we bring you?"
"Nothing at the moment."
"Any messages for the crew?"
"Only Sophia's motto, 'Damn the torpedoes; full speed
ahead!'"
Tom saw the constable taking notes. "That last is an
historical quote, not a threat," he said, as he passed by him.
He turned and gave Jon a parting thumbs up and left the
constable still writing.
Later that day, the editor-in-chief, James Baird, and
Mr. Mobata the lawyer were no more successful in clarifying
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charges. In the visitor's room, Mobata asked the constable to
leave the room. "Do you want your boss to step out, too?"
Mobata asked Jon.
"No, he can stay. I've no secrets to hide."
"Now, what's this about your making a terrorist
threat?"
Sinto was startled. "I didn't know I'd made any
terrorist threats."
"Something about torpedoing a dam, the desk officer
said."
"I said nothing of the sort! When Tom asked if I had
any message for my staff, I answered with a sea-faring quote
from a hundred fifty years ago, 'Damn the torpedoes, full
speed ahead!' meaning keep working on what you are doing,
no matter what happens."
Mobata pursed his lips. "Well, Jon, I must advise you
to consider before you speak. Remember the old advice:
'anything

you

say

may

be

used

against

you.'

"However," he continued, "we'll get you out of here if
the paper is willing to post bail."
"Certainly," Mr. Baird said.
But the desk sergeant was firm. "The accused has
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made a threat about weapons," he said. "Under the
circumstances, it increases his alleged danger to the
country." And he refused to budge from that position. "The
magistrate will hear his case tomorrow morning at nine."
"They want to keep us from making any claims in
tomorrow's edition," Mr. Mobata said as he and the chief
editor left the building. "The competition won't feel any need
for such caution, and we'll see the story on their front page.
The rumor will be all over town by the time we can tell our
side. I'm sure the magistrate will dismiss all this tomorrow
morning."
Tom visited Inspector Kerro later that afternoon, to
see if he could get more information on the charge against
Jon, or at least where the "Special Investigations" office fit
into the rest of the RPNGC.
"It's an old decommissioned jail that's only used
occasionally, nowadays," said Kerro. "I'm surprised they
opened it up for this. They could just as easily have him
questioned at headquarters."
"Why all the secrecy, and this nonsense about being a
danger to the country?"
"Let me ask the chief inspector." He tapped out an in-
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house number on his phone. "Sir? Kerro here. Is there
anything going on at the old jail house today?" He listened a
moment. "Apparently someone is using it to question a
suspect on a charge of disseminating material dangerous to
the State. They have the local-news desk editor of the
Journal down there . . .No, no, he is the suspect. . . .I've no
idea . . . Yes sir, I'll follow up on it and let you know." Kerro
put down the phone. "It's news to him, too."
"The sergeant at the jail told me there will be a
magistrate's hearing tomorrow morning."
Kerro jotted a note. "This is interesting. It has all the
markings of a smoke screen to take attention away from your
investigation of mining practices. The police want to keep
our own investigation out of the news for now, but tell Jon's
lawyer that I offer to be a character witness in the hearing
tomorrow. Then we can watch the show from ringside seats."

Tom arrived at district court in Waigani next morning
to find that defense attorney Mobata had not only accepted
Jason Kerro's offer, but had also co-opted the Journal's Mr.
Baird and Sophia as witnesses, if needed. Tom greeted Mrs.
Sinto and Matt Lin, in the spectator's section, and took a seat
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nearby, next to Jason.
"There are at least three reporters here from our
competitors. They've already featured this case in their
morning editions. Who's that at the public prosecutor's
table?"
"He's a junior member of their staff," said Jason. "I
don't know who the other guy is. Looks like they think the
case is open-and-shut, or else too ridiculous to waste time
with. We'll see in a few minutes."
"All rise!" Conversation in the courtroom ceased as
Magistrate Peter Magoro entered, swept his eyes over the
room and seated himself.
"This District Court is now in session," he said in a
pleasant but firm voice as those in the room resumed their
seats. "I note the presence of the news media, and I would
remind them that taking pictures is not allowed in my
courtroom. Will the clerk call the first case."
The clerk referred to the top sheet of several on his
desk. "Mr. Jonathan Sinto."
"Are both Prosecution and Defense prepared?" the
magistrate's voice was brisk and firm as he looked at a
document before him.
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"We are, sir."
"Mr. Sinto," the magistrate proceeded, "this is a
preliminary hearing, to see whether a court trial is warranted.
Do you understand?"
"Yes, sir."
"You are charged with spreading written material
dangerous to the nation, and with conspiracy to . . ." he
paused, frowning at the document, "destroy a dam? How do
you plead?"
"Not guilty on both counts, sir."
"Sir, I wish to move that the prosecution has no case"
said Mobata.
"Mr. Prosecutor? What is the basis for these unusual
charges?"
"Sir," the young prosecutor said, "a constabulary
precinct office received notification that the prisoner
attempted to incite dissent against traditional policies of the
government in dealing with foreign companies who intend to
invest money in Papua New Guinea. Such dissent would
prevent proper development of the nation. I present exhibit
'A' in evidence." He handed over a typed sheet.
The magistrate read the page to himself, and looked
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up. "Mr. Prosecutor, are you aware that this is, with a few
misspellings, a copy of an editorial in the Port Moresby
Journal of four days ago?"
"No, sir," said the prosecutor, crestfallen.
"And are you aware that Papua New Guinea's
Constitution fully protects freedom of the press, and that the
defendant here, the acknowledged author, is employed by
The Journal to write such pieces? Then why is he under
arrest?"
"Sir, the informant was represented to me as a
member of the government. When, in addition, the defendant
gave an order to a visitor to torpedo a dam, I thought matters
urgent enough to demand prompt action."
The magistrate swiveled to face the defense table.
"Mr. Sinto, do you have an explanation? Consult with your
lawyer, if you wish."
Sinto was smiling with relief. "Sir, what I actually
said is not what the constable at the jail apparently wrote
down. In the newspaper office, we have a standing joke,
quoting a command issued by Captain David Farragut of the
American Navy two hundred years ago. When notified of
enemy torpedoes, he gave the order, 'Damn the torpedoes!
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Full speed ahead!' I believe Mr. Mobata has witnesses to that
conversation available to the court. At no time did I advise or
order destruction of a dam."
The magistrate silenced a few laughing spectators,
and looked as if he might be stifling a smile of his own. He
then glared at the young prosecutor who was having a
whispered conversation with a uniformed constable sitting
behind him. "Mr. Prosecutor, I am familiar with Captain
Farragut's frequently quoted order myself. I believe he was
promoted to admiral soon afterward. Have you anything
further to add?"
"No, sir."
"Mr. Prosecutor. I am aware that you are new in your
job, and may have been set up by someone with an agenda
which was not brought out into the open here. Rather than
lecture you in open court, I shall see you in my office.
"This case is dismissed. Mr. Sinto, you are free to go.
Next case."
Tom caught up with Inspector Kerro as they were
leaving the court house. "That proceeding raises more
questions than it answers, doesn't it."
"It surely does," said Kerro. I think all the publicity
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will make things safer for you, Tom, but it may interfere
with the police case later. Be careful how you and your team
report it."
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Chapter Twenty-one

Morning headline: MAGISTRATE DISMISSES CLAIMS
AGAINST EDITOR
"Damn the Torpedoes" is not a terrorist threat
"The prosecution's case against The Journal's editor,
Jon Sinto, fell apart yesterday when Magistrate Peter
Magoro pointed out that the Constitution of our nation
guarantees freedom of the press. He made no comment on
where or how the accusations against our editor might have
originated, leaving courtroom spectators guessing.
"The Jourmal, with nothing but recent anonymous
threats to go on, is also left guessing. Is someone with
government connections attempting to sabotage the paper's
mine safety campaign? Does someone object to the
preservation of PNG's industrial diversity?"
Tom Akani's front page item went on to summarize
recent developments in the rapidly expanding mining
industry and the effects, both good and bad, on other local
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commerce. He ended with the comment, "What will it take
to remedy the on-going pollution that the mining companies
continue to ignore?"
In morning staff meeting, someone proposed a betting
pool for which mine would be the next to have a pollution
crisis. Early odds favored the huge mines, reasoning that
dumping more than a thousand tonnes per day of waste rock
and tailings would be a sure bet, sooner or later. A few bet on
the newcomers, pointing out their tendency toward speed
and cost cutting. No one chose the Owego, believing that
lightning rarely strikes the same place twice.
They were wrong.

Li Kao Hsai, regional manager of South Sea Gold for
Papua New Guinea, was on his weekly conference call to
Mr. Han in Hong Kong. "Good news and bad news this week
Sir," he declared.
"Let's have the good news first," growled the Hong
Kong CEO. He bit back a comment that good news would be
a refreshing first-time experience.
"We have reports on two more drill holes into the
main ore body," said Li. "The gold and copper values are
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holding well, so far. Drill hole 16-B shows a significant
content of the mineral molybdenite as well, with trace
amounts of rhenium, just like our mine farther up the coast.
You asked for rhenium last week; looks like you have got
it."
.

"What percentage?"
"A single drill hole can't give the full picture, but they

think the molybdenum in the ore zone will run about four
kilograms per tonne. Rhenium will usually be present as
about 0.1 per cent of that, so maybe around four grams per
tonne of ore. At market price of US $3,500 per kilogram for
rhenium, that adds about fourteen American dollars value
per tonne of ore."
Mr. Han was calculating his own possible benefit
from this new find, when Li added, "Ready for the bad news,
sir?"
The CEO laid down his pocket calculator with a sigh.
"Let's have it."
"The land slide a couple weeks ago? There's been
another, same place. Our temporary patch on the slurry
pipeline now lies crushed under a meter of dirt and boulders.
We're working to clear the rocks, but the pipe was badly hit.
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There's a lot of slurry leakage in the area. We'll have to shut
down the pipeline until we can get sturdier plastic pipe in to
replace it."
"Reduce the pipe pressure, but don't shut it down
entirely," ordered the Hong Kong CEO. "Keep the copper
coming."
After Li ended the call, he wondered how much of
the overall picture was getting through to his boss.
Nevertheless, he passed the instructions along to the dayshift manager at the mine, who reduced the pipe pressure by
half, and doubled the hours of flow per day to compensate.

Inspector Kerro had come to a dead end in the
Journal threats case. None of the usual information sources
on the streets of Port Moresby seemed to know anything
about the gang who had beaten Tom Akani and raped
Maxine Edon. He checked with a constable who had
interviewed Maxine after her assault.
"Nothing new, Inspector. I interviewed Maxine again
yesterday and she can only remember that the short man who
pointed the way back to the newspaper office was called
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'Petey'. She doesn't remember him speaking to her, just
pointed and then followed her at a distance. When she
looked back from the door of the news building, he was
gone."
"Anybody in our records fitting the description?"
asked Kerro.
"I already looked. There's an eighteen-year-old named
Petey who's been questioned a couple of times on petty
thievery cases―cigarettes and the like―but no assaults or
serious stuff, so far."
"If you can find him, bring him in for questioning,"
said Kerro.
"Will do, Inspector."
Two days later, he appeared at Kerro's office again.
"Petey's here, Inspector."
Kerro rose from his desk. "Let's go see him."
Petey sat in an interrogation room chair, eyes down
and sullen. He glanced up, saw another police uniform,
looked down again.
"Petey, I'm Police Inspector Kerro."
"I haven't done anything."
"We just want to ask you some questions."
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"I don't know anything."
"Some people say you do. Some people have been
beat up lately."
"I didn't do it."
"But you were there. You saw it happen."
Petey said nothing. Kerro tried again. "Who are you
afraid of, Petey? I can help you." He paused. "Those other
three guys play rough, don't they?"
Petey nodded, eyes still downcast.
"They're headed for a dead end, Petey. Their dead
end. Don't make it be yours too. Get out of it while you can."
"I'm scared they'll kill me!"
"The sooner we can get them, the sooner you won't
have to worry about them any more. You can help make it
happen."
Petey was silent. Kerro waited. Finally he heard the
boy sigh, and in a small voice ask, "Can I have a cigarette?"

Kerro visited Tom and Kim Akani that evening.
Morrie was already in bed and there was time for a quiet
conversation. "This is confidential, and I didn't want to
discuss it in the newspaper office or over the phone," Kerro
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said. Today we picked up one of the men we suspect was
involved in the attack on Maxine. He confirms that it's the
same men who attacked you, Tom, and says they plan more.
He doesn't know who they work for; he's a petty thief who
went along for the excitement; now he's afraid of being
killed for what he knows. I don't want to alarm you, but I
thought you ought to be aware of the risk of staying here at
home until we can bring these guys in."
"Any idea when that will be?"
"We have to find them first," Kerro said. There was
meditative silence. Kim went to check on Morrie. Tom knew
his wife well enough to know that she would not rest easily
in town.
Finally Tom spoke. "Kim has a leave of absence from
her teaching job," he told Jason, "for health reasons, which is
still technically true, I guess, if you consider possible
physical attacks to be a health problem." Kim had returned
to the room and was listening. Tom continued, "I'm still tied
up with the Owego story and mining. I wish there was some
solution that could keep us together."
"Sophia told me about the problem Owego has with
the promised school that hasn't been built," said Kim. "Is
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there some way we could improvise a one-room temporary
school house where I could teach, while you work on
conditions at the mine?"
"I don't think I'd be welcome in Owego village," said
Tom.
"Then set it up in the village where Matt and Sophia
stayed. The villages are only two km apart. That's not too far
for most kids to walk."
"What about schoolbooks? Where do we stay and
how do we eat?" asked Tom.
"I know something about school administration," said
Kerro. "My father used to be a headmaster in Mt. Hagen,
you know. Let me see what I can find out."
"And I still get a paycheck," added Tom.
"It would be like a trial run for a few weeks, to see
how parents accept the idea of their kids going to school,"
said Kim. "I know that some parents want their children to
help in their gardens or fields. Maybe just learning to read at
first, an hour or two a day. See what the village elders want."
Jon Sinto agreed with the idea next day. "Matt needs
to be in on this, to keep up his reporting for the Hong Kong
paper," he said. "And Sophia can be your office liaison
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here."
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Chapter Twenty-Two

The trip to Owego went smoothly. Kim showed her teaching
certificate to the Milne Bay Province education office in
Alotau and explained that she was doing a study on
introducing elementary education in rural villages. The
education officer saw no problem, on a short term basis, and
gave her a brief note of informal approval.
Not wishing to call unnecessary attention to their
arrival, the four of them, Tom, Matt, Kim and Morrie, chose
to fly to an airstrip at one of the larger islands. They then
hired a motorboat for the remaining one-hour trip to
Owego's second village, which, they learned, simply went by
the name West Owego.
Beverli, the guest house proprietor, was delighted to
see

new customers so soon after Sophia's promise to

recommend her place. "Why didn't you bring her back with
you?" she asked Matt in Tok Pisin, as Tom translated. Sophia
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had to work, Tom explained, but might come later. Tom
made a courtesy call to the village headman, Keri, to say that
his wife was a school teacher, studying ways to introduce
schools into villages, and hoped they might talk with some
of the local families. Keri asked if this was the school that
had been promised by the Alotau office.
"No," Tom said, "A real school will come soon, but
my wife might be persuaded to teach some of the village
children during the short time she is here, if the village
elders wish."
Keri nodded. "I think many of them would like that.
May I talk with my friend Yari, too? He is hetman of the bay
village."
"Yes, certainly." Tom didn't think it necessary to say
that he already knew Yari Banta. "Meanwhile, I am
recovering from a recent injury and am here to gain strength.
But if I can be of any help in simple work around the village,
please ask. Our guest, Matt, whom you may have already
met, is from Hong Kong. He speaks English and Chinese,
but not Tok Pisin."
"I speak some English, but not well. We will get
along. Welcome to our village."
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Beverli proved to be a fountain of local information.
Originally from West Papua she and her Bengali husband, a
trader, had lived in the Indonesian part of New Guinea, until
he had died four years ago. She used her small inheritance to
move to Milne Bay and set up the guest house she had
always dreamed of. Her twenty-year-old son and an older
married daughter both lived in West Owego; the daughter
had a little girl a couple of years older than Morrie. Kim
soon had several acquaintances in the village, some of whom
had young children.
Late the next day, Tom and Matt walked over to the
main village on the bay, looking for Yari Banta. They found
him at his home, preparing for his night shift at the mine.
He remembered them both, and also remembered that the
boss from Port Moresby didn't want Tom around the mine
because of his connection with the Port Moresby newspaper.
"You are both welcome in my village," Yari said, "but I get
in trouble if you go to the mine, Mr. Akani."
"What about me?" Matt asked. "Is it all right if I visit
my engineer friend from Hong Kong?" Tom translated.
"Big boss said nothing about that. I guess it would be
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all right," Yari said.
"Can you tell me anything about the slurry pipe line?"
asked Tom.
"Last landslide crush it again, where it passes close to
the hill. Stronger new pipe will come on airplane in about
two days. They pass less slurry a day now, but on more days.
Pipe still leaks. Big boss says don't shut it off."
Kim had her temporary school set up to start four
days after their arrival. Six children from West Owego and
four from Bay Village would come for an hour or two each
weekday morning. Kim learned that few villagers kept close
track of time. Some other families thought that school might
be a good idea, but decided to wait and see what it was like,
and how much it would interfere with children's duties at
home. The children adopted Morrie as their mascot, entering
into their games, and content to draw pictures while the
older children learned to read.
Tom and Matt talked with the village men, became
more acquainted with fishing and subsistence farming,
taking notes for further background stories. On the third day
a cargo plane arrived, and they walked to the airstrip to see if
the new pipe had come. They found four men loading three
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dozen four-metre sections of new pipe onto the mine's flatbed lorry along with several crates. The Chinese resident
engineer was signing a manifest. Matt asked,"Getting extra,
in case of more breaks?"
"Better than that," the engineer said. "We're rerouting
the pipeline into the field on the other side of the road to go
around the landslide spot."
"My girl friend said a woman engineer would have
planned it that way to start with."
The engineer laughed. "Once in a while, the women
are right. But the mine boss thinks it was my idea, and and
I'm going to let him go on believing it."
Matt walked up to see the damaged pipe and reported
back to Tom and Kim, "There's still a large area of mud and
leakage there by the side of the road. They're going to go
under the road upstream, and again downstream from the
trouble area, and there seems to be enough slope there so the
flow should be good. The pipe will be about ten meters away
from any more landslides."
"Any more kids making mud pies there?" asked Tom.
"Not while I was there. But it's nice mud for it."
"Except for traces of cyanide."
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"Right."

"What do kids eat down here?" Tom asked Kim that
night. "The rice Beverli feeds us comes from bags, not from
local fields. Everybody has fish, of course. Sometimes pork
on special occasions."
"Most of the families grow manioc for starch, here in
the lowlands. It takes a while to prepare it; you have too boil
it or soak it a long while to get the poison out. What I've
seen in the gardens here are a kind of banana, a few coconut
trees. She says yams don't do as well here as they do in the
mountains, and there aren't many sago palms. The staple
food in most families here in Owego is manioc. The bitter
kind is usually easiest to grow in their soil, so that's what the
kids usually get. They have green vegetables in their
gardens, but maybe not as much as they should."
"But there's enough food?"
"If the parents are good farmers, yes. Maybe not
always well balanced, especially when a parent is sick or
disabled." Kim thought for a few minutes. "Kids here seem
to be well fed, but somehow they aren't as full of energy as
many kids back home."
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Kim's concern grew stronger two days later, when one
of her pupils from Bay Village failed to come to class. One
of her companions told Kim, "Palli got very sick last night.
Sharp pains in her legs and belly, so she stayed in bed
today."
"I'm sorry to hear she is sick. Does she have fever?"
Kim asked.
"I don't know," said her friend. "She falls down when
she tries to walk."
Kim left Morrie with Tom when class was over, and
walked back to Bay Village with her pupils. They took her to
Palli's house, where Palli's grandmother was massaging the
little girl's legs. Palli smiled when she saw her teacher. Her
speech slurred a little, but she seemed alert. Kim felt her
arm; not hot, but she was trembling. "Are you cold, Palli?"
"No." She seemed to have a spasm then, and cried
out. "My legs hurt me."
Kim watched her for several minutes. "What's wrong
with her?" asked Grandmother.
"I don't know. Some infection perhaps . . ." Kim really
had no idea.
"Is it a curse, do you think?" asked Grandmother.
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"No, I don't think so," said Kim.. . . "Has the Clinic
nurse looked at her? That might be a wise thing to do. Can
her father carry her there?"
"Her father died in the mine," her grandmother said,
"but I will ask her uncle."
Kim was very troubled as she walked back to West
Owego. "I've never seen anything like that before," she told
Tom and Matt. She was wide awake, not hot, but trembling.
The family said she fell several times when she tried to
walk."
"Do they immunize against polio down here in the
provinces?" Tom wondered.
"I don't know, but I'm glad Morrie has had all his
shots." She spent much of the afternoon looking through her
Home Guide to Children's Health, but could find nothing
remotely like what she had seen that morning.
Next morning, she asked her pupils about Palli.
They were all excited. "Lisa has the same thing! She
hurts and she falls down!" The children from both villages
could talk of nothing else. Kim did what she could to have
them focus on reading, but she finally closed the class early.
She told Tom and Matt, "I think you ought to look into this.
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Are we going to have an epidemic?"
They walked over to the village on the bay, and
visited both families. Tom recognized Palli's grandmother.
"You are the lady that visited us at the helicopter the day
after your son died in the mine, aren't you?"
"Yes." Her Tok Pisin was halting but understandable.
"What is happening to my family? My son has died. Is my
little girl going to die too?"
"What did the nurse at the clinic say last night?" Kim
asked.
"He said it was a virus infection. He gave her some
panadol for the leg pain, but it hasn't helped."
Tom looked at Matt. "I'm baffled."
He was even more shaken after stopping at Yari
Banta's house. The head man had another child to report: a
ten-year-old boy, who had taken sick that afternoon.
They went with Yari to visit him. Like the other two
children, he had leg pain and was unable to walk. Tom knew
very little about medicine, but he tried moving one of the
boy's legs. The leg was stiff, but not paralyzed. The boy
himself could move it a little, but certainly not in a normal
way.
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"How did this start?" Tom asked.
"He and his brother had been working in the family's
garden this morning. When it was time to go eat their
morning meal, he and his older brother raced each other
back to the house. This boy won, but after he had sat down
to eat, he couldn't get up again, and said his legs hurt," said
the father.
"What did he have to eat?"
"Only what he has every morning, a bowl of manioc
and a bit of fish, same as the rest of the family."
The clinic nurse had little to add when they checked
with him. "With three children sick at the same time, it's
surely a virus," he said. "They should start to improve in a
couple of more days, with some rest and plenty of water to
drink. Not to worry, yet."
Kim was thankful next day that no more illness
appeared among her school children. She even had a new
pupil from Bay Village. On the other hand, the three sick
ones were not improving. Palli thought her leg pain was a
little better, but she still couldn't walk by herself.
That afternoon, Yari Banta called a meeting of the
families in his village. No one had any new illness to report
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nor any change in the status of those who were ill. Village
opinion on the cause of the illness was divided: some agreed
with the clinic nurse. The farmers blamed the pipeline; four
people believed the miners had brought a curse by wounding
the spirit of the mountain with their drills. Arguments were
growing acrimonious and Yari finally called a halt.
"Angry words are not helping our sick children. The
mine clinic's nurse does not have medicine that is helping.
This trouble is something uncommon. The district health
sub-center will not have people who can deal with this. They
should go to the hospital in Alotau."
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Chapter Twenty-Three

The message from the Owego Mine arrived at South Sea
Gold's Port Moresby office next morning. As it happened,
Jeremy Blake was the first to see it.
"Mr. Li, I don't know what they've got down there,
but it could be serious. Even at best, I believe we should
approve transport of these children to Alotau Hospital.
Sending the company plane for them would be a positive
move in our public relations situation."
Li Kao Hsai rubbed his chin as he studied the fax.
"Not many helpful details here, but yes, Jeremy, I agree we
could use some favorable publicity, and sending the plane
would help. Fax the mine, tell them we will provide
transport for the three children and one parent apiece to
Alotau. Tell them to be ready this afternoon."
"Yes sir. Would it help if we could seize the initiative
with a press release for tomorrow's editions?"
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"Do it. I'll square it with headquarters in Hong Kong."
But he thought, I'm not sure how.

Blake's news release arrived on Sophia's desk at 3 pm,
well before deadline. She conferred with Jon Sinto. "This is
an important change on South Sea's attitude. Tom and Matt
are on the scene; how can we get in touch with them? "
"With luck, I can raise Matt on his mobile, but the
conversation usually breaks up. The children are already on
their way to the Alotau Hospital as we speak. The best way
to reach Tom and Matt is to call that helicopter man Tom
knows, and just have him go to Owego and bring our people
to Alotau. They can go on covering the case from there. I
think the service is listed as Island Heli, or some such." She
checked her computer. "Island Heliport. That's it." She
looked up at Jon. "What'll I tell him?"
"Tom's been there a week or more. He should have
covered the local scene thoroughly by now. Kim and Morrie
will need a little time to pack. If the pilot goes to Owego
early tomorrow morning, or better yet, tonight, he can get
them back to Alotau tomorrow noon. Matt could either go
with them, come back here, or stay on Owego; it's up to him
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and his boss at The Chronicle."
"I'll suggest Matt come back here," Sophia said
decisively.
Sinto looked at her, saw her blush, but said nothing.

Tom, Kim, Morrie, and Matt loaded aboard the
waiting helicopter next morning. Kim was very apologetic to
Beverli and two of her pupils and their mothers who had
come to see her off. "I hope I can come back soon, but it
depends on my husband; his boss sends him wherever there's
news. Anyway, I'll see the children at the Alotau hospital and
let you know how they are." Morrie waved bye-bye to his
friends as the helicopter rose and arced to the southwest.
Kim stayed with Morrie at the Alotau guest house,
while the two men went to the hospital. "Tell the kids Morrie
and I will come see them tomorrow."
Tom and Matt asked the attendant at the hospital
emergency room if they might speak with the doctor
attending the three children from Owego. Presently, a young
woman in a white coat appeared. "I'm Doctor Silanta. And
you are...?"
They produced their respective reporter ID cards.
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"We've been following the children's condition for the past
four days at Owego. "What can you tell us?"
"First, I need to speak to the parents," the doctor said.
"Please wait here a moment." After a five-minute wait she
returned, satisfied that the parents did indeed know these two
men. "They can talk with you now. I'd like to verify a few
details of their story with you too, if I may."
Tom talked with the children and parents in Tok Pisin
then switched to English with the doctor so that Matt could
follow it. "They say that they feel less pain now, but want to
know when they can walk again. What do you think
happened to them, Doctor? The attendant at the mine clinic
said they had a virus."
"From what I've observed so far, they have no fever,
and their minds are alert. I understand they all got this the
same day?"
Tom nodded. "Within about a 36-hour period. Palli
missed school first; Lisa missed the next day, and Timothy
got ill later that same day."
"Sometimes we see a kind of hysteria among school
children; one gets sick and then others imagine they have it
too," Dr. Silanta said. "It's definitely not polio, with their
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legs so stiff. No signs of encephalitis or brain fever. I've not
seen anyone like this before."
"About the hysteria," said Tom, "I saw Timothy the
first day he became ill, and I found his muscles stiff, as you
say. And he was the last to get sick. I don't think it was a "me
too" reaction. It was real."
"I'm going to talk about these kids with the other
doctors at our staff meeting tomorrow morning. There's
always a reason for what's happening. We just have to find
it." She excused herself to see another patient who had
arrived in the Emergency Room.
"What did she say?" demanded Timothy's mother, an
aggressive large woman.
"She was just discussing what diseases resemble the
children's behavior. She is honest about it; says she hasn't
seen anyone like this before, and will talk with the other
doctors at their meeting tomorrow morning."
Timothy's mother snorted.

"There's not much to

decide!" she declared. "Either a witch is to blame, or the
foreigners who came to dig in the ground and kill the fish."
She spat betel juice out the window as Tom and Matt left.
"So, what do you think?" Matt asked as the two men
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walked back to the guest house.
"Something wrong in that village, something that's
not happened before. Nobody in West Owego is sick, and the
ER doctor here hasn't seen anything else like it in Milne Bay.
Must be something involving the mine, but what? And why
these three children and not others?"

A half-dozen doctors gathered in the children's ward
the next morning to go over the known facts. They talked
with the parents, examined the children, reviewed the
symptoms. They considered diet, known parasites and
infections in Owego's home district, as well as on the
mainland around Alotau.
"We think it's a condition in the nervous system." Dr.
Silanta explained to Tom and Kim, following the doctors'
conference, but we have no neurologist on our staff. We'd
like them to see someone at Port Moresby General Hospital
or the Medical School who is more specialized than we are."
"Is there a neurologist up there?" asked Tom.
"There are neurosurgeons. And perhaps someone in
pediatrics who has done special study on the nervous system
since the time I trained there. We frankly don't know what
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else to do. But if this affected three children, it can affect
more, and we need to find out what is happening."
"South Sea Gold has paid for this up to this point,"
said Tom. "But what about further transport and expenses?"
"Our hospital business office can figure the cost by air
or by sea ambulance. It's cheaper to treat three children now
than to treat a possible epidemic later. We'll work it out."

The neurosurgeon at Port Moresby's General Hospital
spoke with an air of authority. "It's some acquired general
defect in the central nervous system," he pronounced, after
examining the three children the next day.
"What does that mean exactly, Doctor?" asked Tom.
He often thought his whole job as a news reporter could be
described as breaking down experts' big words into language
the average reader could understand.
"It means there is nothing I can operate on," said the
surgeon. "No brain tumor, no epilepsy, no physical injury.
But we have a pediatric specialist from India visiting this
week, and I'd like to consult him."
Dr. Sandur Rao, MBBS, visiting lecturer from
Mumbai, India, was a physician in his fifties, with graying
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hair and a quiet manner. He made hospital rounds with three
UPNG medical students who had expressed interest in
childhood neurological diseases, and he found the three
children from Owego very interesting. "We have here," he
said, "three children with an obvious defect in nerve
transmission, who all suddenly became ill within a day or
two, without any preceding warning. They complain of pain
in the legs, and falling over when they try to walk."
He lifted one of Timothy's thighs with his hand and
gently tapped the tendon below the kneecap. Timothy's knee
jerked involuntarily. The doctor then supported the calf of
Timothy's leg, and with his other hand underneath the foot,
briskly bent the ankle upward; the foot jerked back and forth
several times before resting. "As you can see, his reflexes
are active. Over-active, in fact. Who can tell me the nerve
pathway from the leg to the brain?"
The students hesitated, not wanting to make a wrong
answer. "The lower nerve goes from leg to spinal cord,
where it connects with the upper nerve that goes to the
brain?"
"Just so," Dr. Rao smiled. "And in polio, which
segment is damaged?"
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"The lower one."
"And therefore, what happens in the leg muscles?"
"There's no functioning nerve, so the leg just lies
there, limp. It's paralyzed."
"So this is not polio, correct?" All three students
nodded. Dr. Rao continued, "But if the upper nerve in the
pathway from the brain is damaged, the spinal cord can still
tell the muscle to contract, but the brain controls it poorly, if
at all.
"We then have, not limp paralysis, but 'spastic
paresis'―tense weakness. So these children have developed,
all together, and suddenly, an upper motor neuron defect."
The students waited expectantly, their faces blank.
"There are several obscure conditions which cause
such a problem to appear slowly," said Dr. Rao, "but only
one that I know of that appears suddenly in children, and
sometimes in women after childbirth, called konzo. It occurs
in Africa where children often have to survive on a diet of
cassava. Would one of you ask these mothers what they
usually feed their children?"
A student translated the question into Tok Pisin. "She
says manioc." The doctor motioned to ask the other two.
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"Manioc", they both replied. "But that's another word for
cassava." the student added.
The specialist spoke quietly, with no trace of selfimportance. "Now being a good doctor sometimes requires
you to be a good detective. It does little good merely to
make a diagnosis. You must find out the 'why' and correct it
if you want to make your patient well. In my medical work
in Mumbai I see an occasional laborer or his children who
have moved there from East Africa, where many of the
poorest people live on manioc. Who can tell me the problem
with that?"
A student volunteered, "It tastes blah unless you add
sugar."
Dr. Rao encouraged her with a faint smile. "And by
'blah' you mean...?"
"Not much taste, or even bitter. But it fills you up,"
she added.
"And why is it bitter?"
Apparently, none of the three students had ever
thought about that.
"There is a trace of cyanide in the manioc pulp," said
the doctor. "Not enough to kill you, but not wise to take
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every day, unless you are careful how you prepare it. Ask
these mothers how they do it."
The girl student translated the question. Timothy's
mother answered, her mouth full of betel, "Mash it and cook
it."
"Does she soak it?" asked the doctor.
The student moved the spittoon on the floor closer to
Timothy's mother, who ejected a mouthful of blood-red betel
juice, tucked her cud into her cheek, and exhibited her
blackened teeth. "If I have time." Her manner made it
obvious she considered these questions a waste of that time,
too.
"So now we may have a diagnosis, but we don't yet
know why three children from different families reached the
crisis point of sudden nerve damage at the same time. We'll
see these children again tomorrow, and meanwhile, you three
young doctor-detectives explore what these three children
have in common apart from the others in their village."
"What's the cure for konzo?" asked one student.
"There isn't any." The specialist's face was sober.
"Once it happens, it's a life-long disability. The best we can
do is physiotherapy, to teach them how to walk in spite of
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it."
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Chapter Twenty-four

Tom and Matt found Dr. Rao later that morning and asked
for an interview. They explained their involvement with the
families and with Owego Island. Dr. Rao recognized the
public health implications. "You say the pipe line broke that
carries mine waste to the sea, and the waste contains
cyanide?"
Matt nodded. "And I saw children playing in the mud
created by the spill."
"These three?"
"I don't think so; not that day at least. But the mud
was there for more than a week before the pipe was finally
fixed."
"Interesting. Now let's see if we can close the final
gap in the chain."
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That afternoon, Dr. Rao visited the children again.
Tom had described his wife's brief association with Palli and
Lisa as their school teacher. The doctor invited her to be his
interpreter when he talked with the children individually,
while their mothers waited outside the examining room.
After first questioning Palli about her island home and
her family to put her at ease, Dr. Rao turned the conversation
to what she liked to to do with Lisa and Timothy. It turned
out that she and Lisa were close friends, but that they played
with Timothy only occasionally. "He's a boy," she explained.
"And what do boys do that you don't like?"
"Sometimes he chases us, or pushes us when we're
playing."
"Does he hurt you?"
"Not really, but he's bigger and thinks he can boss us
around."
Palli was a talkative little girl, and could describe her
village very well. One story, further along in their
conversation, caught Dr. Rao's special attention.
"There's this big pipe that's broken, see, and it's made
a mess on the road. Lisa and I had sticks and were scratching
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a path through the mud so the water could go to the ditch.
Timothy came along and told us we were doing it wrong,
and we told him to go away, and he pushed us in the mud,
and that made us angry, and we splashed mud back at him,
and it hit him in the face!" She giggled at the memory.
"And then what?" Dr. Rao encouraged.
"Well, he pushed us down again and tried to make us
drink some of the muddy water, but we got away and ran!
He chased us and we ran hard and he never caught us. But
we were all worn out."
The doctor turned to Kim and said, "Tell your
husband, I think we may have found the missing link in the
story."
They went on to interview the other two, and the
mothers as well, and found nothing to contradict Palli's story,
except for Timothy's mother, who angrily denied that her son
would ever behave like that. She emphasized it with a spit of
betel juice, and in her irritation missed the spittoon.

Dr. Rao summed it up the next morning, presenting the three
children's cases to all the senior medical students in their
informal weekly clinical pathology conference. "Sometimes
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the cause of the sudden crisis in konzo remains a mystery,
but most doctors who deal with it think that stress plays a
part. For example, its appearance after a woman's childbirth.
In our cases here, we have a chronic diet of manioc,
sometimes carelessly prepared, and then the sudden addition
of exposure to a new cyanide source from the pool of
pipeline waste, together with the stress of a childhood fightand-flight event.
"There is not much value in trying to assign blame for
this unfortunate tragedy of three children partially disabled
for life, except to learn from it." Dr. Rao was silent for a
moment, thinking.
"Better schooling for this generation will make it
possible for future mothers to prepare their family's food
more wisely. . . .A better health-care system will provide
therapy in home districts without the need to travel all the
way to Port Moresby. And, although cyanide is apparently
the best way to extract gold from its ore, better enforcement
of mine safety laws could prevent fouling the surrounding
community with toxic waste. You young doctors must never
forget that the practice of medicine does not end with the
diagnosis. Nor even with treatment."
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The students pondered this silently for perhaps a
minute. Dr. Rao sensed more questions coming, and waited.
"Yes?" he said, as one of them half-raised her hand.
"About a better health-care system; we have our own
medical school now, and a few districts have a hospital with
an X-ray machine and a laboratory. But . . ." she struggled to
express her question, "I am going back to a small town after
I finish my studies. Many people I see will have to walk for
a day or more to reach even my small clinic. What is 'a better
health-care system' going to mean out in the districts?"
Dr. Rao nodded understandingly. "How do we get
along in the districts, far from the X-ray, and laboratory, and
consultants, is that it?

You will be surprised when you

realize how much equipment you already have. It starts with
your own mind, which comes equipped with many
'applications'―ears with which to listen to your patient's
story, eyes with which to see, a sense of curiosity with which
to put together all that you see, hear, smell, feel. A
stethoscope is not an extra necklace, you know, but a tool to
listen to the heart, the bowel sounds, the breathing, and the
baby within the mother's belly.
"You will not have a completely equipped lab in your
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clinic, but science has supplied you nowadays with some
tools in the form of test-strips, with which you can detect not
only the presence of malaria, but its type, at the bedside with
a finger prick. Other test-strips to tell you whether the urine
is infected, or the kidneys are failing, or whether the patient
is diabetic. Used wisely, such tests should cost only one or
two Kina. You don't need a laboratory to alert you to blood
loss, or liver failure. Use the senses that God gave you. And
always keep in touch with new developments. Subscribe to
at least one good medical journal, and attend a medical
conference every year or two."
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Chapter Twenty-Five

Headline:

THREE CHILDREN ILL FROM TOXIC

MINE WASTE
Nerve damage usually permanent says medical expert
Tom's story gave the details of the pipeline break, the
children's play in the resulting mud, the appearance of the
"falling down disease" and his interview with Dr. Rao. A
side-bar summarized the symptoms and permanent effects of
konzo.
Jon Sinto followed it with an editorial on an inside
page:
"Konzo is a well-recognized nutritional disease among
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East African farmers who live on a diet of the bitter variety
of manioc. It is rare in Papua New Guinea, possibly because
of its manner of preparation, or perhaps because newer
"sweet manioc" varieties are commonly grown here, or
perhaps because family gardens here provide a wider variety
of food. It's appearance on Owego Island happened when the
gold mine there discharged its cyanide-bearing waste into the
sea, and when a break in that pipe-line was not sealed off
from public access.
"The Owego gold and copper mine is not the only
contributor to these children's illness, nor are the children
the only victims of the mine's policy of throwing its waste
into the sea. Following the example of several other mines
in Papua New Guinea, the Owego mine, not yet even in full
production, has damaged the local fishing industry and
stifled the tourist business on other parts of the island and in
the surrounding area in Milne Bay Province. It does not
have to be this way. Other countries, with stricter laws, have
largely done away with environmental damage from mining.
But in the past, in our beautiful land, our government has
turned a blind eye to massive mining pollution, fearing that
foreign corporations will no longer come here to do their
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mining if costs of ore extraction increase. The government
need not fear; the mining corporations will still come where
the ore is. Wherever a million ounces of gold lie waiting in
the ground, the corporations will come.
"But do our bureaucrats have other designs as
well?"

"That newspaper team has done it again!" exploded Li
Kao Hsai, flinging The Journal down on his desk.
"Whatever happens, they manage to blame South Sea Gold!"
It was one more bad news item to explain to the Hong
Kong office in the weekly conference call report that already
spoke of new production delays. One of the exploratory drill
holes had hit an underground water source, gushing a stream
of steaming hot water from deep in the earth up into the
mine's deepest level and halting work until the drill hole
could be plugged. A company geologist recommended a
special pump, able to handle the water's heat and acid
content, and to expel the water out into the slurry pipeline.
Mr. Han in Hong Kong had not been happy. "Li, we
pay you to deal with such matters, without adding to the
operating costs. Now that you've already drawn the attention
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of the government's environmental people with these sick
children, how do you think they'll react to the news that we
intend to add heat and acid to your famous cyanide
pipeline?"
"Other mines in PNG have similar problems, sir," Li
said.
"Yes, but they deal with them quietly. You seem to
have hired a damned publicity agency!"
Jeremy Blake spoke up, defending his job. "Sir, with
respect, I suggest we turn the publicity to our advantage. The
children's entire Port Moresby trip and their treatment has
cost us less than what we spend in trying to change a single
government policy, and it will gain us popular favor
besides."
The CEO barked an interruption: "At this point, you'd
better do something about the whole cyanide mess. Disposal
in the ocean is getting more expensive with every news
headline. Get me a cost estimate for that waste-paste process
or whatever you call it, to see if we can stay out of the news
spotlight for a couple of months. Have something to show
me by next week!" He hung up.
Li looked at Blake in surprise. "That's quite a turn-
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around."
"I guess progress is coming to The People's Republic
along with the rest of the world. How do we find out how to
set up this transformation of slurry into solids?"
"Some back-water place in America called Idaho, I
believe," said Li."We'd better get at it. I expect Hong Kong
will be sending more engineers down here."
Jeremy visited Tom at The Journal's office that
afternoon with a news release, but he wanted information as
well. "Okay, Mr. Li and I now have Hong Kong's permission
to investigate other choices of mine-waste disposal. The
mining engineers will do the technical side, but how are Mr.
Li and our staff going to understand what's going on? You've
been researching this for the past month, Tom; I've been on
the Internet all morning and I'm already lost. It will move
faster if we work together. What do you think?"
"I agree. No hard feelings about my news articles?"
"Agreed," Jeremy said, "as long as you understand my
position. I work for a mining company. South Sea Gold's
goal is providing raw materials for China's development."
"I understand. And our goal is making sure that PNG's
resources―your raw materials―are sold at a fair price, and
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that the money is not siphoned off into the wrong bank
accounts, but is used to finance PNG's national needs."
"And those goals leave some room for argument
about what is the most practical way of dealing," said
Jeremy.
"And some of the deals are not under either my
control or yours," said Tom, "but we do what we can. Do
you know the other members of our team?"
"Only from their writing. I'd like to meet them."
Tom took him around to meet Jon, Sophia, and Matt.
"I've met your CEO several times up in Hong Kong,"
said Matt, as they shook hands. "I usually work up there with
the Chronicle.
Jeremy gave a wry smile. "That explains a lot. He's
known to be, let's say, not the easiest man to get along with.
He's usually on our backs to cut costs, but these sick kids
have convinced him that it'll be cheaper to get rid of the
deep-sea waste disposal program. He wants a report by next
week, and I can't even understand the language. What are
these 'non-Newtonian fluids' the engineers keep talking
about?"
Tom grinned in sympathy. "I didn't know either, when
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I started writing this mining series. Think of it this
way―You tip a cup of any ordinary liquid and the liquid
spills out. Now think of a tube of tooth paste. Tip the tube
and nothing happens; the paste is too thick. You have to
squeeze the tube to get it out. Same with a thick slurry, you
need pressure to make it move. Mine tailings paste is like
tooth paste, or better yet like wet concrete; the solids and the
water don't separate even when not being stirred or
transported."
"So why would you want to make it harder to move?
It moves through a pipe just fine, the way we're doing it
now."
"The problem is storage. When you pump it into the
ocean or a river, it kills the fish, and pollutes the water.
Pump it on to someone's land and you've got all that water in
a pond or behind a dam. When the pond is full you've got to
build another one. And if the dam breaks, you ruin a whole
river system. Other people live on that land too. They don't
want more tons of dirt dumped on them each day."
"So you're saying don't mine the gold?"
"No, I'm saying mine it responsibly. Leave the land
and waterways as good as they were before the mine was
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there. After you extract the gold, silver, copper, from the
slurry then extract most of the water too."
"How?"
"Centrifuge it, filter it, or vacuum-distill it. That's an
engineering problem. Basically, you're left with mud plus a
much smaller amount of water that you can remove the
pollutants from and then recycle.
"Your mining engineers turn the slurry mud and waste
rock into a thick paste by mixing it with the right amount of
cement to allow it to be pumped underground. The right
mixture can be pumped along a kilometer or more of pipe,
and then becomes solid within a few days. Solid enough to
mine the next level underneath it, in safety from rock-falls,
if it's done right."
Sophia had been listening to this with some
skepticism. "I see a problem. Most of our mines in PNG are
not underground. They're open pit."
"You can still put the paste-mix back in a mined-out
section of the pit or on adjacent land. You can shape it with a
temporary wall until it hardens. Pour the next batch on top of
it. You can stack it, layer upon layer. It uses much less land,
and doesn't need dams. There's no mud to flow down the
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river or to cover all the life on the ocean floor. Any toxic
metals that you did not extract are sealed in the hardened
paste. According to long-term testing over twenty years,
that's where they stay."
"Are there any women mining engineers using this?"
Sophia was still skeptical.
"I don't know, Sophia." Tom had learned to be patient
with her obsession. She was, after all, senior to him in
tenure. "I suppose I could check. Jeremy, does all that
answer your questions?"
It points me in the right direction, Tom. Thanks."
Matt asked, "Are you prepared to find that your CEO
in Hong Kong has changed his mind tomorrow?"
Jeremy paled. "Bite your tongue!"
"No, I've met your CEO in my work with The
Chronicle over the past couple of years. My impression is he
doesn't care about children, doesn't care about pollution, or
Papua New Guinea's progress. He's only becoming aware of
the legal swamp ahead if his company doesn't change
direction, and he's choosing the least expensive route. Write
your proposal carefully, with that in mind."
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Chapter Twenty-six

"That's the man, I'm sure of it." Maxine Edon paled as she
gazed through the one-way glass at the six men in the police
line-up; her grip on Sophia's wrist tightened.
Inspector Vincent Gora, Special Forces Command,
made a note on his clipboard. "Miss Edon, for the record
please identify the man you are choosing by his place in
line."
"The second man from my right. He's one of the three
who assaulted me that night, the one who followed me until I
got back to the newspaper building."
"Do you remember anything more about him since
that night?"
Maxine was trembling now. Sophia put a hand on her
arm to calm her. "It's okay, Max. He's a prisoner in jail. He
can't hurt you now."
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Maxine took a deep breath. "He was horrible. After
the other two left me lying in the alley, he didn't help me up.
He just smirked and said that as long as I was lying there
anyway, how about another. . . " She shuddered. "His breath
was foul. The light was dim there in the alley, but I
remember one of his front teeth was broken. I realized I had
to get out of there on my own, and get out very soon . . . I
could barely walk, but made it back to the office, and the
watchman let me in."
"Just one more question, Miss, and then your friend
can take you home. Can you remember which tooth was
broken?"
"It was upper left―his left."
"Thank you. Your detailed description is very helpful.
Now if each of you will sign at the bottom of my notes as
witnesses, you are free to go. Ms. Waru, please stay with her
for a while after you get her home. Either of you can call me
if you think of anything further." Gora nodded to the lady
constable, who accompanied them out.
Later that day, Gora called the prisoner to his office.
"Petey, we have a witness to the rape that night, who has
identified you. It's no good telling us you don't know the
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other three. You were part of the gang, and you were there.
Who are they?"
Petey was sweating. "I can't tell you."
"Yes you can."
"I can't! Sarge would find me and kill me!" He
clamped his mouth shut, suddenly realizing he might have
spoken too much already.
"Who is Sarge?"
"That's all they ever call him."
"Was he in the army? The police?"
Silence. Petey's mouth stayed shut.
"He can't get at you in here, you know."
Petey panicked. He muttered something in a low
voice. All Inspector Gora could make out were the words
"done it before."
Finally, after another quarter-hour of frustration, he
sent the prisoner back to his cell.

At a Special Forces group meeting at Headquarters
that afternoon, Inspector Gora reported on progress in the
government corruption case. "Still no certain ID of
government officials, but perhaps we have a lead to the gang
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working as their enforcers. "We have a positive ID of one of
the gang members, from the rape victim they released with
the threat to the newspaper office taped to her arm. He's a
punk kid who's afraid to talk about the others. But in a slip
of the tongue this morning, he revealed that the gang leader
is called 'Sarge'."
"Ex-military, do you think?" asked the senior
inspector.
"Or maybe a rogue cop."
"Nobody in Port Moresby seems to know these men.
Kerro, you've worked in the Highlands. Any ideas?"
"I can check the mining camps and the cities for
anyone who has dismissed a sergeant with a habit of
violence in the last few years."
"Do that, and we'll check the same types who may
have left the military."
"Prison guards, and mining company guards, too,"
another member advised.
"Right then, let's move ahead."

Tom Akani felt uncertain of his next step. Sophia had
told him about accompanying Maxine to the police station
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and her identifying one her attackers. "She was terrified,
Tom. Even though she knew in her mind that he couldn't see
her through the one-way glass, it's still frightening to
confront an attacker after being raped at knife-point. I don't
think she should still be working alone at the reception
desk."
"There are always people coming in and out."
"But not always people she knows. She's changed,
Tom. Hardly sleeping some nights, not eating enough. She
should be working somewhere surrounded by people she
knows."
"You'd better talk to the chief editor."
"And there's another thing, too, Sophia continued."In
ordinary assault, the one who did it pays the expenses and a
fine to the victim. But a rape victim usually gets nothing. If
the attacker does pay anything in PNG, it goes to the family
or the husband. That's not right!"
"That's true, but what can I do about it?"
"You're a reporter, Tom! Wake up! This is not some
Arab country where a raped girl is murdered to preserve the
family honor; in PNG women have rights! Or should have."
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Jason Kerro and Vincent Gora had been friends ever
since they had broken up a ring of foreign drug dealers and
gun runners in the Western Highlands three years earlier.
Gora had led his special services group, the nearest thing to a
SWAT team in PNG, in a surprise helicopter attack after
Kerro had located the ring's jungle headquarters. Both
inspectors had a similar philosophy for keeping the peace:
Do your research and planning carefully, then act swiftly and
decisively.
Kerro decided it was time to take Tom further into his
confidence, and did so at the Akani house rather than at
Tom's office. "Tom, I want to bring you up to date in the
police case about the gang who beat you up. I know you are
a reporter, but you'll have to keep quiet about this, not even
hints in the newspaper or to your colleagues. I believe you
share my goal of finding whoever is siphoning off
government funds intended for building up Papua New
Guinea. The Owego Island pollution and the gang who
attacked you reporters are only side issues to the police case,
but now it looks like the gang could point the way to those
higher up."
"Keeping the secrets of my sources is part of my
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regular job," said Tom. "I don't discuss such things even with
Kim. What do you need to know?"
"You were still staying at the Journal office the night
Maxine was attacked, and you went to the emergency room
soon after she got there. Can you remember anything else
about the scene?"
"Not then, but I remember talking with her a couple
days later. She was calmer then, and had had time to think. I
asked her about names, and she only remembered Petey's,
but I thought one of them called the leader 'Joe' once, when
they were beating me up."

A query didn't get results from any of the police
Kerro sent it to, nor did military records produce anything
useful. Tom's investigation of mining company payrolls for
the combination of "Joseph" and/or "sergeant" were equally
unhelpful.
"Do we know for sure that the "sarge" is a native of
PNG?" Tom asked Kerro. "He could be, say, Australian, or
Slav or almost anyone hired on at the mines."
"That's true, I suppose," Kerro considered. "Were
there any clues in his language, that night he attacked you?"
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"They didn't use Tok Pisin or Motu. They spoke
English to me, and among themselves. But it didn't sound
quite right. Could be that English is a second language for
him."
"Not Australian then."
"Maybe not."
"I think we're expecting too much from the
computer," said Tom. "It could easily break down 'Sergeant
Joe' into it's two words, but it wouldn't include Joseph, or
corporal, or any other possibilities he used when he was first
put on the payroll."
They started over again. Private, constable, lance
corporal, Joseph, Jose, Giovani. . . . .They didn't call him
Giovani, Tom was positive.
"But maybe Gio for short?" said Kerro.
"Okay, try it." They added, Kyo, Chou, and any other
variant they could think of, and then went through the
military, constabulary, and industrial lists again. This time
they got perhaps fifty names, some of whom could be
winnowed out by date of birth, etc., leaving about a dozen
possibilities.
"You getting any more useful information from
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Petey?" Tom asked.
"Not much. He's still scared spitless. We're still
holding him, and he doesn't object because he's too
frightened to go back out on the streets."

They sorted out the names the computer lists had
produced. Three from Madang, two from Lae, one each from
several lesser mining and oil areas. Kerro sat back and
surveyed the data. "Tom, you know more about the Madang
area than I do. I can provide letters of introduction to the
commanders of police in Madang and Lae. I know both of
them personally, and as far as I know both are honest cops.
My work ties me up here, but you could go check both cities.
I can clear the trip with your boss, without telling him all the
details."
"Okay, what do you want to know about these guys?"
"The usual personal data, birth date, work history, but
especially conflicts, discipline problems, anything that might
cause a grudge or opportunity for graft or blackmail. Any
close connections with 'Big Men' in mining or government.
Use your reporter's instinct."
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After making arrangements to have Kim and Morrie
stay with the Kerros, Tom took the morning plane for
Madang next day.
The bustling town was not the quiet scene of his
boyhood, now with its oil and gas drillers, harbor expansion,
and the big nickel and cobalt refinery farther down the bay.
He wryly noted that this town had a slurry pipeline problem
too, or rather that the inland territory did. Building the long
pipeline down from the hills had problems. He was surprised
to learn that the DEC had closed down the pipeline (and
therefore the mine) for a time after inspecting the pipe's
construction. Maybe things are going to improve, he
thought.
Tom checked in with the Madang police station and
presented his letter of reference from Inspector Kerro to the
local police chief. The chief read it carefully. "Joe's in
trouble? I'm surprised," was his comment.
"You know him?" Tom asked in surprise. This was
quick, he thought to himself.
"Yeah, I know a sergeant named Joe," the chief said.
"I was sorry to lose him. A good man. Kept the constables in
line. He got more work out of them, when the government
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cut the roster down to where we just plain don't have enough
cops to keep order in a town this size."
"Then why didn't he show up on the computer list of
dismissals?"
"Oh, he wasn't dismissed. He transferred down to
Morobe Division. He couldn't find housing for his family
here in Madang. As far as I know, he's still a cop. Sergeant
Joe Moran."
Tom wrote the name in his notebook. "And you don't
have anyone else that might match the description?"
"Huh - If we did, you can bet we'll hang on to him.
We're short-handed here in Madang. Hey, man, you want a
job?"
Tom smiled. "No thanks. Already got one."
The police chief shrugged. "Doesn't hurt to ask."

But Tom didn't have any better luck in Lae, the
Morobe Province capital. The police chief there knew Joe
Moran, but said he wasn't there any longer. "He moved on
after his wife was shot and killed, you know."
Tom looked up sharply from his pad, his pencil
motionless. "What?"
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"It happened only a week or so after he came to work.
We have some rough neighborhoods here. She was in the
wrong place at the wrong time, I guess. Moran never really
got involved in his job after that. We never got to know him
well; he brooded a lot, but I could see the rage building up in
him. I think he blamed the police force for not protecting
her."
Tom looked up at the chief again. "Was he right?"
"Maybe. That's easy for an outsider to say. But there
are places in this town where it's better for even the police to
stay away from. One day, about six weeks ago it was, he just
didn't show up for work. We haven't seen him since."
"Is he still on the payroll?"
"Yes, I guess he is, come to think of it."
The chief spoke like the question had never occurred
to him, thought Tom on the flight back to Moresby. I wonder
who's collecting his pay?
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Chapter twenty-seven
"Joseph Moran," Jason Kerro mused, after Tom had
delivered his report. "The name sounds familiar, but I can't
place it. You think he still may be on the police payroll, eh?
Let's look." He tapped away at his computer a few minutes,
and then: "He is on the list, and someone is still signing for
his paycheck." He tapped a few more times. "Still in Lae,
according to this."
"Do they keep a record of payroll signatures? We
could see if the writing is suddenly different," Tom
suggested.
"But there's something else . . . .What was the name
of that officer that arrested your boss Jon Sinto?"
"I only got a glimpse of him there in the office when
he handcuffed Jon. I didn't look at his name tag during the
drama of the moment."
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Kerro dialed the records office. "Sam, send me the
file on Jon Sinto's arrest."
Presently a clerk delivered the file. "Now let's see . . .
arresting officer, Sgt. J. Moran." Kerro looked up at Tom,
"What d'ya think of that, huh? And it's dated about four
weeks after he disappeared from Lae."
"Then it could have been him who took Jon to that jail
that's no longer used much, the one labelled 'Special
Investigations, By Appointment Only'. That might give us a
few more people to question." Tom felt his enthusiasm
growing; "This is going to be a great news story when it
finally breaks!"
"Don't get in a hurry, Tom, And don't forget you are
sworn to secrecy until the government okays the story's
release." Kerro continued his inspection of Sinto's record. It
doesn't say here who in the government presented the
complaint to the police or to that young prosecuting attorney.
I don't recognize the name of the constable who assisted in
the arrest."
"How did they get a police car? You can't drive one
from Lae to here. He had to borrow one of our own here.
Who signed it out? Who here at Headquarters is working
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with him?"
"We don't even know if we're on the right track yet.
But we'll find out."

The elusive sergeant seemed to have disappeared into
thin air. Kerro immediately notified his superior, Chief
Inspector Jacobs, who joined in the search. Payroll at
headquarters had no record of issuing any paychecks. If
anyone was collecting his pay, it was up in Lae. No signature
for a car, no sign-in for shifts. Apparently he just came and
went in the busy headquarters building, his sergeant's
uniform his best disguise, aided by the secrecy which limited
the investigation of government corruption only to those
who needed to know.
Tom couldn't even warn his wife, being sworn to
secrecy, plus reasoning that there was no advantage in both
parents being nervous wrecks. For the time being, he worked
on learning all he could about Sgt. Joe Moran, aided by
Jason Kerro's data.
Joe started as a mining company guard in Enga
Province, several years experience. During a temporary mine
shutdown, he enlisted in the RPNGC; superior performance,
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rapid advancement. Now would be about age 35. Transfer
from Enga to Madang three years ago. Married four years,
two small children. Voluntary transfer to Morobe province,
reportedly because wife unhappy about housing shortage in
Madang during recent rapid industrial growth there. Little
data from his short service in city of Lae except his wife's
violent death one week after their arrival in the seaport town;
nothing at all about him since his disappearance there.
Tom had little proof for his fears of what was going
on. Was Moran on a secret assignment for some other branch
of government? A rogue cop gone out of control? A man
devastated by the death of his wife? He decided to enlist
someone who could follow the wife angle as a reporter,
without necessarily being aware of the government
corruption case.

"I need the help of a woman's intuition," he told
Sophia. "A police sergeant's wife is killed. What went
through her mind before she died?"
Sophia looked at Tom skeptically. "If she's dead,
there's nothing going through her mind," she said. "The point
is, what's going through yours?"
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"Motive. Why did she die? Random street shooting?
Jealous husband? Drug dealing? Witness to a crime, and if
so to what? And, who actually killed her? What was her
personality?"
"And you're not going to give me any other details?"
"Nope. I don't really have any to give out. It's tied in
with other news stories, but I can't tell you how."
"Can't, or won't?"
"Both. Look on it as a piece of a jigsaw puzzle. An
important piece."
"And is this part of your hush-hush project?"
"I neither affirm nor deny."
"Then I'll take it from a women's rights angle."
Sophia returned to the Gender Issues Unit near
Government House that afternoon. "You were so helpful
when I asked about women who try to make a living panning
for gold," she said to the woman at the desk, "I wonder if
you could give me a lead in my present project, about
problems of police families. We read a lot about women
fearing to go to the police with a complaint, but what about
the policemen's families? Are they ever in danger because of
their husband's work? Or are they ever looked down upon?"
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"Do you mean, do people ever seek revenge on a
policeman's family? I'd have to look through the records,"
the woman answered. "How soon do you need it?"
"In two days. Editors set deadlines, you know."
Sophia was apologetic.
"Come back tomorrow about this time. I'll see what
we can do.
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Chapter Twenty-eight

The clerk at Gender Issues had several cases arranged on her
desk next day, troubled families of policemen. After getting
Sophia's signed agreement to not use real names, she handed
her the first. "This is a case of a constable's wife being
attacked by an ex-boyfriend in a store parking lot. He seized
her by her hair and dragged her out through the car window,
then beat her."
"I'm not sure an argument with an ex-boyfriend is just
what I had in mind," said Sophia as she glanced through the
report.
"The next is an emergency room visit; an off-duty
constable was brought in at 2 in the morning with a deep
knife wound of his buttock. He claims he had no idea why
his wife stabbed him in the middle of the night."
"These clearly are disturbed families," said Sophia,
handing the file back, "but I don't think I want to go there.
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What I'm looking for is more like, maybe, an innocent
family member who is a victim of revenge for something
that occurred in her husband's line of duty. Maybe some
danger a wife has to live with, simply because her husband is
a policeman."
"I understand," said the woman, "but real life cases
are rarely that simple. I debated showing you this third case
for that very reason―a policeman's wife was killed and the
killer has not yet been identified or arrested. So there is no
known motive, and no suspect to interview. I'm afraid I'm
not being very helpful, am I?"
"Tell me more about this one."
Husband and wife moved to a new post in Lae. Kids
stayed back in Madang with grandparents until they got
settled in. But she was shot and killed after they had only
been there a week. Husband blamed himself for not
protecting her. Blamed the system too. Just kind of drifted
away from his job."
"Where is he now?"
"Don't know. Lae or Madang, I suppose. We follow
the wives, but in this case. there's no longer a wife to
follow."
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"Where are the kids?"
"Grandparents live somewhere in Madang. The police
there could probably tell you."

"Sophia stopped at Tom's cubicle next day. "I'm
working up a case where a policeman's wife was killed.
Where do you want me to go from here?"
"Where did you get hold of a case like that?"
"Where I get all the most reliable news. I ask women.
In this case the Gender Issues office."
Tom sighed. Why am I not surprised? he asked
himself. "Well, Sophia, men have their reliable sources, too.
In this case, I suggest you go to the police, and see what
Inspector Kerro might suggest."
"And what if he's not available?"
"Then I advise waiting until he is. He's a unique
source."
"Waiting is not how a reporter gets news."
"Depends on the story. I'll give him a heads-up for
you. Let him take it from there." Tom grinned, adding, "And
don't tap your foot at him."
He heard her mutter "Men!" as she strode out of his
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office.
He carried his cup of coffee out to his car to use his
mobile phone in privacy. "Jason? If you have some time, I'll
come over to your office to talk about a new development."

"She's honest, she's persistent, and she has a different
set of information sources. It's up to you of course, but she's
already close to discovering Joe Moran's case on her own;
she might turn out to be a valuable asset."
Kerro looked doubtful. "Let me talk to the Chief. Can
she keep her mouth shut? This gets riskier the more people
who are informed. Like, what about her boy friend? Or her
mother?"
"I believe her mother's no longer living. You've met
her current boy friend, Matt Lin.
"Does she or he drink?"
"Yeah, both do, in moderation. They seem to know
their limits."
"I'll see her. The final decision is up to Chief
Inspector Jacobs."
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Joe Moran knew he could not maintain his secret
existence long. Soon now, some one at headquarters was
bound to notice him, no matter how much he melted into the
background and stayed away from the building. The
campaign against the newspaper had gone on much longer
than expected, without any useful result, let alone the
debacle of the editor's arrest when one of the Big Man
bosses had insisted on interfering. He was even losing
control of his own gang, having repeatedly told them to
frighten the newspaper girl but not physically harm her.
Since Naina had died, he could not muster the will to keep
the gang together, and frankly he just didn't care anymore.
They had moved to Lae to get a better place to live,
and she had lived just six days. A senseless, unexpected
encounter with a neighborhood street gang had taken her
down in a burst of gunfire. He had always taken pride in his
ability to sense danger and make the streets of Madang safer.
And now, in an unfamiliar town, he hadn't even protected his
own wife when she was walking right beside him. And all
because he wanted to give her a better life with the money he
had got from the Big Men.
He spat. They could take the rest of their money to
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hell if they chose; he was through. He would find a job
somehow, and when all this had calmed down, he would go
back to Naina's mother, pick up his kids, and begin over
again, God willing.
It occurred to him that it had been a long time since
he had used that phrase he had learned from the priest.
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Chapter Twenty-nine

Seven men and two women, from four mining corporations
and two government agencies, met in a private room of the
Daikoku restaurant in Harbour City. Collectively, they
represented more than nine hundred million Kina in
government funds illegally transferred to private bank
accounts. They hoped to get more, and met occasionally to
assess opportunities and ward off discovery.
After the meal had been served and the private chef
dismissed, the meeting was called to order. "It's time we
moved our gains out of the country," said one. "Even our
separate bank accounts in this country will soon be too big to
hide."
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"You can't just transfer fifty million Kina to a foreign
bank," objected another. "That's a sure way to get some
whistle-blower's attention." Others grunted agreement.
"Right. But if we form a 'donor-advised charitable gift
trust', we can have a tax-protected pool to park the money in
for as long as we like. Then form vague foreign charity
organizations to move it out to."
"I don't like the idea of diverting some of it to
charity," said one of the women, Linda Zhang. She was a
social climber, wife of a senior mining engineer, intent on
seeing her husband advance up the corporate ladder, and
dissatisfied with the amount of his salary. She inspected her
lipstick with a small mirror as she talked. "If I'm taking the
risk, I should get the money."
"We could afford to donate, say, three per cent to
educate Papua New Guinea's children."
"I'm not Papua New Guinean," said Madame Zhang,
"and the children are none of my affair. It's my money now
and I want to be the one who says where my money goes."
"But that three per cent brings you under a tax-shelter.
You can't personally direct where the money goes, but you
can advise that it goes to whatever organization you wish.
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And we can have our lawyers set up the fund as we like, as
long as we make the required annual minimum charitable
donation."
"I say we have it smuggled out. Then launder it in
Indonesia or someplace. We have that street gang here in
Moresby. Make them work for their pay." Linda put her
mirror and lipstick back in her purse and snapped it shut.
"Aside from the risk involved in putting millions of
Kina into the hands of a raskol gang to invest," said the man,
"we have another problem. "The gang leader has failed to
make contact for two weeks now. We don't know what's
happened to him."
"Well you'd better find him before that do-good
newspaper finds him," the woman retorted. "Or the police
either."

As Sophia boarded the Air Niugini flight for Madang,
she mulled over her conversation with Inspector Kerro.
Conversation? It was more like orders, she thought. She
sensed that there had been a lot he wasn't telling her. "Learn
all you can about Joseph Moran," she had been told. "But
don't try to find him. He could be dangerous."
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Moran. The Tok Pisin word for python. Or was his
name merely Irish? Where to begin? Best to start with the
dead wife's mother, she supposed. If the Morans left their
children with their grandmother, they must have trusted her.
And if Moran had been in the RPNGC, maybe the district
commander would know where to find her. So after checking
in at her guest house, her first stop was the police station.
She showed her newspaper credentials at the front
desk, and after a brief wait she was shown in to the chief's
office. "Sir, I am doing a study for The Journal on families
of constables who have suffered some sort of danger
connected with their spouse's job. I am especially interested
in Sergeant Joe Moran's family."
The chief inspected her card and handed it back.
"You're the second reporter who has asked about him this
week. I heard the unfortunate story about his wife, but if you
want information about the family, the proper one to ask is
the sergeant himself."
"Yes sir. The difficulty is that the sergeant has gone
missing. I was hoping you could help me locate the
children's grandmother to help find him."
The chief rubbed his jaw. "I hadn't heard that. He's not
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in Lae then?"
"No sir, not for the past several weeks. Apparently he
arranged for someone to sign for his paycheck." She tried to
state it tactfully, and the chief seemed to accept the
irregularity as a common way of doing business without the
need to use the word "fraud."
"Joe was a valuable man here," he said as he wrote
some directions on a note pad. "It's the least I can do for his
kids. He handed Sophia the address and was rewarded by
her most dazzling smile.
After changing into clothes less likely to label her as a
city dweller, she rode a PMV mini-bus out to the
grandmother's neighborhood that afternoon. A group of
children were gathered near the bus stop watching several
boys dueling their spinning wooden tops. A ragged cheer
went up as one boy's forceful fling of his top off the end of
its string knocked his opponent's top out of the circle drawn
in the dirt. Sophia asked one of the children the way to
Mama Maia's house, and was led deeper into the grove of
palms, followed by a small parade of children curious about
this stranger's errand. The village was a random scattering of
sago palm-leafed houses raised a meter off the ground on
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sturdy stilts. Her guide led her to where an elderly woman
was tending a small garden. Sophia identified herself,
inquiring about the woman's health and that of her
grandchildren. Maia invited her in.
After first making sure that Maia already knew about
her daughter's death, and expressing her sympathy over her
loss, Sophia explained her errand. "I am writing for the
newspaper in Moresby about when children lose a parent,"
Sophia explained. "In many cases a death comes slowly
from disease and there is time for the children to, well, not
get used to it, but at least to adjust more gradually. When it
comes suddenly, like with your daughter, it must be a terrible
shock."
"Naina's children are still small, a year and three years
old. They know their mother and father are away. Joseph is a
good man; I think he will come home soon and comfort
them. It will help to know they still have a father. Have you
talked with him?"
"I'd like to. Do you know when he'll be home?
"Soon, I hope. He doesn't write many letters. It's been
a month since one came."
"I couldn't get his address from the Constabulary. I
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suppose that's usual. Is there any one else around here who
might know it?"
"I have a daughter in Moresby. Let me write her
address for you." Maia carefully printed a number and street
in a section of Port Moresby. Sophia talked briefly with the
two shy little children, who had just come in, and then she
left.

"I found Joe Moran's two children and their
grandmother in a little village outside Madang a couple of
kilometers, Tobi it's called," Sophia reported to Inspector
Kerro and Tom. "But are you sure we're tracking the right
person? Everybody I've talked to gives him high marks, both
personally and professionally. Competent cop, community
leader, likes his kids. Granted he's been acting weird lately,
but he did see his wife killed before his eyes. What about
that street gang in Lae by the way?"
"They got away, the Lae commander told me," said
Tom. "Joe fired three shots after them, but then he turned his
attention to his wife. I remember when Kim and Morrie were
threatened last month, I almost lost it myself.
understand how a man can change like that."
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I can

"Post traumatic stress disorder is what they call it
nowadays,"said Kerro. Plus a whole lot of guilt at not being
able to do anything for his wife. Strong desire for revenge.
Revenge on anybody, no matter who. But he has to be
stopped before he turns deadly.
"Let me try to find the sister-in-law," suggested
Sophia. "Sometimes it takes a woman to approach another
woman. Even a woman social worker can look kind of
threatening."

Sophia introduced herself to the girl who answered
the door. "I work for the Moresby Journal and I've just been
interviewing your mother, Maia, in Madang, about Naina's
death last month." She explained her story assignment about
police families' problems and Joe's disappearance from his
new job with the Lae police department.
The girl, Barbara, look surprised. "Joe is here in
Moresby," she said. "I met him on the street just a week ago.
He said he was on a special assignment that he couldn't talk
about."
"Oh? Your mother didn't mention that."
"She may not know about it."
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"That may be," Sophia said, "I talked with Joe's two
children; they are staying with her, you know. Nice little
kids. The older one asked me when his Papa is coming
home. I had to tell him I didn't know."
"Joe never says much about his work," Barbara said.
"I've learned not to ask."
"It must be hard to have both parents gone," Sophia
sympathized. "Did Joe seem changed in any way since his
wife's death?"
"Well, sure. They were close. He seemed to have
other things on his mind the day I saw him."
"I'd like to talk with him, if it wouldn't upset him."
"You're not a police reporter?"
"No, I just work for the Journal," Sophia reassured
her."I do family articles and women's stuff."
"Well he didn't say where he was staying," Barbara
said, "but he had just come out of the Southern Cross Inn
when we met. If I meet him again I'll tell him his children
want to see him."
"Thanks. I appreciate it. Please don't tell him a
reporter was asking about him. I've found that that's a turnoff for some people when it comes time for an interview."
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"Some men have that problem, don't they," said
Barbara.
Sophia flashed a parting smile. "Exactly my opinion
too!"

Sophia reported back to Inspector Kerro. "He's here in
Moresby. His sister-in-law met him coming out of the
Southern Cross Inn a week ago. She doesn't know if he's
staying there, but it might be a good idea to put a watch on it
for a few days."

But Joe Moran had done enough surveillance work in
his career to spot the watcher at his hotel. Within four hours
he had paid his bill in cash and disappeared.
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Chapter Thirty

Father Simon was now the oldest priest at the mission
compound a kilometer off the highway going westward from
Madang. His hair was gray, his hands were crippled with
arthritis after forty years at the mission school. His duties
had been reduced from the full teaching load he once bore.
He was surprised, therefore, when a lone traveller on
foot, bearing only a backpack, came up the road from the
highway and asked for him by name. The man looked to be
in his late thirties, weary, dusty, with a stubble of beard.
"I am Father Simon," the old man said."You look
tired, man. Have you eaten? Come and sit down."
The man thankfully took a seat in the chair next to the
old priest. "A cup of water would be good, thanks." The
priest poured from the clay water jug on the table at his side
and offered the cup to his guest.
"And what brings you here, my son? Are you one of
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my former students, all grown up?"
"Yes, Father." The man drank deeply from the cup,
waved away the offer of more. "Twenty-four years ago, you
were my teacher. I remember your using the phrase 'God
willing' so often, 'We shall do this or do that, God willing'.
"When I grew up, I joined the Constabulary. I was a
good cop, and rose to sergeant's rank. Now my world has
fallen apart. I come here seeking refuge and guidance."
The old man peered at him. "Remind me of your
name, son. And God willing, we shall discover guidance for
your distress."
"Joe Moran, Father."
A smile lit the old priest's wrinkled face. "Ah yes," he
said, "I remember now. Feisty and bright. Welcome back.
When you are ready, tell me what brought your world
crashing down."
"I was a cop for ten years, Father. Now I am running
from the police."
"Anything you confide to me will be between you and
me and God, provided that no one becomes endangered by
keeping it secret. Do you have any sin you wish to confess
before God?"
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"Yes, Father, I have many." Joe recounted his journey
from Madang to Lae, his wife's violent death there, his anger
that built into rage, his move underground, his recruiting a
street gang to "get even" with the world. He admitted being
hired by embezzlers to harass the newspaper's campaign
against the increasing pollution, so that mining could
continue to expand.
"The newspaper wanted the mines to set aside a larger
share of' profits to build more schools, hospitals, and roads
for PNG. When my wife was killed, and neither the other
police nor I could prevent it, I went berserk and wanted
revenge. But my revenge is costing me my soul. And I don't
know what to do now, Father." It wasn't in Joe's nature to
weep, but he appeared grim, and utterly broken.

The old priest was silent for a time, gazing down the
road toward the distant sea, thinking. "Losing a member of
your family that way must be a terrible blow. Is the rage still
there, Joe?"
"Anger, yes. Rage, no, not the way it was at first."
"What is it like now?"
"We were married for more than four years, Father.
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Sharing our memories, sharing our bed, sharing our work.
We became a part of each other. When all that disappears, it's
like my right arm has been torn off."
The priest was silent, waiting for more. "Have you a
family, Joe?" he finally asked.
"A young son and daughter, staying with Naina's
mother," Joe said.
"Let's start there then, by remembering that God cares
for them, and they also need a father, all the more, now that
their mother is gone. But first let's get you something to eat.
You must be hungry. It's time for dinner. Come with me."

"How did you get here, Joe? Who knows you are
here?" The priest sat with him after the simple meal, on a
favorite hillside with a view over the compound.
"No one knows I'm here, Father," Joe said. "When I
saw a man watching the place where I was staying in the
capital, I knew it was time to leave. I stayed away from the
airport and the boat docks, and walked over the mountains
on the Kodoka Trail to Buna. Then took a boat up to Lae and
caught a ride on a lorry carrying supplies up to the refinery
at Basamuk Walked the last few kilometers―I didn't want
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anyone on a Madang bus recognizing me. And here I am."
"Aren't you afraid to travel alone?"
"I know how to take care of myself, Father. It's part of
my job."
"And did you harm anyone along the way," the priest
asked quietly. "Are you armed?"
"I harmed no one since I left Moresby. And yes, I am
armed, but I am through fighting now."
"Then will you trust me with your gun, Joe?"
Joe was silent for a long pause. "Yes Father, I trust
you." He handed his police weapon to the priest.

"Assault, accessory to rape, deception, accepting
stolen money, aiding embezzlement." The priest summed up
the crimes Joe had told him. "Have you killed anyone, Joe?"
"No, Father."
"Good. Then first, we must unite you with your
children. They need you and you need them. Secondly, we
must stop those who are robbing the nation. Thirdly, you
must make penance to those you have harmed. Where are
your children now?"
"With their grandmother. Tobi Village, outside
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Madang."
"Tomorrow I will go and see her. It's better if you
don't come with me yet. Meanwhile, it takes time for the
suffering to fade. Months, usually, sometimes years. That is
not uncommon, but it can be unhealthy. Focus on the goals
ahead, Joe. You still have work to do, tasks to accomplish."

"I have talked with their father," the priest told
Grandmother Maia as he sat on her veranda with a cup of
coffee. "He is staying near here now, but he is in trouble. He
blames himself and his fellow constables for being unable to
prevent his wife's murder, and has committed some vengeful
acts that he now regrets. He would like to see his children
and talk with you about their care. How do you feel about
that?" The children were playing outside with some of their
friends as he talked.
Grandmother Maia watched them quietly a few
moments. "Does he want to take them away?"
"No, he just wants to see them, reassure himself that
they are still here, worth waiting for. He has no way to take
care of them right now."
"Then of course he can come. He's a good man. Are
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the police looking for him?"
"Probably. He had best come here at night, when the
neighbors won't see him. I'll see that he gets here.
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Chapter Thirty-one

From the The Port Moresby Journal: OWEGO MINE PUT
ON HOLD
In a joint release by the Ministry of Mining and the
DEC, a spokesman who wished to remain anonymous said
that a temporary injunction was issued against the gold and
copper mine on Owego Island in Milne Bay last Friday. The
spokesman said that work will be suspended until
management brings its safety measures up to standard, both
for its workers and for those who live nearby. The
government

spokesman

cited

inadequate

ventilation

underground, poor management of mine waste, and "failure
to protect the public from contact with hazardous material."
South Sea Gold Corporation (SSG), the mine's operator,
acknowledges the shut down, but said it would be brief. The
new ventilation raise will soon reach the mine's recently
opened underground Level Four. Oxygen supplies are readily
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available, both to miners and to the hoist operators, to
guarantee safe exit in case of an emergency such as the mine
experienced two months ago.
SSG information officer Jeremy Blake said that
although the slurry pipeline still carries traces of cyanide and
other pollutants, the pipe itself has been rerouted around a
landslide area where it had been broken twice. He estimates
the mine will resume production in two weeks.
A new group, the Association of Milne Mine Owners
(AMMO) objected to the delay. AMMO protested the mine's
closure, claiming the Owego Mine was a victim of
discrimination. In a letter to the editor, an AMMO member
pointed out that several PNG mines dump their waste in the
ocean, but no one penalizes them.
"Owego," the editor responded, "is one of the few
ocean-disposal mines that has caused documented illness in
a nearby village. We are not against mining innovations in
principle. We have withheld opinion on new methods of very
deep ocean-bottom mining,for example, while awaiting
results of the first one or two such projects in the world. If
significant danger to sea creatures can be demonstrated in
fact as well as theory, we shall oppose it until such damage
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is corrected. We believe the government should limit any
more such licenses until the first one or two ocean-bottom
mines have been operating for several years. The minerals
will still be there. If research proves that deep-sea forms of
life can migrate on ocean currents to reach other deep sea
vents, (and there are evidently thousands of such spots
around the world), new sources of useful products will have
been achieved, and new knowledge gained about these
recently discovered life forms.
"Demonstration of such deep ocean currents," he
added, "would be another reason to ban deep sea disposal of
mine waste, as most nations have already done."

With Petey in jail and Joe Moran disappeared, the
embezzlers' street gang had shrunk to two, known on the
streets as Shark and Rocky. With no leader, they were
running out of the easy money they had become accustomed
to.
"These guys in the fancy suits get their money in
thousand-Kina notes," said Shark. He had never seen a
thousand-Kina note, but liked to imagine having such
wealth. "It stands to reason, don't it, if they have all that
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money, they need protection, right?"
"Who do we protect them from?" Rocky was a little
slow in grasping new ideas.
"From us, Matey!"
"Suppose they call the police, what do we do then?"
"They won't want to call the police. They're getting
that money illegal-like. They're crooks like we are, only
bigger. All we need to do is set up an appointment. That's the
way they work, make an appointment first. I already got one
guy's number."

The mining embezzlers were meeting again, to set up
their fraudulent trust fund. "I heard from our street gang
again," one remarked. "He wanted more money. I asked him
where Joseph had gone, and he said he was out of town."
"Does that mean like on the bottom of the Coral Sea,
or away on business?" asked another.
"I didn't choose to ask. This new fellow is called
"Shark". Have we any projects for him?"
"Why take the risk? Our project is going well enough
as it is. The more we mess with The Journal the more
publicity we get. It can backfire on us."
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"Let me handle it," said the woman, Linda. "I have
assets that you don't."
"What do you have in mind?"
"I'll have Gideon Bilasso set up another offer with
that reporter, Tom Akani."
"With all due respect, Linda, aren't you robbing the
cradle?"
"What I had in mind was simply money, Simpson.
But don't sell a fifty-five year-old woman short. Like I said, I
have assets that you don't."
"I'm sure you have. What about the street gang?"
"We don't need them anymore. Drop them."
"And who's going to tell The Shark?"
"Send him to me."

Madame Linda, as she preferred to be called, was
entertaining her co-conspirator Simpson Chen the next
afternoon, when there was a knock on the door of her hotel
suite. She didn't recognize the man on the other side of the
door's glass peep hole, and so put the safety chain on the
door before opening it a crack. "Yes? What do you want?"
"You sent for me."
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"Who are you?"
"They call me Shark," he said. He was a tall, heavily
built Melanesian with the battle-scarred ears of a prize
fighter, and an aggressive voice to match.
"You were supposed to be here at ten this morning,"
she said.
"I am here now. Do you want to see me or not?"
Madame Linda cast a what-can-you-expect look at
Simpson, who was still sitting in his chair. She released the
door chain, allowing Shark to enter. She made an imperious
gesture toward a chair and waited.
Shark gazed around the room and nodded. This was
the kind of people he had imagined. They would have
money. He was not a man to make small talk. "I came for
more money," he said.
"We deal with Mr. Moran," said Madame Linda.
"Where is he?"
"He's out of town. I have come for our pay."
Linda maintained an indifferent look, while she
opened her purse. Shark half rose from his seat, but she did
not produce any money. "We will deal only with your boss.
Your coming here is inappropriate," she said. "Now go
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away."
Shark's face darkened with rage. Didn't this foreign
woman know who he was? As he rose to his full height he
reached back and pulled a knife with a razor-sharp, gleaming
six-inch blade from the back of his belt. But when Linda
pulled her hand from her purse, she held a pistol. She clicked
the safety off and calmly pointed the gun at Shark.
Undeterred, and while Simpson watched in horror,
Shark moved forward, knife outstretched.
Without a trace of emotion, Linda shot him.
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Chapter Thirty-two

Shark stopped, dumbfounded. The wound in his shoulder
had made him drop the knife. He glanced down at it lying at
his feet and started to retrieve it. Without rising from her
chair, Linda fired again, tearing his shirt and grazing his left
arm. "Don't even think about it," she said. His bravado
rapidly ebbing, he turned and ran out the door, trailing drops
of blood on the pristine carpet in the hall.
"You spilled your drink, Simpson," Linda said. "Are
you quite alright?"
Simpson mopped his brow with a trembling hand.
"Where did you learn to shoot like that?" he said.
"First in marksmanship class at boarding school, three
years running. As I mentioned the other day, I have many
assets."
"I thought you were referring to assets of an entirely
different sort." he said.
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"Those, too. If you'd like to come over some other
time, I could show them to you. But I expect we are about to
have callers, so perhaps now is not the right time." She
picked up the jangling telephone. "Yes?" She heard an
excited desk clerk on the line. "We are quite alright," she
said. "We had a raskol at the door, demanding money. You
might let the police know that the man left his knife here. I
suppose his fingerprints are on it. Thank you for calling."
She replaced the phone on its stand. "Simpson, you will find
a towel in the bathroom. You seem to have spilled some of
your drink on yourself."
Twenty minutes later, the police arrived. A constable
knocked at the half-open door and peered cautiously into the
room. After making sure there were no casualties on site, he
ordered his backup man to follow the trail of blood and
arrest the man at its other end, and see what medical help
might be required. He then asked for Linda's gun, bagged it
so as not to add his own finger prints, and started taking
names and facts.
"Now then, just what happened here, Miss?" The
constable assumed that Simpson was merely a stunned
spectator; it was the woman who had the gun, after all.
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"This stranger knocked on the door, and said one of
my associates had made an appointment for him to see me. I
allowed him in to explain further. It turned out he wanted
money for some job he said he had done, or was going to do;
I didn't quite understand what. I told him quite plainly that
we didn't need him. He became angry when I refused to give
him money. He pulled a knife, and I shot him in self
defense."
The constable glanced at Simpson, who nodded in
agreement.
"I'll need to see your gun permit and some
identification." the constable said to Linda. She proffered her
passport from the People's Republic of China, and a folded
document in Chinese. He frowned at the Chinese form. "I
need something from the PNG government, he said. She
rummaged in her purse once more and found a paper from
the airport customs office. He frowned again in perplexity.
"Why are you in Papua New Guinea?"
"My husband is a senior consultant engineer, for the
Ministry of Mines," Linda said.
The policeman turned to Simpson. "You are the
husband?"
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Simpson shook his head. "Business associate." The
constable noted the particulars of Simpson's passport as well.
The constable's sergeant arrived, questioned them
both, and confiscated both the knife and pistol, carefully
preserving both for fingerprints. "We have the suspect in
custody," he told them. "Wasn't much of a problem. He was
hiding in a nearby alley. Didn't seem aware that he was
leaving a trail of blood. Both of you will have to come down
to the station to identify him. I must caution you both to not
leave the country while the case is under investigation. The
desk clerk at the station will give you receipts for these
passports."

At The Journal office, City Desk editor Jon Sinto
hung up his phone. "Tom, here's an assignment for you. A
robber accosted a Chinese woman in her hotel room,
demanding money, and she shot him after he pulled a knife.
They're all over at police headquarters now."
Matt Linn was visiting Tom's office, and pricked up
his ears. "Chinese tourist shoots raskol invading her hotel
room? Sounds like my kind of item for the Hong Kong
Chronicle. Okay if I come along?"
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The two reporters entered the duty sergeant's area just
as the handcuffed and bandaged Shark was being led to a
holding cell. Simpson and Linda were sitting in the row of
chairs along one wall. After talking with the desk sergeant,
Tom approached them. "Hello. I'm from the Port Moresby
Journal. Do you mind if I ask you a few questions? Matt, as
he often did when he went along with Tom, prepared to take
a photo with his digital camera.
Linda immediately said "No pictures!" and turned her
face downward. Tom motioned Matt to back off.
"Just questions then, is that alright?" Tom tried to
speak soothingly. Police stations often stressed people out,
he realized. "I'm impressed with your prompt and effective
action with the intruder, Ms. er . . .?"
"We've already given the necessary facts to the
police," said Simpson. "For reasons of personal privacy we
don't wish to be interviewed."
"I understand," said Tom. "Our readers, of course, are
always interested in cases where a victim turns the tables on
a raskol. They consider it a most praiseworthy action."
"As I said, we prefer to maintain our privacy," said
Simpson.
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"I'll respect your wish to remain anonymous," said
Tom. He motioned Matt to the stairway. "Let's stop by and
see if there are any new developments with Jason Kerro."
"Interesting that you should ask," said the inspector, a
few minutes later when they were seated in his small
laboratory office. We still have young Petey in protective
custody, you know. He's always been afraid to be released
out on the street. Half an hour ago, one of the jailers reported
that he's suddenly very anxious to get out of here."
"Why?"
"Don't know. He seems afraid."
"Has someone on the staff abused him?" asked Tom.
"I don't think so," said Kerro, "We try to be strict
about preventing that."
"Some new prisoner?" asked Matt
"Not that I know of. We just brought in that man the
Chinese lady shot. I don't know about him yet."
Matt suddenly spoke up. "I think I've seen that
woman before. Up in Hong Kong, or maybe in the casinos
across the bay in Macau. Linda—"Grand Duchess Linda"—
she's sometimes called. A social climber in society up there.
Her husband is a mining engineer. I've seen them at a couple
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of mining conventions I've covered for The Chronicle. I'm
told they like to gamble, I don't know where they get their
money."
"Was that her husband we saw her with just now?"
"No."
Inspector Kerro spoke up. "I'm not so much interested
in the man she was alone with in her hotel room in midafternoon as I am with the man who came to her door saying
he had an appointment with her. Why did he come to that
particular hotel room demanding money? And why did our
young friend Petey suddenly change his mind about wanting
to stay in jail about the time the man arrived here? Let's go
see him. You both understand this is entirely off the record."
"There goes a terrific story for Hong Kong, up in
smoke," muttered Matt.
"Maybe not, Matt," said Kerro. "Hang in there a few
more days and you may have a bigger story."

Kerro gave instructions to the desk sergeant. "I want
this to be the usual police line-up, but I don't really care how
closely they resemble each other. I want them to enter the
room one at a time. And I want Petey and a guard in the
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observation room. That's right, Petey's going to be our
witness, but don't tell him anything in advance. I'll meet you
there. "You two," he turned to Matt and Tom, "shouldn't
really see this. It might involve you as witnesses in a later
trial that could be dangerous."
"Witnessing is what we do in our job." said Tom; Matt
nodded.
"I'll want total silence about it in the press or in any
conversation, both within this country and outside it."
"Agreed," they both said.
"Come on, then. Put on these dark glasses, Tom.
Petey's not likely to remember you from your gang beating,
but I don't want anything to complicate this."
Petey and his guard were already in the observing
room when Kerro entered. "Petey, this window is a one-way
glass. You will be able to see them, but they can't see you or
even know you are here. Do you understand?"
"I don't know anything," said Petey, "I just want to get
out of here."
"Send in the first man," instructed Kerro to the
attendant waiting in the hall. "Look at the man, Petey."
"I don't know him."
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"Next man."
"Don't know him," Same with the third.
Then Shark was put in. Petey panicked. "I don't know
him either! I want to go home, I tell you!" Sweat stood out
on his face in the air-conditioned room. They had the fifth
man enter the lineup, just to complete the process, but Petey
only had eyes for Shark.
Kerro thanked the reporters and sent them on their
way. He then went up to the senior inspector's office. Chief
Inspector Jacobs was about to go home for the day, but
changed his mind when Kerro told him, "I think we've just
found another of the embezzlers' enforcement gang, and
perhaps two of the big people themselves."
His superior heard some of the details and gave three
instructions:
"Set a plain clothes watcher on each of those two,
with back-up in unmarked cars. Follow them if either leaves
the hotel, and see who they contact. We've already put a bug
on the hotel room phone. Second, I'm ordering an immediate
freeze on all their financial accounts. Notify the prosocutor:
they may withdraw no more than five hundred Kina. Third,
send out for some dinner, and call the embezzlement task
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force in here for a meeting this evening. This may be a long
night."
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Chapter Thirty-three

The government's anti-embezzlement task force met that
evening in the senior inspector's office. They represented
expertise in government, finance, mining, forensics, and
police tactics, among other more specialized topics. Kerro
and his chief brought the others up to date on the day's
developments. "Mrs. Zhang's claim that this was a random
encounter is very unlikely.
The man she shot―he's known as "Shark"―claims
that he had phoned someone and made an appointment to
see this woman around noon, and that she, or someone,
owed him money. There is strong evidence that he is part of
the gang harassing the newspaper people, and is in fact
employed by the embezzlers. We already have one member
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of the gang in custody, and he literally panicked when he
saw Shark being led along the prison corridor; he's now in a
different cell for his own protection. Mrs. Zhang almost
certainly is one of our quarry, and we shall follow her
contacts closely."
"What about the man in the room with her? Why was
he there?" someone asked.
"If she was really expecting Shark, or someone like
him, she may have had Mr. Chen there as a witness while
she goaded Shark into attacking her and then claimed self
defense. According to the constable who took her original
report, they were 'having tea'. But the glass the man was
holding held whiskey, the constable said."
Kerro spoke up. "An independent source says Ms.
Zhang has a reputation as a big spender at the casinos around
Hong Kong, and that she and her husband often associate
with mining executives in Hong Kong. This may be our first
real lead into the group we are after."
"Now the first thing we need to do," said the chief, "is
examine her local bank accounts."He turned to the group's
legal expert. "Any problems there?"
"Not if you can show reasonable suspicion that she is
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connected to the gang that's been attacking the newspaper
staff. The decision will be up to the magistrate. But you can
bet that Ms. Zhang will bring in legal counsel."
"She contacted a lawyer at his home last night, on her
hotel room phone. A Mr. Nathan Bista," the tactical officer
said. "She seemed to know him, and informed him of the
shooting. He told her not to volunteer any information; the
usual stuff."
"I know him," said the legal officer. "He has a kind of
borderline reputation. Did she phone anyone else?"
"Another call, but no one answered. We traced the
number to Oliver Brumbai, the member of Parliament."
"And this lady is from mainland China, right? How
long has she been in our country?"
"Her passport shows entry about six months ago. No
previous entry here. Her husband has been here about a
month longer, on contract with a private mining consulting
firm."
"She could easily have met these people socially, I
suppose," said the chief inspector. "On the other hand, we
should consider them possible conspirators until proven
otherwise. I want a report on Ms. Zhang's finances by
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tomorrow noon."
"Any report on Sergeant Moran's whereabouts?"
someone asked.
"Not much, since he disappeared from the Capital
District," said Kerro. "Nothing from Lae. But his children
are with their grandmother near Madang. He's likely to try
and visit them if he hasn't totally lost contact with reality. I'm
going to try and get our new prisoner Shark talking
tomorrow and see how well they know each other."
"How should we approach the parliament member,
Brumbai?"
"Very carefully, if at all yet," advised the chief
inspector. It would be too easy for him to brush off her
phone call as a wrong number. And Mr. Brumbai has
influence in a lot of places. No need to warn him of our
suspicions now. Any other questions? Right, then. You all
know your assignments. Meeting dismissed."

Inspector Kerro's first task the following day was to
visit Shark, accompanied by one the constables in the task
force. After a few introductory questions he asked, "How
well do you know Linda Zhang ?"
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"Never met her before. But I know her well enough
now to stay the hell away from her!"
Kerro smiled in sympathy. "Surprised you when she
pulled that gun, did she?"
"Too right! There I was trying to collect an honest
debt for some friends, and she shoots me twice, no warning."
"And there you were with nothing to defend yourself
but that long knife in your hand. Who are the friends you
were collecting for?"
"Don't know as I'm allowed to reveal that."
"This is the police you're dealing with. One of the
friends is Sergeant Joe, right?"
Shark's face was blank, except for his eyes shifting.
"Joe who?"
"I think you may have been set up, Shark. It could go
easier with you if you cooperate. We want to know where
Joe has gone since he left town and left you holding the
bag."
"I don't know no Joe."
"Who told you to go to the Winslow Hotel, room
512?"
"Just a guy at a phone number I had. My friends did
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some work for him a month ago.
"What kind of work?"
"Kind of, um, investigation stuff."
"Is it this number?" Kerro read from the list of pocket
contents inventoried by the police at Shark's arrest.
"Maybe. I forget."
"The paper is from your pocket. It has Ms. Zhang's
hotel and room number written just below it.
"Then, yeah."
"That's all for now, Shark. But I know you know a lot
more than you're telling me. And cooperating with me can
get you shorter jail time. Attempted assault with a deadly
weapon is a serious charge. Think about it, man."
Kerro's next stop was the chief inspector's office; a
busy place that morning. "Shark got his instructions for his
'appointment' from the same number that Linda Zhang called
last night, Chief―Oliver Brumbai's home phone."
"That's interesting, Jason. We've just also learned that
her bank account presently holds a balance of forty-three
million Kina plus change, about twenty million US dollars.
A lot more than she declared in her possession when she
entered PNG."
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"And a lot more than even illegal casinos in PNG pay
out, to highest winners," said Kerro.
"When are you going hunting for Joe Moran?" said
the choef inspector
"I've got a ticket on this afternoon's Madang flight. I
could have sent someone, but I know the Madang
commander, and can probably move faster on what I can
find," Kerro said.
"In your opinion how reliable is the commander?"
"He's competent. And I give him at least a few points
above average for honesty."
"Get back as soon as you can."
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Chapter Thirty-four

Jason had a long conversation with the Madang police
commander. "What's all the excitement about Joe Moran?"
said the commander. I hear about him more since he
transferred than I did the whole time he worked here."
"Well, Dave, seeing your wife killed before your eyes
in a botched mugging can do strange things. He worked for a
while on a special project outside police jurisdiction, is the
most tactful way I can put it, and then disappeared. We think
he had uncovered some valuable information just before that
in a government case."
"Did somebody kill him?"
"I hope not."
"I can give you his mother-in-law's address. That's
about the only thing I have. Is this thing he was working on
very big, then?"
"Very big." Kerro added in his mind, and I wish I
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knew what it is. He borrowed a car and driver from the
constabulary office, went to Tobi Village, and located
grandmother Maia.
"Joseph was here a few days ago," Maia told him.
"His children were so very glad to have him back. They just
clung to him, and his son couldn't stop talking. He's a good
father, even if he has to be away so much."
"I'm very sorry about your daughter's death," Jason
said gently, "and I'm afraid I may have to take Joseph back
to Port Moresby for a while. He may have very important
knowledge that our government needs to know."
"Will he be safe?"
"I'll do my best."
"I want you to meet his children. Then go see Father
Simon at the Christian Mission."

"I am glad you have come," Father Simon told Jason.
"I've been expecting someone for several days. Yes, Joe is
here. I'll take you to him presently, but first I want to tell you
about him. He came seeking guidance and refuge. He knows
he has done wrong; he knows that the people trying to gain
excessive profit from the mines must be stopped, and that he
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himself must make atonement for those he has harmed. He
voluntarily surrendered his weapon the day he arrived here.
He is a good police officer who went astray for a time,
Inspector. He is willing to cooperate. He is at peace with
God and with himself."
"In your opinion, Father, is he mentally sound?"
"I'm no psychiatrist, Inspector, but yes, in the days
that he has been here I believe him to be."
"Time to act against the criminals we are after is
running out, Father. I'd like to talk with Joe now, if I may."
"I'll bring him." The aged priest arose, while a brother
set a pot of tea on the table.
Presently Joe Moran walked into the room, lean,
quiet, in clean civilian clothes.
He faced Inspector Kerro at attention, and gravely saluted.
"At ease, Sergeant," Kerro was also quiet."Welcome
back. You've had a long journey."
"Yes, sir."
"Sit down. I see they brought us some tea. Are you
through with your anger now?"
"Yes sir, I am."
"We'd best be returning to Moresby. Have you any
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unfinished business here?"
"I'd like to say goodbye to my children, sir, if I may."
Kerro

had

a

dilemma.

Sergeant

Moran

was

technically a prisoner, with a record of clever evasion from
authorities, but also had a reputation of being a better than
average policeman in the more distant past. Which one
would be dominant in the next twenty-four hours? "Tell me
about your son, Sergeant."
"I want him, and my daughter, to grow up knowing
that their father is an honest cop, who loved their mother
very much, sir."
Kerro had no way to be sure he was not being conned.
He chose to take the risk. "We'll stop off in Tobi Village," he
told his driver. And to Moran, "You'll have an hour,
Sergeant."
During that time, Kerro arranged passage for two on
the late afternoon plane to Moresby, and stopped off at the
local police headquarters to touch base with his friend the
commander. "I found him, and he's going back with me,
David. Am I being foolish to trust him without handcuffs?"
"Let me put it this way, Jason: When you are through
with whatever special project you are on, I'd like him
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assigned back here on my staff. Does that answer your
question?"
"I think it does. Thanks, David, you've been a good
help. I'll have your car and driver back to you within the
hour."

Notified of Kerro's success, Chief Inspector Jacobs
had a car waiting for them at the airport, delivering them
directly to Police Headquarters. They were ushered into his
office for a private report.
The chief inspector was blunt. "There are a number of
irregularities to be dealt with in your career over the past two
or three months, Sergeant. First, let me offer condolences on
behalf of the entire Constabulary for the loss of your wife."
The sergeant nodded his thanks silently.
"Second, I want you to stay here at Headquarters
night and day, not only for your own safety, but for the
Project's secrecy. We are close to rounding up the whole
embezzlement conspiracy, and I don't want any information
to leak out to the wrong places. Thirdly, you will undergo a
complete physical and psychiatric exam to be sure there
aren't any surprises. That's mostly a routine formality, but
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still necessary before returning you to active duty. Fourth,
you may have to face formal charges for acts you have
committed. That will be up to the prosecuting attorney, and
is beyond my jurisdiction. Your conduct in the near future
will be taken into consideration. As far as the general public
is concerned you will have been on special assignment. Is all
that clear?"
"Yes, Chief Inspector."
"Good. Now, I don't know how much Inspector Kerro
has told you"
"I've told him nothing about the case, sir," said Kerro.
"Just so. Then you should know that we already have
two of your associates in custody, Petey and Shark. You are
to have no contact with them; they are not to know you are
here. How many more were in that group?"
"Just Rocky, sir. I doubt that he is capable of acting
much on his own."
"And of the mining conspiracy? Who's at the head?"
"My instructions came from a member of Parliament,
Oliver Brumbai, sir. The group is mostly an independent lot,
from several countries, I gather. I was paid through either
Mr. Brumbai, or by Bella Chen, the wife of a Chinese
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business man here in PNG."
"Who else can you name?"
Sgt. Moran thought a few moments. "I think
Brumbai's son is in it. Tyson Brumbai; I think he's a
government man. And Nathan Bista, a lawyer. I think most
of the rest are foreigners, connected with mining. Nine or ten
in all."
"You've got those names, Jason?" asked the chief.
"Yes sir. We had the senior Brumbai and Simpson
Chen on our list already, plus another that the Sergeant has
not named."
"Right, then. Have the profiles of the new ones ready
for tonight's task force meeting at seven. Sgt Moran, we'll
get you a place to sleep. You may use the library and
cafeteria. You will be assigned a constable to accompany
you on any and all trips outside the building. He will be
armed. You are not to divulge any information, either to
other staff or to outsiders. Report to me each morning."
"Yes, sir. Am I to wear uniform?'
"You will be on duty, day shift, in plain clothes. My
clerk will do the paperwork. And Sergeant, as you already
know, these conspirators stop at nothing to gain their ends.
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There are hundreds of millions of Kina at stake for them. Be
alert, watch your back, and stick with your constable at all
times, on or off duty."

The Task Force meeting that evening was final
preparation for a mass raid scheduled for the next morning.
"We want this to be simultaneous, before people go to work
tomorrow," said the chief inspector. "When you instruct your
teams at the morning briefing, be sure each team has the
proper home or hotel address, that at least one member of
your party is armed, be sure each suspect is informed of his
legal rights. These suspects are not, repeat not, eligible for
bail without specific written order signed by the attorney
general or the public prosecutor.
"Be polite, but pay no attention to threats, bargaining,
or bribe offers. This operation tomorrow involves not only
the police, but several other government departments. As
long as you inform suspects of their rights to legal counsel,
you need only transport them to a police station and give the
authorities there the notice from the Attorney General that
they are to be held without bail. Any questions?"
"What if they ask what the charges are?"
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"Tell them conspiracy to misappropriate public
funds'."
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Chapter Thirty-five

When the teams formed up before 7 a.m. next day, Tom
Akani and Matt Lin had security clearance to cover the
raids. Tom chose to go with the team assigned to arrest the
conspirator's lawyer. Matt chose the team for Linda Zhang,
hoping his own fluency in Cantonese and Mandarin might
let him overhear something not detected by the PNG team
members.
The sergeant who had arrested Shark was now a team
leader, and Matt hoped he remembered Ms. Zhang's
expertise with her pistol. The sergeant posted one constable
at the hotel front desk to be sure that she was not
forewarned. "Matt, you come with us to her room, but be
sure to stand well clear of her door." Upstairs in the hall, the
sergeant took the room key the desk clerk had given him,
used his left hand to insert it in the lock and open the door,
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holding his drawn pistol ready in his right.
"Linda, we are the police!" the sergeant called, "Come
out with your hands on your head!" There was a moment of
tension as her voice came through the bedroom door that she
needed to put on a robe. But she came out with no visible
weapon. A female constable from the headquarters office
briefly searched her, then led her back into the bedroom to
get dressed. Linda reappeared, fully clothed and in
handcuffs, followed by the constable. "There's a knife in the
purse," the police woman reported, handing the purse to the
sergeant.
He read Linda her rights, asked if she had any
medicines or other necessaries she needed to take with her,
and they left.
The task force leaders had decided to divide the
prisoners, PNG citizens to be booked at Boroko police
station, foreigners at Police Headquarters. Thus Tom and
Matt had no chance to compare notes until later in the day.
Matt lost no time, however, in getting initial reactions from
the five foreign prisoners, one Australian, one American, and
three Chinese, and sending his story to The Hong Kong
Chronicle. He picked up added information at the police
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station from hearing the two Chinese women loudly
complain in Cantonese about the arrest of their attorney,
Nathan Bista. Simpson Chen assured them that one of
Nathan's partners would soon be on hand to assist them. "But
what about my money," Linda

angrily demanded in

Cantonese. "They wouldn't let me take out more than five
hundred Kina yesterday! How are we to get our funds out of
the country now?"
When Matt met Tom, he learned that Tyson Brumbai,
the banker and son of Oliver, had not been found, although
their information was that he had spent the night at his
parent's home. Only two New Guineans, Brumbai the elder,
and Bista were in custody down at Boroko Station. "I
wouldn't be surprised if old Oliver has slipped a bribe to one
of the officers to report that his son Tyson had left for work
early," said Tom. "Or Tyson may have actually done so with
the intent of withdrawing funds to send offshore. If so, he'll
find that all their accounts are already frozen. But we only
have a total of seven prisoners, plus Tyson, who we can find
later. Who else is missing? There should be nine."

At Boroko Station, an attorney from the Public
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Prosecutor's office had been questioning both the captive
member of Parliament and the lawyer about missing money
and missing members, and getting nowhere with them,
except that Mr. Bista was allowed a phone call to his office,
where another partner in the firm assured him that legal help
was on the way.
Tom made his way to the Brumbais' bank. "Neither
Mr. Brumbai nor his son has been here this morning," a
spokesman said, "and I have no information about anyone
being arrested."
"Are you aware that they are charged with stealing
government funds?" Tom asked.
"No comment."
Tom returned to the Boroko Station where Mr.
Emerson Spitzer, from the law offices of Bista, Spitzer &
Gunn, Solicitors, was holding a news conference to a now
gathering collection of media reporters. "The government
has reached a new low," Mr. Spitzer said, "when it not only
arrests a suspect, whose career has always been above
reproach, but now has the arrogance to imprison his attorney
of record."
Tom raised his voice, "sir, is it true that attorney Bista
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himself

is

charged

with

felony

conspiracy

and

embezzlement?"
"Rubbish!" said Mr. Spitzer, "The term embezzlement
has never been raised."
"Misappropriation of government funds, then,"
amended Tom.
"Young man, I must caution you against such
irresponsible language," said the attorney. "Those are
charges for the courts to decide, and I have no doubt that the
court will reject them."
"He appeared to not have a clue what his partner has
been up to," Tom later told Matt, "or else he uses bluster to
hide a weak defense case."
"So what happens next?" asked Matt.
"Considering the amount of money involved, there
will be a criminal trial in the National Court. They may get
out on bail, but aren't likely to go anywhere. The police have
their passports, and have frozen their bank accounts. People
here are rarely held without bail except in murder cases or
armed robbery. But when the money amount is in the
hundreds of millions of Kina, I don't know. A lot of PNG's
future development could depend on a case like this. It
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should be a major story even for your paper back in Hong
Kong."
"One thing I did find out this morning, Linda is on
some board that has controlling interest in the South Sea
Gold Co. that runs the Owego Mine."
"Does the Attorney General's office know? Might
help the prosecution's case," said Tom.

Attorney Spitzer was being interrogated by agents of
the Ministry of Finance and the Attorney General. "There
has been no violation of the laws," he declared.
"With due respect, Mr. Spitzer," the man from
Finance argued, "there are many questions that neither you
nor your clients have answered. The very amount of money
in question begs an explanation. Nine hundred million Kina
is arguably the largest sum ever to come up in a
misappropriation of funds issue. In addition they are charged
with conspiring to cause severe bodily harm to several
victims."
"Mere arithmetic," Mr. Spitzer stated firmly, ignoring
the bodily harm issue. "The amount of money has no bearing
on the facts of law."
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"It does, however, influence our decision to hold your
clients without permitting bail. That is a well established
procedure in cases involving far less sums of money than
this."
Mr. Spitzer was affronted. "Do you mean to say that
my clients' honesty is in doubt?" One of them is an
honorable member of Parliament!"
Silence in the room. No one chose to answer this.
"I shall see you in court then, gentlemen. Good day to
you!" Mr. Spitzer stalked out.
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Chapter Thirty-six
Headline: SEVEN HELD FOR "MASSIVE
MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS"
In a sweeping move against fraud yesterday morning,
two

citizens

and

five

foreigners

face

charges

of

misappropriating more than nine hundred million Kina from
government funds that had been intended for upgrading the
nation's infrastructure. They will be arraigned in National
Court at Waigani today. Member of Parliament Oliver
Brumbai and his attorney Mr. Nathan Bista are detained at
Boroko police station. Brumbai's son, banker Tyson
Brumbai, and an unnamed government official are still at
large and are being sought.
Mr. Porter Wainscott, Australian mining executive
and entrepreneur, Mr. Simpson Chen and his wife Bella,
both holding passports from the People's Republic of China,
Mrs. Linda Zhang of Hong Kong, alleged to be connected
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with the South Sea Gold Consortium, and Mr. George Siler,
a mining investment analyst holding a USA passport, were
all detained at Police Headquarters according to latest
information available when The Journal went to press.

"So this is what's kept you so busy the last couple of
weeks." Kim Akani turned to page A-2 of the morning paper
to follow the rest of the story, as she sipped her morning
coffee. "Morrie, did you know your Papa is now a famous
journalist?" Unimpressed, their young son continued to
focus on his toast and jam.
Tom reached for more coffee. "Just following the
clues. Actually, we've got a whole week's worth of follow-up
scheduled. I've got an interview with the defendant Linda
Zhang this afternoon."
"And what's so special about Linda?" Kim asked in a
neutral tone as she fixed another slice of toast and jam for
Morrie.
"Well, for starters, she shot one of the guys who beat
me up two months ago. According to Matt, she's got some
connection back in Hong Kong with South Sea Gold that
owns the Owego mine. And she's more photogenic than, say,
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any business executive with a name like Porter Wainscott."
"Is she the one that offered you that cushy job with
South Sea Gold as newsletter editor-in-chief? I guess that
would boost your attitude enough to give her special
attention."
"Attitude's got nothing to do with it," said Tom, "If
you want to sell newspapers, you gotta have interviews and
pictures."
"And how many have you had with her so far?"
"Matt and I tried to start one the afternoon she was
brought in after the shooting. All we got from her was "No
pictures!" And by the way, the job offer two months ago was
from Li Khao Sai, their regional manager here in Moresby,
not Ms. Linda."
"Do you ever wish you'd accepted?"
"The day after you and Morrie went away, I thought
about it, yeah. Still do, sometimes, when I hardly ever have
free time for you and Morrie. I admit it, a foreign
scholarship for our kid when he grows up, with all expenses
paid, still sounds tempting."
"Well, be careful this afternoon. Don't get carried
away with your subject."
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"Don't worry, she's not my type, especially not in a
jail cell."
"The company newsletter offer is something to keep
in mind, though. Newspaper reporting isn't all that stable a
job."

The interview room separated Tom from the prisoner
by bars, with a constable standing behind Linda. "Madame
Zhang, I'm Tom Akani from the Port Moresby Journal. We
met briefly when you arrived at police headquarters. What
were your reactions when you were told you were under
arrest?"
She appeared to be searching her memory. "Oh yes,
you're the young reporter that does the articles about mining,
aren't you. You say we've met before?"
"When you arrived at police headquarters. I had a
photographer with me, and you told us 'No pictures.' What
was your reaction to your arrest?"
"Naturally I was angry. They were behaving as
though I had done something wrong. I thought, Who are all
these people, and what are they talking about? I had an
appointment with my hairdresser, and had to cancel it. It was
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so annoying."
Tom wondered if she was in contact with reality, or
deliberately trying to obscure the charges against her. "You
do understand, don't you, Madame Zhang, that the Court this
morning indicted you and your colleagues for stealing a
large amount of money from the government?"
"How can anyone say that? I've never even met the
government! Except for Mr. Bilasso of course, my husband's
associate. My husband's an engineering consultant, you
know; very high up in mining circles."
"Madame Zhang, have you talked with your lawyer
since your arrest?" Tom thought maybe she was going to
claim that she had been denied legal help at her arrest.
"I tried to call Mr. Bista, but they said he was busy at
another police station. So while I was waiting, I called my
hairdresser to tell her I might have to cancel, and then the
police people said I had used up my phone calls. That's
nonsense, I still have more than one hundred minutes on my
card."
"Madame Zhang, according to the police report, when
your bank account was frozen it contained more than
43,000,000 Kina. Would you like to explain why you needed
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that much money?"
"That's a personal matter, young man. I need only say
that the cost of living in Hong Kong is much greater, not to
mention taxes. You wouldn't believe . . . ."
"No, I probably wouldn't." And you wouldn't believe
me if I were to tell you how many schools or medical clinics
that amount was supposed to build, Tom thought.
"There we are, then, she said. What I do with my
money should be no concern of yours."
Tom left the jail with a sense of depression,
wondering how any one could comprehend the logic, or lack
of it, in Linda 's mind. And he pondered what a job on South
Sea Gold's monthly newsletter might require him to explain
if he accepted. Even if it paid as much as the management
had implied, enough to pay for Morrie's university education
fifteen years from now, how would he ever explain to his son
why he did such a job?
"So how did the interview go?" Kim asked him that
evening.
"It showed me a type of self interest that I hope I
never have to work under. At least I can explain the work I
do now, if my son ever asks."
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"Good," Kim said, putting her arms around him,
"That's what I hope, too."
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Chapter Thirty-seven

"Any word on where Brumbai's son has gone?"Chief
Inspector Jacobs asked Kerro when the Task Force met again
the day following the seven prisoners' appearance in Court.
"He's never shown up at his office at the bank," said
Kerro. The family says they don't know, but I think some of
them are hiding him. He has relatives all over his father's
home district. We've put a hold on all his known bank
accounts.
"We have two main problems," said the prosecuting
attorney's deputy. "We can get audits from the Treasury
Ministry that will confirm that the funds were removed to
private accounts. We would have a stronger case if we can
use Sergeant Moran's testimony to show the prisoners'
connection to the attacks on staff members at the newspaper,
and the false accusations against the editor, were all part of
the plot. The Defense will try to claim that Moran himself
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should be a defendant for his part in all that."
"Nobody has pressed charges on Moran yet, although
they probably will. He volunteered to be a witness," said the
chief inspector. That, and his past record, the psychiatrist's
report, and his absence during the actual rape, should make
him an asset. What's your other problem?"
"The identity of the ninth defendant. Who is he? or
she? It's hard to present him as Mister What's-His-Name.
People will say he bribed us to keep his name out of it. We'd
lose our credibility."
"Maybe I can help with that," said Tom, who had been
permitted to sit in on the conference. "In an interview
yesterday, Madame Zhang told me she didn't know anyone
in the government, except her husband's associate, Gideon
Bilasso in the Ministry of Mines. I had a hard time deciding
whether Ms. Zhang is a scatter-brain, or she is actually a
clever woman skilled in diverting attention. But I have also
interviewed Mr. Bilasso in the past, and recall once when I
asked him where the Ministry draws the line between
profitability for the foreign investor and for the people of
Papua New Guinea, he broke into a sweat and looked
decidedly ill. I thought at the time that he reacted very
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strangely to what was just a simple question of ethics."
"Might he have been ill?" asked the chief inspector.
"No, he seemed to recover after a few moments. Said
something like 'that would be a matter for the Treasury
Ministry to decide'."
"But it's not a decision that Treasury rules on, is it?"
someone in the group asked.
"Freudian slip, maybe? where the subconscious slips
in something the person's trying to hide?" offered someone
else.
"Anyway, I thought it unusual," said Tom, "and he got
on his phone almost before I was out the door."
"I'll check on it," said Kerro, making a note.
"So will I,"said the man from the finance ministry.
"I'm not aware of any financial maneuvers he's made, but it
won't be hard to find out."

"What can you tell me about these two, Sergeant?"
Chief Inspector Jacobs passed a pair of photos to Joe Moran
after summoning him to his private office.
"They're mug shots of Shark and Petey, two of my
former gang, sir. I knew you had Petey, but when did you
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collect Shark?"
"He went to Linda Zhang's hotel room to get paid
after you disappeared. An argument broke out."
The sergeant's face hardened. "Shark can be
impulsive. He didn't hurt her, did he?"
"No, she shot him. She has quite a reputation in Hong
Kong as a marksman, we learned. It's a hobby of hers. One
shot to the shoulder to make him drop the knife he pulled;
and a second to just graze his left arm and warn him not to
pick it up. The constables had no trouble finding him in an
alley from the trail of blood he left.
Moran's face wore a brief grim smile. "Shark must
have had a hangover from the night before. His reflexes are
usually quicker than that. I don't know Linda very well. The
other woman, Bella, was the paymaster. And the lawyer, or
Brumbai himself sometimes, gave me the orders. I saw the
others only by chance."
"What was the plan, then, about the newspaper?"
asked the chief.
"The big men and the mining bosses didn't like what
the paper was doing, trying to get the government to build
schools and things from their profits. It cut down the amount
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available for graft, you know. So our job was to discourage
the newspaper; after bribery didn't work. We went for the
reporter Akani first, and after they kept him in their news
building with a guard, we tried to get the woman reporter,
Waru, but we couldn't tell which one she was. So we finally
chose the girl that was easiest, who left about ten minutes
after the others at night. The intent was to scare the crap out
of her. Rape wasn't in my plan, but Shark had different ideas,
and moved the attack up a night without telling me. In any
case, the attack didn't achieve its purpose.
"Then that stupid lawyer thought he could do a better
job; and tried to get the city desk editor arrested on a charge
no one but an idiot would believe. Some rookie in the
Prosecutor's office fell for it and ended up with egg all over
his face. That was about the time those kids at the Owego
Mine got sick, and then I started thinking about my own kids
back in Madang. Started wondering what my wife Naina
would have thought about what I was doing, if she were still
alive." Joe bit his lip, flicked some moisture from his eye
with a fingertip.
"Sergeant, you know you are open to any number of
charges, if any of your victims choose to make them," the
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chief said. Moran nodded and composed himself. "You've
been a help so far, in identifying these people, and if you
testify for the prosecution during the trial, you will have
done your country an even greater service. It's possible we
can get you a suspended sentence. But I can't promise it."
"A suspended sentence would mean I can take care of
my kids, is that right?"
"That's up to the police in Madang. They have an
informal child protection group they consult with. Their
concern is for the safety of the children, and rightly so. The
best I can promise you is that I'll talk to some of them about
you.
"I'll testify to the truth, sir."
"That's all we can ask, Sergeant. You're dismissed for
now."
Moran stood and saluted.
"One more thing, Sergeant. What about the fourth
member of your raskol gang?"
"Rocky, sir? He lives in the Settlements. I can
probably find him if you like."
"No, Sergeant. Don't forget that your own life may be
in danger now from the people you worked for. You're still in
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protective custody, you might say. How dangerous is Rocky,
do you think?"
"He's Shark's old sparring partner, sir, a little too
punchy to have enough street-smarts to act on his own.
Shark delivers a mean left jab."
"That's good to know, Joe. We have other fish to fry
first, then. You're dismissed."

"Gideon Bilasso has only 500,000 Kina in the one
bank account we can find," the man from Finance Ministry
reported to the chief inspector.
"Why do you say 'only'?"
"All the other conspirators had millions. Out of nine
hundred million Kina embezzled, why did he get the short
stick?"
"Find out," said the Chief. "How did he get mixed up
with this lot? Does he have a drug habit? Big gambling
debts? Is he being blackmailed? Has he a girl friend? How
far has he to go before reaching retirement age? Use your
imagination, man. Don't just assume that he has no
imagination. Most people have a dream. Find out his. That
news reporter friend of Kerro's says he's been talking with
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Bilasso since that mine accident earlier this year. Maybe he
can give you a clue."
Tom Akani, in turn, brought Matt Lin and Sofia Waru
into the conundrum, now that the need for secrecy was
mostly gone. "Where does he fit in? Is he the master mind?
Does he stash his money somewhere else? My own
impression of him is a stodgy old bureaucrat who's been
with the Ministry of Mines since forever. If he had any
ambition, he would have been nearer the top by now."
"Is he the social connection between the mining big
shots and the government crowd?" asked Sofia.
"I've never thought of him as anyone's social
connection," said Tom. "He's the typical old codger who
lives at his desk."
"Then why did a high-voltage woman like Linda say
he's the only government man she knows?" asked Sofia.
"Who knows why Linda says anything?" said Tom.
She impresses me as an airhead who doesn't see any farther
than her own mirror."
"Oh, no," said Sofia. "You weren't watching her at the
hearing yesterday. She's anything but an airhead. Conceited,
yes. Single minded and arrogant, maybe. But she knows
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what she wants and how to get it. How many fifty-year-old
women in PNG do you know who've had a face lift, and who
use bright red lipstick?"
"I did watch her, but I've talked with her too."
"Men mostly watch a different set of features, Tom.
And you miss seeing the person behind the projection a
woman puts out. Some women are phony. And some hide
their true character. But Linda is real."
"You're the one to work on her then, and find out
about Bilasso," said Tom.
"No. I can read her, but she can read me, too, and will
be on her guard. She will assume you are a meddling,
idealistic news reporter. Project that image. It can give you
the edge."

In the event, it was Inspector Jason Kerro who went
to the Mining Ministry to make the inquiry official.
"Good of you to spare me some time, Sir," Kerro said
when he was seated before Mr. Bilasso's desk.
"This is a terrible situation that is developing,
Inspector," said the latter. "I had no idea there is such wide
spread corruption in the government. Is it true that almost a
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billion Kina is missing from the national treasury?"
"That's what the Task Force has discovered so far,
yes."
"And how can I help you, Inspector?"
"It seems to be associated with revenue from certain
mining companies. I thought you might be able to give us a
lead."
"You'll pardon me if I ask, Inspector, but your
business card associates you with the police forensic
laboratory. Isn't that fingerprints and autopsies and such?"
"That's my basic function, yes, but the Chief Inspector
sometimes asks me to investigate other matters too. In this
case, I am a member of a task force chosen from several
government departments. I think your name is on my list
because one of the defendants, Linda Zhang, mentioned
you."
"Well, of course, her husband is a consulting mining
engineer who has worked with me in the past few months.
He works with several of our Chinese trading partners. I
believe I've met Linda at two or three social functions . . .
Charming woman. . . yes." Kerro detected a change in
Bilasso's facial expression; wondered if this was what Tom
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Akani had referred to.
"Have you had any conversations with her?"
"She expressed interest in my granddaughter's
surgery." Bilasso reached into his desk drawer and passed
Kerro a small framed picture of a smiling two-year-old. "She
told me every girl has a right to be beautiful."
Kerro looked closely at the photograph, noting a
barely perceptible, healed zig-zag scar of an expert cleft lip
repair. "Australia?" he asked, looking at Bilasso as he passed
the picture back.
"My granddaughter was born with both a cleft lip and
cleft palate. I could find no one to fix it here in this country,"
Bilasso said.
"And Linda made it possible," Kerro suggested
gently.
"How did you know that?"
"What you just now said she told you," said Kerro.
"At first I thought it very odd, considering her statements
during interrogation. And yet, this is maybe the rare situation
where her self-centered mind-set might look outward toward
someone else.
"And then," he added, "there is the large sum of
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money recently deposited in your own bank account, with a
little over half of that soon transferred to a surgical clinic in
Sydney."
"I'll have to go to jail, won't I," said Bilasso.
"I don't know," said Kerro. "I'll have to report this,
and you may have to go to trial. But look at the bright side,"
he added cheerfully. "The other eight shared so little of their
own gains with you that you'll probably have a lesser charge
and get released on bond."

"He didn't try to hide it, once he realized that we
knew," Kerro reported to Chief Jacobs. "And he did pay for
the surgery and all. So in a sense, part of the loot did go to
medical care."
"The auditors say he received about a million Kina.
That withdrawal was for only a half-million," said the chief.
"That would cover the travel cost and the surgeon and
all. But a lot of these kids need on-going care and surgical
revisions as they grow older.
"Do we arrest him?"
"Yes, but he can get bail. Get us some pictures of the
kid before and after. She can be a poster child to help get a
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full-time plastic surgeon in Moresby."
"You think the family would really have taken any
'before' pictures?"
"No, but the surgeon in Australia probably did. And if
not, we'll get a picture of some one else. With a face defect
like that, nobody will notice that it's not the same kid."
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Chapter Thirty-eight

The trial of the "Nefarious Nine", as they were called by one
of The Journal's competitors, was set for the following
month in the National Court. Mr. Emerson Spitzer, of the
law firm of Bista, Spitzer and Gunn, solicitors, originally led
the defense team for all the defendants. Some questioned the
wisdom of Spitzer defending the senior partner of his own
law firm, and chose to engage an outside barrister, Mr.
Jeffersby Withers for the defense, aided by Spitzer & Gunn.
In his article the day following that announcement,
Tom Akani was careful to avoid second-guessing the results
of the coming trial. He reported:
The total amount of funds alleged to have been taken
illegally is estimated to be over nine hundred million Kina,
according to a public auditor who wants to remain
anonymous.
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At the preliminary arraignment, the Prosecution
reported that it had acted to prevent any transfer of the funds
to offshore banks. The Defense protested the move, arguing
that the bank accounts in question are the property of the
defendants until proven otherwise in court, and therefore
should be at their disposal. The court rejected that argument,
and ordered said funds be deposited into an escrow account,
to be strictly guarded by the government until the matter is
settled. If found guilty, the defendants will face sentences of
up to twenty years, plus restitution of all misappropriated
funds
One defendant is still at large, Mr. Tyson Brumbai, whose
father, the Hon. Oliver Brumbai, MP, is also a defendant.
The eighth member of the group, Mr. Gideon Bilasso,
employed at the Ministry of Mines, voluntarily surrendered
to authorities yesterday. Because of the much smaller 'take'
the auditors found in his account, the Court allowed him to
be released on bond, pending trial. The funds in question had
been originally allocated for use by the Ministries of
Education, Transport, and Health."
Tom's phone rang about eight p.m. that night."Tom, this
is Jeremy Blake. I've just had a call I think will interest you.
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Tyson Brumbai wants to talk."
"What about? Where is he?" Tom turned on the small
light by the phone, reached for a note pad.
"He wants to make a deal. He's out in the Settlements.
He gave me directions how to find him, if you want to meet
him."
"I don't know, Jere. Last time I had a night meeting
with some of that lot, it took three weeks for me to recover.
And the Settlement areas are easy to get lost in, sometimes
permanently."
"No, it's not like that, Tom. He doesn't work that way.
I know him personally; we often golf together. Look, I'll go
with you if that would help."
"Let's get a more neutral place to meet. A restaurant
somewhere, maybe, or a parking lot. And yeah, I could use
your help in recognizing him. Where is he now?"
"I don't know. He was on his mobile phone. But I
recognize his voice."
"Does he have transportation?"
"He said he could meet us anywhere."
"Tell him, Vision City Mall parking lot, off Waigani
Drive, in an hour. It'll be emptying out by then," said Tom.
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"Meet me here at my house and we'll go together."
Tom turned to his wife. "Kim, I have to go see a man.
Jeremy Blake is coming by to go with me."
His wife always feared such moments. "Are you
going to be safe, Tom?"
"It's a public place and we chose it. I think we'll be
okay. I should be back in a couple hours." He gave her a
quick kiss and went outside to wait for Jeremy.
"Please, God, bring him home safely," she prayed,
and went to check on Morrie to be sure he was safe and
asleep.
At the roadside, Tom made another quick call on his
mobile. "Jason? I have an important lead from an informant
and may need to call for back-up. No, not yet. I don't want to
scare him off. Are you at home? Right. I'll keep you posted."
He closed his phone just as Jeremy's car approached. "Park it
here, Jere. I'll drive mine."
"I have a travel account, Tom. I can save you petrol."
"Trust my phobias, friend. On weird night calls, I like
to know my vehicle. Let's go."
As they turned on to Waigani, Jeremy directed him,
"Turn in at the Mall, stay to the left of the main entrance and
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look for an old Nissan pickup with a big dent in the right
fender." They found the Nissan, where it was parked away
from the lights and with free space on both sides; Tom pulled
in alongside it. He gave the agreed upon password to the
other driver, "Have you seen George?"
The other driver responded, "I brought him,"
indicating his only passenger.
"George, I'm Tom. Do you want to talk outside the
cars, or come over here? Whatever you feel easiest with."
"I'll talk inside yours." He waited until there were no
other people near by, then got out and entered the passenger
side of Tom's car, while Jeremy moved to the back. He was a
clean-shaven man of perhaps Tom's own age, neatly dressed,
but Tom judged he had slept in his clothes for at least a
couple of nights.
"He's the right guy, Tom," said Jeremy.
"You look like you haven't had much sleep, George,"
said Tom. "Or can we omit the fake names?"
"Call me George. No, you wouldn't get much sleep
either, if half the town hears you have twenty million Kina
and most of them are planning to help themselves to it. And
the trouble is, I haven't got it, after the government lawyers
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messed with my bank account. How's my Dad?"
"I haven't seen him to talk to. At the court hearing he
seemed to have lost control of the situation, and he was
furious that Mr. Spitzer couldn't bail him out."
"When does he get free?"
"George, I don't think you are up to date with this
situation. When a man helps himself to all the pork on the
plate, he's no longer popular with all those people that have
seen their schools and roads vanish. The judge of the
National Court says he stays in jail until the Court decides
whether or not the 124 million Kina he is alleged to have in
his bank account is really his. In other words, No bail."
"Well what about the others? The Chinese? The
American stock analyst?"
"Same story."
"What about me? I'm willing to split it with whoever
can get me out of this."
"When you've taken that much money, it's difficult to
pass it under the table, so to speak."
"You're the one who writes those articles in the
newspaper, right, Tom? I have some funds they haven't
found yet; I'd be glad to hire you as a writer, call it Public
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Relations Consultant, to work with the mining companies to
increase production . . ."
"Sorry, George, my goal isn't money so much as it is
seeing that Papua New Guineans can pay their kids' school
fees, or go to the doctor when they're sick." He added, "and
can go on good all-weather roads."
"Two hundred thousand Kina?"
"No."
"Three hundred thousand."
"It wouldn't work, Tyson. It's time to deal with reality.
You've broken the law against fraud and embezzlement. You
can't just change that with other people's money."
"No, this is my money."
"Whatever. That argument didn't work when Linda
Zhang tried it, either. But I can tell you something that will
at least help. Do you want to hear it?"
"What is it?"
"Turn yourself in voluntarily. I can't speak for the
judge, but giving yourself up often gets your prison sentence
reduced by several years."
"I'm afraid of the police. I've heard about them
beating up prisoners."
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"I understand the police top leaders are working to see
that that no longer happens. Humans being what they are,
there may always be a few cops like that, but at least there
are more of them on the side of justice now, we hope."
Tom added, "And you're about my age. Your jail
sentence, if you get one, isn't going to last forever. You've
got talent in your field. You've got brains, and family
support. You'll have a job when you get out. Earned on your
own."
George/Tyson thought for maybe five minutes. "And
I'll still have a chance to finance schools and roads, won't I?
And gold mines?"
"Yeah, if you choose that route."
After another long pause, "I guess I better do it."
"Want to go tonight?"
"It's better than some raskol putting a gun to my head,
or a knife to my throat. Right, then. Let's go." He got out and
spoke to his own driver, listened to a string of curses, gave
the man a fifty Kina note, and got back in Tom's car, for a
ride to Boroko Police Station.
"Go in with him, Jeremy; I'll wait for you out here,"
Tom said. It was a little past ten o'clock. He picked up his
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phone. "Jason? You can cancel the back up. Jeremy Blake
just escorted Tyson Brumbai into Boroko police station to
voluntarily turn himself in. I'll talk to you in the morning."
He dialed again. "Kim? I'm coming home. Everything
worked out." He listened a moment. "I know. I heard you
praying just before I left. Thank you, Dearest. I'm waiting
for Jeremy outside Boroko station. I'll be home soon."
Jeremy came out after about twenty minutes. "They
were glad to see him. He looked relieved, too. They read him
his rights, and allowed him a call to his lawyer, Spitzer."
They drove on a few blocks, then Jeremy spoke
again: "You know, Tom, you showed real human relations
skill back there in the parking lot. That job offer from South
Sea Gold is still open."
Tom smiled as he drove the dimly lighted street. "You
saw me working with a man who feared for his life, and who
began to realize that people living in the Settlements couldn't
support him in the manner to which he is accustomed. I
appreciate the offer, anyway Jere. "But I already have the
job I want. And the family, too."
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Chapter Thirty-nine

Journal Headline: LAST OF 'NEFARIOUS NINE' GIVES
HIMSELF UP
"Accompanied by a friend, banker Tyson Brumbai
walked into Boroko Police Station last night and voluntarily
gave himself up, the last known conspirator involved in the
nearly one billion Kina embezzlement case. With the bulk of
the money now impounded in a court-supervised escrow
account, the people of Papua New Guinea can look forward
to improved infrastructure in education, health and
transportation. The nine will stand trial before the National
Court in Waigani next month."
The front page report recapped recent developments
in the case, and concluded with a quote from

the

preliminary hearing: "Whatever the outcome in the National
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Court, Papua New Guineans are becoming more aware of
the close relationship between corruption and poverty, and
between education and opportunity. We can now hope to lift
our families out of poverty, to play a part in the increasing
trade and business of the Pacific and Asian nations."
Jon Sinto's team gathered later that day to plan pretrial coverage. "The nine defendants aren't going to be news
everyday between now and the trial. We need to keep our
readers aware of them, but we need some other news angles
on mining meanwhile. The obvious ones include the
enforcement gang, whose trial is likely to come up about the
same time.
"Now about Joe Moran," continued Jon. "We have a
dilemma. We have a bizarre set of plaintiffs against the
gang―you Tom, our receptionist Maxine, Linda Zhang,
myself too, perhaps, after that crazy terrorism charge . . ."
"Hold it right there, Jon," said Tom. "I'm not going to
team with Linda in any kind of suit, class-action or
otherwise. My wife is already on my case for doing an
interview with her."
Jon grinned. "I'm just messing with your mind, Tom.
There's not going to be any alliance of The Journal with any
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of the Nefarious Nine. But I think we have to consider Joe
separately. He's a hero in the embezzlement case, and a
villain

in

the

attacks.

Personally,

I

only suffered

embarrassment, handcuffed in front of the whole newspaper
staff, but some of you really got beat up."
"I survived the beating," Tom said, "and I think most
of it was by Shark, even if Joe was the organizer. The
newspaper paid my medical expenses; my family had a
scare, but no harm. Considering the outcome, I don't intend
to press charges against Joe."
"But what about Maxine?" said Sophia. "Sergeant Joe
may be a hero in the government case, but he's still one of
the men responsible for her attack; even though he wasn't
physically present, he ordered it. She may carry the shock of
that night for years. He shouldn't get away with just a slap on
the wrist. She was brutalized, her boy friend left her and
never came back, and she doesn't want him back. She doesn't
know yet if she'll develop AIDS, or some other disease. Her
mother is a nervous wreck, and is about the only family she
has left."
"Did she get counseling?" asked Jon.
"She did, from a group in her church; it helped some
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and I've been talking with her, too. But she's been through
almost everything that can happen to a woman in Moresby.
She'd make a good women's advocate on the staff here. I'd
be glad to mentor her."
"I'll talk to her. So, what are your ideas about Joe?"
Tom said, "When Inspector Kerro talked with the
province police commander up north, the PPC said he would
rehire Joe in a minute. Said he was one of the finest
sergeants he ever had. And Joe's mother-in-law, who's
watching his two children since his wife was killed, says he's
a good father to them. And it's no secret that the districts
need more good cops. Putting him in jail for a few years isn't
going to help any of that."
Jon thought a few moments, and turned to Sophia.
"Supposing that Joe were required to pay a fine to Maxine,
and in addition received a five-year suspended sentence.
How do you think she would react to that?"
"How much of a fine?"
"That would be up to the court. Substantial enough to
warn other men who think they can get away with rape. And
if he is convicted of any future felony, five years in prison,
say, added to whatever new sentence he gets?"
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"And a court order forbidding Joe to come near her at
any time?"
"I would think that both he and she would agree to
that, too."
"I'll talk to her about that, and you talk to her about
the women's advocate job, Jon, okay?"
"Sounds good, if the court will agree. Now, we're
going to need more material about the changes going on at
the Owego Mine."
"It's only a rumor, so far, up in Hong Kong," said
Matt, "But Mr. Han Wei Min, the CEO of South Sea Gold, is
being offered a generous bonus if he will retire now. I think
he will accept it. No one has mentioned that very illegal
tailings pipe in Owego Bay, but the subject is sure to become
public sooner or later, with all the construction that's going
on at Owego. He's

taken too many short cuts in the

corporation finances, over the years, and his board of
directors are finding out that those short cuts usually cost
them extra money, rather than saving it."
"Is anyone saying who his successor will be?" Jon
asked.
"Mr. Li's name has been mentioned," said Matt, "I
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think it will depend on how well he succeeds in cleaning up
the mess that Mr. Han has left. But I've seen signs that he is
grooming Jeremy Blake to take more responsibility here in
PNG. So watch and see whether Li makes a move in the next
few months."
"Kim and I never completed her experiment in
opening a school there at Owego," said Tom. "I could do a
follow-up on improvements in mining safety and pollution
control, while Kim does the school thing. That would get
you two or three stories."
"Aren't you persona non grata at Owego, Tom?"
"Most of their improvements are the stuff Matt and I
were arguing for. I think local management would allow me
back. Just don't let Mr. Han in Hong Kong know. Nor
Madame Linda," he added. "Actually, Jeremy Blake has
helped get the work started. If SSG's local management in
Moresby doesn't already know about the short tailings pipe
that Mr. Han left behind, they will surely find out during the
changes they are making. We could quietly hold that story in
reserve for now. They don't really need more bad publicity in
the middle of their improvement efforts. You should take a
trip down to Milne Bay and see the mine, Jon."
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"A city desk editor like me would have trouble
explaining that to my boss."
"On your next vacation, then."
Tom had no difficulty persuading Kim about a few
more days at Owego. Her substitute teaching job in Moresby
gave her flexibility to allow time away from home. Morrie
added his enthusiasm to the proposal.
Three days later, Beverli greeted them again at her
West Owego guest house. Their boat docked at the small
structure Tom had helped the village men build. Morrie had
collected several of his little friends in West Village within
the first hour.
"Where is the other reporter and his lady friend?"
Beverli asked.
"Working on other news stories," said Tom. "We can't
all leave town at the same time. How are things going down
here? Is your business getting better?"
"It's stopped getting worse, at least. But the pipeline is
still fouling the bay over there." She motioned with her head
toward the larger shipping pier two kilometers to the east, as
she served up their evening meal of vegetable curry over
rice.
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Tom nodded in sympathy. "The pipeline may always
be there," he explained, "but when their new equipment is
installed and working, it will be mostly water with the mud
and chemicals removed. They'll be putting all that back
down in the used-up areas of the mine, or stacked as solid
stuff on the ground near the mine. It will take a while to
clean up the bay."
"How are the children?" Kim asked. "I have more
easy-reading books with me."
"The children here will be glad to have you back,"
said Beverli. "I haven't heard much about the three who went
to Alotau. I think they are still in hospital, getting exercises
to strengthen their legs."
The Akanis visited with two other couples staying at
Beverli's―evidently Sophia's promised publicity had helped
business that much at least―and Kim prepared plans for the
next day before going off to bed.

Next morning, they paid a courtesy call to West
Owego's headman, and Tom went off toward the mine, to
discover Yari Banta now supervising the day shift. "Busier
on days now, with new equipment coming in, and this way I
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can get a full night's sleep." He looked at Tom's letter of
authorization from South Sea Gold's PNG office. "Okay. You
want to go down in the mine? You ever been in one before?"
"Never," said Tom.
"We have new rules now." He handed Tom a hard hat
marked "visitor", helped him adjust a tool belt with its metal
box containing an emergency respirator, and the battery for
his headlamp. Yari wound the battery cord around behind
Tom's shoulder and up to the light on the front of his tin hat.
"Is it cold down there?" asked Tom. He wasn't sure
how he'd react to being half a kilometer below ground.
"You'll be okay. Gets warmer the deeper we go. One
drill hole hit hot ground water last month, from still deeper
down. Had to stop work till we got it plugged." Yari walked
Tom a hundred meters into the entry tunnel to the hoist room
carved out of the rock, where two vertical shafts went down
into blackness. A metal cage was waiting in one of them,
suspended on a steel cable.
"Down to four, Ben," Yari told the hoist man. Ben
nodded, a warning bell sounded and the cage moved swiftly
downward past levels every 150 meters, to stop at level four,
where they stepped off into a chamber with a tunnel and rails
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running off into darkness to their left. "We're actively mining
on three and four," said Yari. "The noise you hear is
compressed air drills. The miners make about a dozen or
more drill holes into the face of the rock each day. Near the
end of the shift they put blasting powder in them and
connect each hole to wires. After we're sure that everyone's
left the stopes, we fire the blast. It extends the stope another
two-and-a-half meters. Next shift scoops up the rock into ore
cars, brings it out to the station here and loads it on the ore
lift to haul it up to the surface. The miners knock down any
loose rock and shore up timbers for support. Then they drill
another two-and-a-half meters."
"How do you know which direction to drill?" asked
Tom.
"Diamond drillers drive exploring holes to map out
the ore body. Their drill bits are hard enough to cut a core of
rock that geologists can look at and tell where the high grade
ore is."
Tom blocked his ears against the jack-hammer-like
roar as he watched a miner and his helper drilling; watched
another pair straining to unload timbers in a different stope.
"What do those things weigh?" he asked. "These 20-by-20
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centimeter ones, about a hundred kilos each," answered the
man as he paused to wipe sweat from his face.
Yari took him up to level three to show him the
underground machine shop, and they rode a battery-operated
donkey engine to the end of the drift

to see the new

ventilation raise. "Now the air circulates so we don't have
any more men die, yah?" said Yari.
He turned Tom over to a Chinese engineer, Mr. Wu,
above ground, who would be installing the pipes and tanks
of the paste-backfill plant. Tom felt bewildered by all the
steel girders, sheets of metal roofing, and pipes laid out on
the ground, waiting for assembly.
"The gold and copper are separated just like before;"
the engineer explained, "but instead of washing all the rock,
mud and chemicals down into the ocean, we will extract
most of the water by vacuum distilling, then add a measured
amount of cement powder, and pump the mixture back down
into an abandoned part of the mine, where it hardens. It no
longer spreads across the land, or into a river, and the
chemicals are locked in the concrete."
"How expensive is all this?" asked Tom.
"You have the one-time cost of the plant. And you
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have the cost of the cement we add, about ten per cent of the
volume of the tailings, not much in a medium-sized mine
like this. It can be more of a problem with the really big
open pit mines, but not as bad as clogging a river or
poisoning the sea. Most of what makes up the paste is what
came out of the mine in the first place. Even in an open pit
mine I think you could go on mining underneath it, as long
as you leave pillars of rock to support the hardened paste. It's
just an engineering problem."
"Where have you seen this done, Mr. Wu?"
"I studied it in America, at the Montana School of
Mines. We did field trips to the platinum mine east of there,
and to some of the silver mines in Idaho that use the method.
We are just beginning to use it here in PNG."
"I'm impressed."
"Come back in six months. You will see it work."

Tom spent part of the next day with Morrie, while
Kim saw her reading students, and later he went to visit Yari
after his shift ended.
Yari went with him to Timothy's house. Timothy's
mother had brought him home after two days of therapy in
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Port Moresby. "I can get him to walk here at home, where I
can tend my garden," she declared, emphasizing her opinion
with a red jet of betel off her porch. Timothy lay sulking on
the floor. "Get up!" she said.
"Don't want to."
"I said get up!" thrusting his pair of crutches at him.
Sullenly he took the crutches and struggled to stand, bracing
himself against the wall. "Now show the men how you can
walk!" Timothy took a few short steps on his stiff, weak
legs, bracing his balance with his crutches held wide. He
reached the opposite wall and lay down again clumsily, as
far from the rest of them as the room permitted.
"You see?" said his mother, around her cud of betel,
"he can walk."
"That's good, Timothy," said Tom, "and the more you
can practice each day, the stronger you'll become." The boy
did not reply. The mother sniffed at this promise.
After they had taken their leave, Yari remarked, "She
really doesn't encourage him often enough."
"What about the two girls?" asked Tom.
"Lisa's uncle told me they're coming home next week,
and will go to Alotau every two months. Our town will
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encourage them all we can."
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Chapter Forty

Journal headline: OWEGO MINE GEARS UP
FOR CLEANER ENVIRONMENT
Tom's front page article summarized his trip to
Owego and his tour of the mine, with a side bar on the
present status of the three partially disabled children, and
another on the island's hope for a permanent school
On the editorial page, Jon Sinto was upbeat:
"PNG has huge natural resources in forestry, fishing, and
mineral wealth. We have copper and gold, and are finding
other

metal

ores

besides―nickel,

cobalt,

silver,

molybdenum. We have enough natural gas and oil to
become independent in energy production within a
decade.
"But we should not be giving away these resources
for the benefit of just a few of our citizens, while the
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large majority struggle to subsist by farming on polluted
ground, or who must try to survive in urban Settlements
of unemployment and crime.
"In years past, most of us hadn't enough training to
profit in business or mining. So we allowed foreigners to
pollute our land, and to leave abandoned ghost towns
when the ore was gone." But now we are a developing
nation. The business groups who cut open our mountains
to extract the mineral wealth, or who clear-cut our forests,
or who dump mud, chemicals, and other trash to clog and
poison our rivers and seas, must be required to restore the
earth, forests, and farms as they were before.
This is not a penalty. Rather it is part of the normal
cost of doing business. Leave the land better than you
found it. This can be done and still make a profit. We
citizens have no other home; we must live here after the
foreigners are gone. We also have other businesses to
run―fisheries, tourism, clean cities, safe transportation,
agriculture and effective health programs. And we also
hope to enjoy life in our beautiful homeland.
Already we are seeing changes. South Sea Gold
Corporation should be praised for the improvements it is
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now making at its Owego Mine in Milne Bay, the site of
tragic accidents earlier this year. Now shut down
temporarily, it will soon reopen. But now its pollutants
will be immobilized in hardened backfill, Mines in other
countries are extending their working depth in this way to
as much as two kilometers below ground surface.
Our nation has the resources.
Our nation can supply markets who are eager to
buy those resources.
Our nation has a growing population eager for
schooling, development, and a better standard of living.
We only need to learn to work together, putting
aside our tribal warfare and our get-rich-quick schemes."
The Local-News staff planning meeting had a new
member that morning, sitting in for the first time. Sophia
made the announcement: "You all know Maxine Edon,
from her first job as front office receptionist. She has been
working in the City Room for the past month, and will be
working with me, mainly on women's and children's
issues. Welcome, Maxine."
"Thank you."
"She is still learning, and will be going out on
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assignment with each of you from time to time, and will
eventually take over some of my assignments."
Tom turned to Sophia. "You're leaving us?"
"I'll be following Matt when he returns to Hong
Kong," she said demurely. "He asked me to marry him, last
week, and I said yes. I turned in my two-weeks notice
yesterday."
The group murmured their congratulations and one or
two ribald remarks. Tom commented, "I've seen this coming,
but I didn't expect it to happen so soon. We'll all miss you,
Sophia."
Jon Sinto called Tom into his office after the meeting.
"Sophia will be leaving the week after next. She has some
vacation time coming, and she and Matt plan a week's
honeymoon at West Owego Village, and then will live in
Hong Kong.
"I asked her if she had any recommendations for her
job replacement, and she said you, Tom. That would be my
choice too. Editorial assistant and chief reporter is the
official title. It comes with a modest raise in salary," he
added.
"Thank you, Jon, from both Kim and me. I'll do my
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best."
Later that week, Tom took an opportunity to talk with
Maxine during coffee break. "Maxine, you remember I
happened to be here in the building the night you were
attacked, and I was with you at the hospital emergency
room."
"I do remember, and have always been grateful for
what you said there. Especially because you had been
attacked by the same gang just a few days before."
"I remember how angry you were that night," Tom
said,"

and you had good reason to be. How do you feel

about it now? I ask, because some of your reporting will
probably have to deal with that gang over the next few
months. Can you be objective in your reporting?"
"It's hard to be objective about such cruelty. I have a
little sister and I surely don't want anything like that to ever
happen to her."
"But what about your rage that night?"
"I think I have that under control. But I still lock all
my doors at night, and hardly ever travel alone after dark.
How do you feel about your little son?"
"Kim and I check him before we go to bed each night.
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And we have to entrust him to God. I think the danger from
that particular gang is about gone." He told her about Joe
Moran turning himself in to Inspector Kerro, after Joe's
wife's murder, and Joe hearing about the three children at
Owego. "He has two small children of his own. We won't be
reporting his story until after the conspirators' trial, but he
will be one of the prosecution's prime witnesses."
"I don't want to report on his own trial," said Maxine.
"I don't want anything further to do with him."
"That's up to you. We can put someone else on that
story. What you can do, some day though, is help women
understand their rights, and their own value as people."
"That's going to be one of my goals."
"Keep hold of that goal. Papua New Guinea's women
are going to need people like you to enlarge their own
dreams beyond just babies and gardens."

"Maxine will do all right," Tom told Jon Sinto later
that day. "We'll have to keep her out of dangerous
assignments at first, but I think she's recovering her selfconfidence."
"Good. Now what's going to be your own focus, Tom,
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once the the trial of 'The Nine' is over?"
"I've been thinking about that. Something to challenge
male readers too—to raise their own goal to something
beyond just beer, babes and betel nut. A job that pays better
than minimum wage. Education, better schools, better job
training, better honesty and competence in business and
government and management. . . .Somehow helping our
citizens to gain more self-respect."
"That sounds like enough to keep you busy quite a
few years," said Jon.
"Hey, it beats that part-time job offer for editing South
Sea Gold Corporation's newsletter. No, this is where my
work is. We can help change Papua New Guinea for the
better. God willing."
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A BRIEF GLOSSARY FOR "SOUTH SEA GOLD"

Backfill paste: a mixture of mine waste and cement
designed to harden into immobility.

Diamond drilling: specially skilled miners operate a
long hollow drill tipped with industrial-grade diamonds, hard
enough to cut a core of rock; that is then carefully preserved
in sequence for examination by geologists.

Language: PNG has far more native languages than
any other nation on earth - about 800 by most counts. The
official languages are English, Tok Pisin and Motu. Because
most people learn English in school as a second language,
they tend to speak it without much slang or street idioms.

Melanesian: The culture and native race of many of
the island groups of the Southwest Pacific

Milne Bay: One of the twenty-two provinces of Papua
New Guinea, consisting of the easternmost tip of the main
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island plus many of the small islands in the Solomon Sea.

Police

calls: in PNG tend to be answered more

slowly than in first-world countries, chiefly because most
police districts are very short-staffed in recent years.

Raskol: criminal, in Tok Pisin

Rhenium:

a

metallic

element

used

in

high-

performance jet engines

RPNGC: Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary, the
national police

SASAC:

State-owned Assets Supervision and

Administration Commission (of the Chinese Government)

Stope: underground excavation point in a mine where
ore is being removed

Tailings: the waste rock after removal of the ore,
usually a mixture of water and powdered rock
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Tok

Pisin:

the

language

commonly

used

to

communicate among tribes in PNG

Thousand-Kina note: doesn't exist except in Shark's
wishful thinking. The largest denomination of PNG money is
one hundred Kina, equal to about 45 US Dollars

Tonne: a metric unit of weight equal to one thousand
kilograms, or 2,200 pounds

Vacuum extraction: a method of extracting water from
a mixture or solution; water evaporates at a lower
temperature in reduced air pressure, thus saving fuel.

Ventilation raise: a vertical mine shaft allowing air
circulation

Wantok: "neighbor", "buddy" in Tok Pisin
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